Bargain DVDs

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:

- Action/Adventure
- American History
- Animated TV & Movies
- Biographical Movies
- Biography
- Blu-ray
- British TV
- Comedy
- DVDs for Children
- Dramas
- Family

Current titles are marked with a ★

**Action/Adventure**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6918999** BULLETS, BOMBS AND BABIES: 12 Film Set. Formerly titled Girls, Guns & G-Shlings, set collects films created in the Sisadon formula, beautiful people in exotic locations with lots of explosions. Includes: 12 titles: The Dallas Connection Day of the Warrior; Do or Die; Enemy Gold; Fit to Kilt; Guns; Hard Hunted; Hard Ticket to Hawaii; Malibu Express; Picasso Trigger; Savage Beach; and Return to Savage Beach. Rated R. Over three hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

- **$4.95**

**671449** HISTORY 101: College Essentials. Real history makes compelling drama in three period films. Platoon is Oliver Stone’s Oscar-winning drama of the Vietnam War. Kevin Costner directs and stars in Dances with Wolves, following a frontier lieutenant who befriends the Sioux tribe. And Nicolas Cage leads Wild at Heart, inspired by the true story of a Minnesota soldier in WWII. Some Rated R. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. MGM.

- **$4.95**

**6901395** FURY/THE MONUMENTS MEN. Widescreen. Two WWII epics featuring today’s biggest stars. Brad Pitt plays sergeant Wardaddy, commanding a five-man Sherman tank crew in Fury. Leo DiCaprio plays a skilled pilot in The Monuments Men, an elite hit squad whose mission is to rescue art masterpieces from Nazi thieves. Over six hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

- **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6985897** THE NUN. Widescreen. It’s been eight years since Jim Tenny (Sean Penn) worked as a black ops assassin and now he’s gone from his old life to live the African and Europe by elite hit men. Tenny is dragged back into his dangerous past as he engages in a relentless cat and mouse game to evade them. In African jungles of Vietnam to rescue captive POWs, who plunges into the dangerous world of international heroin trafficking is exposed in The Organization, an elaborate and suspenseful crime thriller which reprises Sidney Poitier’s role as Lt. Virgil Tibbs. In Sheba, Baby, a female R. (Pam Grier) is drawn back to her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky because someone is trying to force her father out of business. Over 5 hours. MGM. Pub. at $15.98

- **$3.95**

**6895659** THE GUNMAN. Widescreen. It’s three times the action with three films featuring the martial arts superstar. Chuck Norris plays Colonel James Braddock, who plunges into the jungles of Vietnam to rescue captive POWs, his family, and himself in Missing in Action; Missing in Action 2: The Beginning; and Braddock: Missing in Action III. All Rated R.

- **$5.95**

**6871156** OLYMPUS HAS FALLEN/WHITE HOUSE DOWN. Widescreen. Two adrenaline-pumping films imagine what would happen in the event of a terrorist attack on the White House. Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart and Morgan Freeman star in Antone Fuqua’s explosive Olympus Has Fallen (Rated R). Then, Clanning Tatum, Channing Tatum plays a secret service agent tasked with protecting the beautiful wife of the president (88 minutes). Then, Bronson disbands his macho image in This Time Around, when he plays a small time bank robber who inadvertently becomes a national hero (99 minutes). MGM. Pub. at $19.98

- **$5.95**

**6811157** ASSAULTINATION/FROM NOON TILL THREE. Widescreen. Two fantastic films display Charles Bronson’s full range, from action hero to coronavirus killer (Robert De Niro) and his wife Maggie (Michelle Pfeiffer) can’t help resorting to old habits. Chases ensues when mafia crooks track them down. Rated PG-13. Over 2 hours. MGM.

- **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 598095X OCTOPUSSY. Widescreen. Roger Moore once again portrays the smouldering sex appeal, acerbic wit, and deadly expertise of immortal action hero James Bond. This time he’s investigating the murder of a fellow agent who was clutching a Faberge egg at the time of his death. English SDH. 131 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

- **$3.95**

**6900542** 48 HRS./ANOTHER 48 HRS. Widescreen. In 48 Hours unlikely partners Jack Cates (Nick Nolte) and Reggie Hammond (Eddie Murphy) discover they have only one thing in common—they both kill to find the bad guys—if they don’t kill each other first. They’re back in Another 48 Hours for a car-chasing, fist-flying, shoot-em-up sequel in the city streets of San Francisco. Rated R. CC. Over three hours. Paramount.

- **$5.95**

**6785762** EVERY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE/Clint Eastwood playing Pug the talking horse. Beddoe, an easy-going truck driver, the best barroom brawler west of the Rockies—and the roommate of a 165-pound orangutan named Clyde. When Philo finally falls in love, it leads him on a screwball chase across the states. Sonora Locke and Beverly D’Angelo. Warner Home Video.

- **$5.95**

**6933836** GENTLEMEN EXPLORERS. In this Steampunk epic set in the Old West, Marcus Riley O’Riley and his partner The Magician are freelance explorers who specialize in the retrieval of lost objects. Their latest target: a powerful pistol from one of the Brothers Grimm fairy tales, the Infinity Pistol. 91 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $14.95

- **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6901360** THE FAMILY. Widescreen. A mafia Boss and his family are relocated to a sleepy town in France under the witness protection program after snitching on the mob. Despite an agent’s best efforts to keep them from their former life, they’re ensnared in the dangerous world of international heroin smuggling ring. Then, he joins Lee Marvin in Delta Force, determined to rescue his wife Maggie (Michelle Pfeiffer) and his wife Maggie (Michelle Pfeiffer) can’t help resorting to old habits. Chases ensues when mafia crooks track them down. Rated PG-13. Over 2 hours. MGM.

- **$5.95**

**6890963** DELTA FORCE 1 AND 2. Fullscreen. Chuck Norris delivers his unique brand of hard-hitting heroism in two explosive missions. He joins Lee Marvin in Delta Force, determined to rescue his wife Maggie (Michelle Pfeiffer) and his wife Maggie (Michelle Pfeiffer) can’t help resorting to old habits. Chases ensues when mafia crooks track them down. Rated PG-13. Over 2 hours. MGM.

- **$5.95**

**6900114** THE HERO. Widescreen. Robert Redford stars as a cowboy who returns to his hometown of Louisville, Kentucky and joins forces with NASA scientist Holly Hammond (Elke Sommer) to attempt Pug the talking horse. Beddoe, an easy-going truck driver, the best barroom brawler west of the Rockies—and the roommate of a 165-pound orangutan named Clyde. When Philo finally falls in love, it leads him on a screwball chase across the states. Sonora Locke and Beverly D’Angelo. Warner Home Video.

- **$5.95**

**5950368** MOONRAKER. Widescreen. James Bond blasts into orbit in this pulse-pounding adventure that takes him from Venice to Rio de Janeiro and to outer space! Roger Moore is back as Agent 007 and joins forces with NASA scientist Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) to prevent a power-mad industrialist (Michael Lonsdale) from destroying all human life on Earth.

- **$5.95**

**6626580** ARDENNES FURY. Widescreen. As the Battle of the Bulge rages on, an American tank unit gets trapped behind Nazi lines. With just hours before the bombs of Operation Ardennes Fury fall, the Tank’s commander makes the risky decision to rescue an orphanage. Stars Tom Sizemore. Not Rated. 88 minutes. VSC.

- **$4.96**
**Action/Adventure**

6745024 **FLYING SWORDS OF DRAGON GATE.** Widescreen. Vigilante general Zhao (Jet Li) is determined to end the tyrannical rule of the royal throne by tracking down corrupt officials, including Yu, an incredibly determined eunuch. The search for Yu will culminate in a showdown between fighters, lightening-throwers, and archers, all set against a deadly sandstorm. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 122 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

4609956 **U-571.** Widescreen. On a top-secret assignment, a U.S. Navy Captain and his crew must infiltrate Nazi Germany by driving a damaged U-boat. But when they are also recruited to steal the Nazi’s top-secret decoding device and sink the ship, the mission becomes more dangerous than they could have imagined. Stars Matthew McConaughey, Bill Paxton, and Harvey Keitel. 117 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

511877 **ROGER CORMAN’S DEATH RACE 2050.** Widescreen. It’s the year 2050 and America is controlled by an all-powerful corporate government ruled by The Chairman (Malcolm McDowell). The event of the year is the Death Race, in which a motley crew of violent drivers compete in a cross-country road race, scoring points for shamelessly running people over and driving each other off the road. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Millennium. $5.95

665233 **A VIKING SAGA: The Darkest Day.** Widescreen. Cast into a bloody world, Hereward must deliver the Holy Gospel of Lindisfarne to the safety of the Iona monastery. Pursued by a Viking death squad, he enlists the help of a skilled swordsman on his holy journey. But in a world ruled by warriors that kill for what they want, the mission won’t be easy. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. E One. $4.95

6901301 **THE COUNSELOR.** In this murder mystery, a Wall Street lawyer (Michael Fassbender) known for doing the right thing for the wrong people decides to put his connections to the test by diving into a treacherous drug deal for some quick cash. But the Counselor soon learns that having it all could mean losing everything. Also stars Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz, and Javier Bardem. Rated R. English SDH. 176 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

665628 **DJANGO UNCHAINED/INGLOURIOUS BASTARDS.** Widescreen. Django Unchained, a Civil War-era western, stars Jamie Foxx as Django, a slave who teams up with a bounty hunter (Christoph Waltz) to seek out the South’s cruellest master. The film takes no prisoners in Quentin Tarantino’s high-octane WWII revenge fantasy Inglourious Bastards. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. E One. $7.95

691604X **THE LAST KUNG-FU MONK.** Widescreen. A Shaolin monk and Kung Fu master, Li Long finds himself in New York caring for the son of his recently murdered brother and opening a school to teach the ancient arts. Unknown to him, his school has been funded by the Russian mafia. When his nephew is kidnapped, Li Long must take on a bevy of vicious foes to save his nephew and his own life. Rated R. In Chinese with English subtitles. 140 minutes. Unisys Entertainment. $11.95

6812198 **SLAUGHTER/SLAUGHTER’S BIG RIP-OFF.** Widescreen. Jim Brown stars in an action-packed “Blaxploitation” double feature. In Slaughter, an ex-Green Beret captain devoted to the U.S. Army and his duty, after he discovers that the bomb-killing of his parents was the work of a crime syndicate. Then, in Slaughter’s Big Rip-Off, the syndicate strikes back. Also stars Ed McMahon. MGM. Pub. at $9.98

6812376 **VIKING QUEST.** Widescreen. A peasant boy named Koli is taken from his family by Viking raiders and raised as one of their own. For the next 20 years, he is trained as a warrior. When they are suddenly attacked by a vicious dragon, Koli discovers his role in the prophecy of a dragon apocalypse. Not Rated. 95 minutes. E One. $5.95

691492 **NINJA/NINJA II: Shadow of a Tear.** Widescreen. A samurai in an ancient world in which a Ninja is commanded by his Sensei to return to New York and protect the city from supernatural forces. He must defeat the skilled Yakuza assassins to prevent the power of the weapons from falling into evil hands. In the sequel, the American Ninja, returning seeking justice for his wife’s murder in New York. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay Entertainment. $9.95

5681234 **VIVA KINIEVEL!** Widescreen. Evel Knievel stars in his first dramatic role. He’s powered his Harley over autos, Mack trucks, standing on a railroad track while a train rumbled between his legs. But now it’s time to take on the toughest job of all: leaping over the Lagoona Grand Canyon. But if the mob has its way, his next incredible leap will land him six feet under. Also stars Lauren Hutton, Gene Kelly, and Leslie Nielsen. Pub. at $14.98. Warners. Enter. $3.95

4563441 **CUTIE HONEY.** Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love and justice. But her favorite, she takes on the Panther Claw organization and their plot to kidnap girls across Japan. Things take a turn when Panther Claw’s leader eyes a new prize: Henry Pearl, a young American. This limited edition includes a collectible keychain, packaged in an embossed tin lunchcase. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. Pub. at $49.96

691680X **OLDBOY.** Widescreen. Kidnapped and sealed away for 20 years, Joe Doucett (Josh Brolin) has suddenly been set free without a word of explanation. Obsessed with finding those who imprisoned him, he uncovers a greater freedom from his captors, unaware his freedom is part of a plan and his true punishment’s about to begin. Also stars Elizabeth Olsen. Rated R. English SDH. 154 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

6645038 **FLYING TIGERS.** Prior to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, a small and daring band of American mercenaries soared into battle against Japan in defense of China’s freedom. Led by Captain Jim Colton (Jr. Wayne), the “Flying Tigers” were heroic adventurers and America’s hottest ace pilots. This is their explosive story. In B&W. 107 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

6736062 **GHOST RIDER: Spirit of Vengeance.** Widescreen. Nicolas Cage returns as the devil’s bounty hunter in this follow-up to Marvel’s superhero hit. Johnny is once again on the loose on earth when he is recruited by a secret sect of the church to save a young boy from the devil. Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

5924405 **KING OF NEW YORK.** Widescreen. Freed from prison, Frank White (Christopher Walken) challenges his fellow drug lords in bloody battle for a piece of the action. A gangster classic featuring an all-star cast, including Larry Fishburne, David Carradine, Wesley Snipes and Giancarlo Esposito. Rated R. English SDH. 145 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

6817380 **THE MAN WITH THE IRON FISTS 2.** Widescreen. Thaddeus (RZA) is back in this explosive martial arts epic, inspired by legendary Chinese tales. Thaddeus is found badly wounded near the village, miner Li Kung and his wife offer him refuge. As he heals, he becomes embroiled in a conflict that will sideways attack the townfolk against the evil master. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6892975 **JEAN-CLAUDE VAN DAMME: TRIPLE FEATURE.** Volume 1. Widescreen. International star Jean-Claude Van Damme kicks into high gear in Desert Heat, also starring Pat Morita. 104 minutes. Van Damme joins forces with NSA headquarters in D.O.A. at Heartbreak Canyon. 89 minutes. Prepare for maximum Van Damme when he is joined by the sexy Natasha Herstidge in Maximum Risk. In Spanish with English subtitles. 102 minutes. All CC. All-Rated R. Sony Pictures. $9.95

3678718 **RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP.** Rich Richardson (Clark Gable) is a hard-driving submarine officer determined to seek out and smash the Japanese destroyer he believes sunk his former ship. Given a new command, Richardson drills his men and first officer (Lester White, Lancaster) to the point of mutiny—until the greatest threat is none other than the rich one. Hunting in. In Kinorobo. Pub. at $19.95

6645003 **FLAT TOP.** Sterling Hayden stars as Commander Dan Collier, who trains WWII Navy carrier pilots while battling the kind but overly soft Lieutenant Joe Rodgers (Richard Carlson). This classic of WWII aviation’s top dog footage to add a gripping sense of realism to each epic battle. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6829805 **THE MERMAID/KING FUSU.** Widescreen. When greedy real estate tycoon Liu Xuan buys up a pristine coastal enclave, Green Gulf, he’s unaware it’s home to the last surviving mermaids. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Rated R. 94 minutes. In Kung Fu Hustle a town ruled by the Axe Gang, Sing desperately wants to become a member in Cantonese with English subtitles. Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6862357 **AMERICAN ULTRA.** Widescreen. Mike “Platypus Charlie” Hooper and his girlfriend Phoebe (Kristen Stewart). But Mike’s sleepy world goes wild after he discovers that he’s actually a CIA sleepwalker, fighting vigilante-style against the found of government hitmen. Also stars Topher Grace and Connie Britton. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6640804 **1066: The Battle for Middle Earth.** The hands-down epic penciled adventure of invasion and resistance, viewers are plunged in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest events and one of the most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. This British production stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. 166 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

3679587 **CAST A GIANT SHADOW.** Widescreen. War hero and Jewish American Mickey Marcus is called to the new state of Israel to build an army capable of withstanding its Arab foes. As he transforms a ragtag underground army into a first-class fighting machine, another conflict comes to light—the fight for his heart. Stars Kirk Douglas, Angie Dickinson, Santa Berger, Yul Brynner, and Frankenstein. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6643555 **SANDS OF THE KALAHARI.** Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. The survivors and their vicious baboons are the least of their problems; first they’ll have to survive a crazed fossil passenger. Stars Stuart Whitman, Angie Dickinson, John Dehner, Robert Duvall, and Nigel Davenport. 120 minutes. Olive Films. $11.95

6918554 **DUNGEONS & DRAGONS/WRATH OF THE DRAGON GOD. Widescreen.** To escape slavery, Father Jean-Claude Van Damme joins forces with the mysterious Richard Dreyfuss in Dungeons & Dragons I: Wrath of the Dragon God. CC Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.97
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Action/Adventure

8483771 TREASURE ISLAND. A daring, gritty, and authentic re-imagination of the world’s most beloved pirate tale. When young Jim Hawkins stumbles upon a coveted treasure map, he sets off on a frenzied voyage across tumultuous waters to find the legendary loot. Jim’s only friend is a charismatic cook, whose real name becomes deadly clear to the reader. Stars: Eddie Izzard, Elijah Wood, and Donald Sutherland. CC. 183 minutes. Gainem. $9.95

68156X HERCULES: Hallmark Entertainment. Fullscreen. This thrilling live-action tale takes the young Hercules, mighty half-god son to Zeus and Alcmene, Princess of Thesee. Stars Paul Ferrler, Elizabeth Perkins, Timothy Dalton, Sean Connery, and Leen Gie Bois. CC. 127 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

6791158 AFTER THE SUNSET: New Line Platinum Series. Widescreen. Two master thieves, Max (Pierce Brosnan) and his beautiful accomplice Lola (Selma Hayek), have escaped to the Bahamas to relax and enjoy their ill-gotten gain. But Stan (Woody Harrelson), the FBI agent trailing Max, suspects the two are up to one more heist. Also stars Don Cheadle. CC. 98 minutes. New Line Home Enter. Pub. at $9.95 SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITIES 6936863 CLARK GABLE COLLECTION: Cinema Classics. Collection of 22 classic films starring the star in three thrilling classics. He joins Loretta Young, Reginald Owen and Sidney Toler to answer the Call of the Wild; heads out on the wildest frontier for the sprawling western The Tall Men; and joins Susan Hayward in Sister of Fortune, the story of a mercenary tasked with protecting a wrongfully imprisoned man. In Color. B&W. Five hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98 $14.95

6907482 14 BULLETS. Widescreen. Gunga Din is a legendary loyal private soldier in a clandestine form of combat from childhood in order to devote his life to the service of the Emperor. When the Imperial Court is overtaken by a traitor, Gungia finds himself hunted by the very people he trusted most. Stars Donnie Yen and Law Kar Ying. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. E One. $9.95

5926260 KING KONG AND FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. Presents an entertaining assembly of rare movie trailers, productions and film clips, all highlighting the movie monsters you know and love: giant apes, alien creatures, fantasy beings, dinosaurs and more. Includes giant apes, alien creatures, clips, all highlighting the movie monsters you know and love: giant apes, alien creatures, fantasy beings, dinosaurs and more. Includes vintage Godzilla footage, action from Mighty Joe Young, King of All Beasts, and much more. In B&W. 65 minutes. Legend Films. $2.95

4564323 MOBY DICK. Widescreen. A spectacular retelling of Herman Melville’s classic, masterfully directed by the great John Huston. Captain Ahab (Gregory Peck) has but one purpose in life: revenge against Moby Dick, the great white whale who maimed and disfigured him. He doesn’t care who he hurts or what he must endure to get his revenge. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 267 minutes. Warner Bros. $19.99

5877850 TARAS BULBA. Widescreen. Set in the Ukraine of the 16th century, this action epic stars Yul Brynner in one of his most colorful roles as a powerful Cossack chieftain determined to save his nation from the rampaging Polish invaders. The conflict is only further complicated when his headstrong son Andrei (Tony Curtis) falls in love with a Polish girl. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3678786 GATOR. Widescreen. The iconic returns of Gator McClusky in this high octane sequel to White Lightning. The Fed’s enlist Gator to go undercover to expose Bama McCall (Jerry Reed). Gator’s boy pal Charlie is there as a local crime boss. Gator is reluctant, but when he learns that Bama is involved with extortion, prostitution, and murder, this old friend becomes a deadly enemy. 115 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3677672 THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY. Widescreen. Sean Connery is Edward Price, a brilliant master thief plotting to steal a fortune in gold bars from a railroad paycar. But to pull off the daring heist, Price must join forces with a safecracker (Donald Sutherland) and his own girlfriend (Barbara Baxley) in a series of intricately plotted thefts. Directed by Michael Crichton. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 5840372 ALLAN QUATERNAR AND THE LOST CITY OF GOLD. Widescreen. Richard Chamberlain and Sharon Stone are back for more exciting adventure! Allan and Jesse are newly engaged and preparing to leave for America where they’ll be married. But with Quaternar’s adventures is over too far away—a mysterious stranger appears from the jungle, declaring that Allan’s missing brother is still alive in the legendary Lost City of Gold. 98 minutes. Olive Films. $11.95

9580765 BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD. Widescreen. When a tough but loving father Wink (Dwight Henry) succumbs to a mysterious malady, his fierce and determined young son, Hushpuppy (Quvenzhané Wallis) bravely sets out on a journey to save him. But Hushpuppy’s quest is hindered by a “busted” universe that melts the ice caps and unleashes an army of prehistoric beasts. 120 minutes. English SDH. $9.95

691588 POLICE STORY: Lockdown. Widescreen. The crime action saga continues with this heart-stopping entry, returning Jackie Chan to one of his defining roles as Wen, a cop with a history of violence. A reunion with his daughter (Tina Jing) exposes a high-stakes hostage plot, forcing Wen to choose between justice and revenge. Dubber and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 107 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

★ 5553809 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE SLUTS. Tough guy cop Wade Olson takes his renegade brand of justice too far and ends up captured by the government. But all that changes when he’s offered a chance to see his friends again found. He enlists his friends and his two very unique friends (Tina J and Hsi Anh) to stage a robbery to keep them free. In B&W. 118 minutes. Olive Films. $11.95

★ 6643523 RETREAT, HELL! A U.S. Marine battalion headed by Lt. Col. Steve L. Corbett (Frank Lovejoy) and Capt. Paul Hansen (Richard Carlson) must fight its way out of a freezing landscape and diminishing supplies, freezing temperatures and constant attacks by overwhelming numbers of Chinese and Japanese Korean soldiers. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

6652034 THE BAD ASS 2-PACK. Widescreen. Danny Trejo delivers his special brand of justice with a double dose of hard-hitting action. Danny Trejo is Bad Ass as Frank “The Butcher” Vargas, a man who seeks vindication when his friend is killed and the police do nothing. Danny Glover joins the team in Bad Ass 2, when one of the robbers Vega has been after for years is finally captured, Rated R. 84 minutes. Widescreen. Danny Trejo delivers his special brand of justice with a double dose of hard-hitting action. In Mandarin. Olive Films. $7.95

4767237 SNITCH. Widescreen. Dwayne Johnson plays a man determined to bring a Mexican cartel to its knees. After learning of his son’s (Finn Wolfhard’s) involvement in drug possession, Johnson volunteers to become an undercover informant and infiltrate the cartel he’s convinced framed his boy. Also stars Susan Sarandon. English SDH. 3 hours on 2 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

6742527 BREAKHEART PASS. Widescreen. At the height of the frontier era, a locomotive races through the Rocky Mountains on a classified mission to a remote Army post. But one by one, the passengers are being murdered! Their only hope: their new driver (Charles Bronson), a mysterious prisoner in transit who has uncovered a secret felony. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6870427 CAT RUN 2. Widescreen. Sons of Anarchy’s Winter Ave O’Shea stars as a high-energy, kick ass girl with a secret military connection. When an unlikely team of bumbling, up-and-coming private detectives stumble upon a sex party turned massacre, the wannabe detective team takes on the case and discovers a shocking military secret. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $4.95

6871037 MARTIAL ARTS MOVIE MARATHON 2. Widescreen. Four hard-hitting kung fu classics. Li Li Hua, Roy Chiao and Hsu Feng star in The Fate of Lee Khan. James Tien leads Shaolin Boxers; John Woo directs Cheng Lei, Chun Nan and Chin Yat Sing in The Driver (Ryan O’Neal), and Sandy Hung Kam-Bo and James Tien get entangled in a Shaolin Plot. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

6919200 HEAD TO HEAD: 8 Action Films. Widescreen. Action superstars Steven Seagal and Jackie Chan light the fuse to eight explosive movies. Universal Soldier: The Return; Second in Command; Maximum Risk; The Hard Corps, Into the Sun; Attack Force; Knock off: The Next Generation; All Rater R. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

6669980 THE DRIVER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Known as the fastest getaway man on high-stakes robbery jobs, “The Driver” (Ryan O’Neal) coordinates, and Sabrina Tanao as the detective (Bruce Dem) who wants nothing more than to take him down. CC. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

5847065 300: Rise of an Empire. Widescreen. The action blockbuster gets an exciting treatment. The fight to a challenging new battlefield: the sea. Greek general Themistokles is pitted against massive invading Persian forces, who are ruled by the god-king Xerxes and led by Artemisia, the vengeful commander of the navy. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes with a second DVD of bonus features. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

★ 6645259 HOODLUM. Widescreen. Recounts the uneasy alliance between the evil King of the Darkness (John Travolta) and a gangster who banded together to declare war on the black gangsters of 1920s Harlem. Focuses on the relationship between the three rival leaders, plugging the feud between Double Dope and Tim Roth. Co-stars Vanessa Williams, Cicely Tyson, and Queen Latifah. Rated R. 130 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6913804 THE DAY. Widescreen. Open war against humanity rages. Five surfer girls face an apocalyptic force that threatens to destroy the planet. The pursuit is relentless, the bullets are dwindling and the battle is everywhere. The Day has come. Stars: Shawna Ashmore, Ashley Bell, and Michael Eklund. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. E One. $4.95

5841464 THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM. Widescreen. Matt Damon returns as the highly trained assassin Jason Bourne, who is on the hunt for the agents who stole his memory and true identity. With a new generation of skilled CIA operatives tracking his every move, Bourne is in a non-stop race around the globe as he finally learns the truth behind his mysterious past. Also stars Julia Stiles. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
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**658565 ROB ROY.** Widescreen. When a harsh winter threatens the majestic Scottish Highlands, Rob Roy MacGregor (Liam Neeson) is forced to borrow money from the less-than-noble Marquis of Montrose (John Hurt) to provide for his clan. But when Montrose’s henchman (Tim Roth) turns a blind eye to the weighty matter, Rob Roy leaps into action to stop him. Also stars Christopher Lambert, Paul Scofield. Rated R. 139 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**671446 ROBOCOP 2.** Widescreen. Two unstoppable cybergoats lock horns in a battle to the death with this sequel to the sci-fi masterpiece. When Detroit is threatened by a new designer drug called “Nuke,” only RoboCop can stop the mayhem—until a bigger, tougher cybergoat steps in. With stars Peter Weller and Nancy Allen. Rated R. 117 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**665661 MASTERSLESS.** Widescreen. Kane Madision (Adam LaVorgna) is an architect struggling to raise his young son and make ends meet. After being laid off, Kane is forced to take a dangerous short-term job to provide for his family. However, when the job turns deadly, Kane must use his wits and determination to survive. Rated R. 88 minutes. Shout Factory. $11.95

**664209 LONE SURVIVOR.** Widescreen. Tells the incredible true story of one of the most remarkable missions in the history of the United States. This is the story of a lone soldier who, against all odds, survived against a fleet of enemy forces. Rated R. 102 minutes. Century Fox. $4.95

**679291X CRIME STORY/THE PROTECTOR.** Jackie Chan Double Feature. In Crime Story, a group of the city’s most dangerous criminals conspire to take the wealth for himself. In The Protector, a martial artist (Jackie Chan) uses his skills to save a young girl from a gang of criminals. Rated R. 105 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95

**6947654 CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH AND POCHONATAS.** Fullscreen. When Pochonatas (Jody Lawrence) agrees to marry adventurer Captain John Smith (Anthony Dexter), she does so to create a lasting bond between her people and the settlers of Jamestown. But when her jealous ex-lover, Opechanco decides to break the alliance but essential alliance that exposes secrets long buried. Also stars Martin Landau, Natalie Wood, and Henry Fonda. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. E One. $19.95

**6970794 DETECTIVE DEE AND THE MYSTERY OF THE PHANTOM FLAME.** Widescreen. A disappears together into a new-to-be Empress, Wu Zetian (Carina Lau), and a formerly exiled detective, Dee Renjie (Andy Lau), at the Imperial Palace. Hoping the crime will be solved before her coronation, Wu appoints Dee Chief Judge of the Empire to help save her dynasty. Fight choreography by Sammo Hung. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Nearly 122 minutes. Widescreen. $5.95

**6954993 ACTION 2 MOVIE COLLECTION.** Enjoy big stars and bigger explosions with 20 thrill rides: Last Action Hero; Universal Soldier; The Return; The Russian Spy; Silent Rage; Shamus: The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; Last Action Hero; Justice; S.W.A.T.; Basic; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Bad Lieutenant; Lethal Weapon III; Deuce Bigalow; Starship Troopers; Barbershop; Martial Law; Hard Boiled; The Killer; Hard Boiled; The Return; The Savage Girl; The Savage. $14.95

**6969801 THE MAGIC SWORD.** Widescreen. Asian Action. The magical sword, the quintessential British WWII propaganda film. After an aerial attack forces them to abandon their aircraft over Hellenic territory, the crew must survive. When the captives turn the tables on their captors, they set off a small war between the soldiers, native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women for their own purposes. Rated R. Wide screen. $6.95

**6969499 CONVOY OF WOMEN.** In this rare 1970s French/Italian slavey western, a group of young women are captured and shipped off to America to be sold to the earliest colonists. But when the captives turn the tables on their captors, they set off a small war between the soldiers, native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women for their own purposes. Rated R. Wide screen. $6.95

**5954790 FEMALE PRISONER–CAGED! NIKKATSU EROTIC MOVIE COLLECTION.** Features, a full-color 40-page book, 10 photo cards, and 20 bound double-sided cards. When a notorious and sought-after title in the “women in prison” genre. Widescreen. $4.95

**5950547 SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN/ROBIN HOOD.** Fullscreen. When you thought Agent 007 (Roger Moore) had seen it all, he’s heading to outer space with this 1979 adventure. When Bond investigates the hijacking of the Atlantic, he discovers a strange device. With stars Pierce Brosnan and Halle Berry. Rated PG-13. 96 minutes. Special Edition. $4.95

**5665580 THE HUNTERS.** Widescreen. Fairy tales are true, and a secret society called the Krugens for centuries from the Krugens, an evil force that uses fairy tale items to increase their power. When Hunters Jordyn and Carter Flynn go missing on a mission, their reporter mirror from Snow White, their two sons are called into action. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

**6792901 BATTLE CREEK BRAWL/CITY HUNTER.** Jackie Chan Double Feature. Battle Creek Brawl, a classic (1993) starring Jackie Chan, takes the crossover move into the international arena (Rated R). City Hunter finds Chan as Pt. Ryo Saeba, who’s been hired to find the runaway daughter of a powerful Hong Kong gangster. In Cantonese with English subtitles. Over 3 hours. Shout Factory. Pub. at $12.99

**2754924 JUNGLE GIRLS.** A double-feature of B-movie “Jungle Girl” classics, includes (1955) starring Rochelle Hudson as the stunning female Tarzan heroine, and Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, a 1955’s episode serial starring pin-up model in McCalla. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $111.98

**3677729 METEOR.** Widescreen. A brilliant scientist, Dr. Paul Bradley (Sean Connery), is informed that a massive meteor is on a collision course with Earth. Its ETA: six days. Humanity’s only chance is a collaboration with the Soviets, a contentious alliance but essential alliance that exposes secrets long buried. Also stars Martin Landau, Natalie Wood, and Henry Fonda. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Shout Factory. $19.95

**6643337 ONE OF OUR AIRCRAFT IS MISSING.** From the legendary team of Michael Cimino, this epic comes the quintessential British WWII propaganda film. After an aerial attack forces them to abandon their aircraft over Hellenic territory, the crew must survive. When the captives turn the tables on their captors, they set off a small war between the soldiers, native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women for their own purposes. Rated R. Wide screen. $6.95

**5704499 CONVOY OF WOMEN.** In this rare 1970s French/Italian slavey western, a group of young women are captured and shipped off to America to be sold to the earliest colonists. But when the captives turn the tables on their captors, they set off a small war between the soldiers, native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women for their own purposes. Rated R. Wide screen. $11.95

**5941867 CUTIE HONEY.** Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love. Her favorite pastime? She takes on the Panther Clan organization and their plot to kidnap girls across Japan. Things take a turn when Panther Clan’s leader is revealed to be her transformation device. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. $5.95

**6609112 TROY/ALEXANDER.** Revisited: The Final Cut. Widescreen. Legendary fighting prince and a merciless king gallop into dramatic battle with this double feature of ancient epics. Roy is the leader of the Achaean Alliance. In this epic, Alexander is the Great, the world’s greatest warrior, in Oliver Stone’s Alexander. Rated R. 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95
**Action/Adventure**

6959571 BAD BOYS. Widescreen. When a drug investigation turns deadly, the murderers, kidnappers, and the only witness—a beautiful police informant and close friend of Detectives Mike Lowrey (Will Smith) and Marcus Burnett (Martin Lawrence)—and things get personal: Fast cars, a gorgeous woman—and now—after 10 days, this is a guaranteed good time. Directed by Michael Bay. Rated R. CC. 119 minutes. Columbia. $5.95


6643604 ROPE OF SAND. Widescreen. Mike Davis (Burt Lancaster) returns to the same African city where he was tortured and left for dead at the hands of a sadistic police captain (Paul Henreid). Originally innocent of all charges, Mike is back to claim the diamonds he had supposedly stolen two years ago. Also stars Peter Lorre and Sam Jaffe. In B&W. 81 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

5832285 MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA. Widescreen. Stationed in Tuscany, Italy, four members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 92nd Infantry Division, the Buffalo Soldiers, are trapped behind enemy lines after one of them risks his life to save a traumatized Italian boy. Separated from their unit, they find themselves in a remote village where they experience the tragedy and triumph of life. Directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. English. SDH. 160 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

5862566 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION, CHAPTER 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic from Hal Roach Studios, a Republic Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D’Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Juarez depends on a steady flow of gold ore from the mines of San Mendolito to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. It’s up to Zorro to protect the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

6811531 EXCESSIVE FORCE. Widescreen. When $3 million disappears during a drug bust, undercover cop Terry McCa in is pitted against a sadistic mob boss. After McCa in’s partner is brutally murdered and his ex-wife threatened, he strikes back the only way he knows how: with force! Stars Thomas Ian Griffith. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. New Line Home Video. $5.95

6855251 UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: REGENERATION/UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: DAY OF RECKONING. Widescreen. When terrorists threaten to unleash a lethal radioactive cloud, only one who can stop them is Luc Deveraux (Jean-Claude Van Damme). In Day of Reckoning John (Scott Atkins) wakes up from a coma and discovers his wife and daughter were slaughtered in a brutal home invasion and he vows to kill the man responsible: Luc Deveraux (Van Damme). Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours. Sony Pictures. $5.95


6931875 THE TAKING OF PELHAM 1 2 3. Widescreen. A vicious gang of criminals led by Ryder (Leonardo DiCaprio) takes over New York City’s train cars and demands a ten million dollar ransom. The deadline: one hour. Now, subway dispatcher Walter Garber (Kevin Spacey) must outwit a maniac on a race against time to save the lives on all the hostages on board—and stop Ryder from getting away. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

753542X THE TEMPEST. Widescreen. In this stunning retelling of William Shakespeare’s final masterpiece is an exciting, mystical and magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a superb cast. Set against the backdrop of Spain, Prospero (John Lithgow) and his beloved daughter Miranda (Kate Beckinsale) are stranded on a magical island, the sorceress Prospera conjures up a tempest that ships wreck her enemies, and then unleashes her powers for revenge. English SDH. Over three hours. Miramax. Rated R. $5.95

6788717 THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS. The explosive 1987 EuroCult classic! Fred “The Hammer” Williamson and Bo Svenson star as the leaders of a gang of condescending vigilantes who are turned into a bitter prison camp, only to find themselves on a suicide mission to Nazi occupied France. Includes a second DVD of bonus scenes on CD. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.98

5870121 POINT BREAK. Widescreen. The explosive 1991 remake of an action classic! Young FBI agent Johnny Utah infiltrates a cult of thrill-seeking elite athletes led by the charismatic Bodhi. From deep undercover, Johnny risks his life to prove the team is responsible for a string of inconceivable crimes. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

6626734 SLEEPING BEAUTY. Widescreen. When a young prince and his trusted aid learn of a beautiful princess’s cursed eternal slumber, they embark on a journey to rescue her. To save the sleeping beauty, they must vanquish an evil queen and the legions of the dead. English. SDH. $5.95

5891481 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. A legendary dance troupe is in crisis when its owner (John Belushi) is replaced by Jonathan, “the most successful hair salon of its kind.” And Jonathan will not go down without a fight. stars John Belushi, Tony Zeta, and Sylvia Miles. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

5891473 BRING ME THE HEAD OF THE MACHINE GUN WOMAN. Widescreen. When video game loving and wannabe macho chick Hannah (Cindy Cervantes) is dumped by her boyfriend (Michael Madsen), she breaks up with her deal with a bizarre world of sexy jungle goddesses and the weapons experts battle local thugs and heinous criminals. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

5891472 THE FIGHTER; American PSYCHO; 3:10 to Yuma. Widescreen. Two films starring Christian Bale. The explosive 2010 remake of an action classic! Young FBI agent Johnny Utah infiltrates a cult of thrill-seeking elite athletes led by the charismatic Bodhi. From deep undercover, Johnny risks his life to prove the team is responsible for a string of inconceivable crimes. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

5943929 CHRISTIAN BALE 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three action-packed films starring Christian Bale including The Fighter; American Psycho; and 3-10 to Yuma. Rated R. 122 minutes. Alliance. $6.95

5943930 SLEEPING BEAUTY. Widescreen. When a young prince and his trusted aid learn of a beautiful princess’s cursed eternal slumber, they embark on a journey to rescue her. To save the sleeping beauty, they must vanquish an evil queen and the legions of the dead. English. SDH. $5.95

5943931 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. A legendary dance troupe is in crisis when its owner (John Belushi) is replaced by Jonathan, “the most successful hair salon of its kind.” And Jonathan will not go down without a fight. stars John Belushi, Tony Zeta, and Sylvia Miles. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

5943932 THE FIGHTER; American PSYCHO; 3:10 to Yuma. Widescreen. Two films starring Christian Bale. The explosive 2010 remake of an action classic! Young FBI agent Johnny Utah infiltrates a cult of thrill-seeking elite athletes led by the charismatic Bodhi. From deep undercover, Johnny risks his life to prove the team is responsible for a string of inconceivable crimes. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

5943933 SLEEPING BEAUTY. Widescreen. When a young prince and his trusted aid learn of a beautiful princess’s cursed eternal slumber, they embark on a journey to rescue her. To save the sleeping beauty, they must vanquish an evil queen and the legions of the dead. English. SDH. $5.95

5943934 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. A legendary dance troupe is in crisis when its owner (John Belushi) is replaced by Jonathan, “the most successful hair salon of its kind.” And Jonathan will not go down without a fight. stars John Belushi, Tony Zeta, and Sylvia Miles. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95
Action/Adventure

691111 EPIC FANTASY COLLECTION: 5 Mini-Series Gift Set. This 5 movie collection includes Tin Man: The 10th Kingdom, The Odyssey, Merlin, and Gulliver’s Travels. 21 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek.

★ 669248X MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS. Widescreen. Villainous racketeer Staney (William Conrad) has bumped off likable moonshiner Pap Hammer, and now he’s setting his sights on the dead man’s beautiful daughters (Susan Howard, Claudia Jennings, and Maureen McCormick). But the girls have an unexpected ally. Staney’s flunky (John Saxon), who is more druggable than likable, comes to their aid. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95
★ 6644260 ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN FABIAN. Errol Flynn brings considerable machismo to the role of Captain Michael Fabian in this romantic adventure. Set in 1860 New Orleans, it tells the story of Lea (Micheline Presle), a French Creole maid seeking revenge against the family that framed her for murder, and of the handsome captain (Flynn) who comes to her aid. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95
★ 6643477 THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION. Widescreen. During the Persian War, British Captain Anthony Tumbrell (Cary Grant) is tasked with securing a bay占领 by the Spanish army when Napoleon’s troops marched through and conquered Spain. But first he’ll have to help peacocks restored to their native French soil. Also stars Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren. 132 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95
★ 6919227 ICE CUBE’S: Triple Feature. Widescreen. Triple the chills, and triple the thrills! Includes XXX: State of the Union, XXX: State of the Union, XXX: State of the Union, XXX: State of the Union, XXX: State of the Union. 7 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek.

★ 4648085 HELGA: She Wolf of Stliberg. Experience the notorious 1918 women in prison classic! In exotic South Africa, Helga Forders over a castle of female political prisoners who are stripped and tortured mercilessly. Hope comes in the form of local rebels who help the women fight back against their rapists and wicked mistress. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
★ 6550029 EARTHSIDE. Widescreen. The Amulet of Peace has ensured harmony between humans and the fairies in Earthsea. The future of that utopia is thrown into jeopardy when the temple is invaded and the amulet broken. Now there’s just one chance for restoring the amulet and preventing the invasion of evil forces: a boy named Ged (Shawn Ashmore). Also stars Isabella Rossellini and Kristin Kreuk. 173 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95
★ 656402X HEROES OF WAR COLLECTION: Frontline Combat. Experience all the intensity of WWII with four gripping dramas from the ’40s and ’50s. Includes D-Day: The Sixth of June with Robert Mitchum as Major Charles Hunter, Dawn with Richard Basehart and Gary Merrill, Guadalcanal Diary with William Bendix and Anthony Quinn, and Halls of Montezuma with Richard Widmark and Bob Kelso. CC. In Color and B&W. 7 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95

★ 6644688 CRACK IN THE WORLD. Widescreen. Dr. Steven Sorenson (Dana Andrews) and his wife Dr. Maggie Sorenson (Janette Scott) plan to utilize the geothermal energy of the earth’s surface to create a thermonuclear device deep within the planet’s core. Despite warnings by Dr. Ted Rampian (Kieron Moore), Sorenson proceeds with the experiment, starting a crack that could split the world in two. 96 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
★ 6870589 A FISTFUL OF DYNAMITE. Widescreen. Stars Rod Steiger as Juan Miranda, a salt of the earth peasant with a Robin Hood heart and James Coburn as John Mallory, a chiseled tossin Irish revolutionary who has fled to Mexico to practice his skills. Together they attempt to liberate political prisoners, defend their comrades against a militarized force, and train young rebels to do the same. In Color and B&W. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95
★ 6947990 KILL RATIO. Widescreen. An American operative fights to save an Eastern European democracy from a ruthless dictator and his country’s military leader. It’s one man versus an army in this action-packed thriller, starring Tom Hopper and Amy Huberman. CC. 86 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95
★ 6813712 CONVOY. Widescreen. Martin “Rubber Duck” Penwald (Kieron Moore) is hired to “handle” the situation however he sees fit. Drew enlist seven old friends to help, creating Sevano’s, Seven, and death is their way of life. Rated R. 101 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
★ 6886022 SEVEN. Widescreen. A cartel of seven crime bosses unionize and plan to take over the state of Hawaii. Government informant finds freelance mercenary Bill Smith (Kirk Douglas) is hired to “handle” the situation however he sees fit. Drew enlist seven old friends to help, creating Sevano’s, Seven, and death is their way of life. Rated R. 101 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
★ 6797326 THE SURFACE. Widescreen. When a plane crashes in the unpredictable waters of Lake Michigan, the pilot is pulled from the wreckage by Mitch, who has been stranded on the beach. As experience is gained and bonds between each of these strangers must overcome their differences and the harsh elements if they are to make it back to shore alive. Not Rated. 86 minutes. E One. $5.95
★ 6644619 CHINA GATE. Widescreen. Samuel Fuller wrote, produced, and directed this action-packed war epic. During the Vietnam War, mercenaries are tasked with blowing up an arms depot in enemy territory. A Eurasian smuggler (Angie Dickinson) agrees to work for them, and in return they will take her illegitimate son to America. Also stars Gene Barry, Lee Van Cleef, and Nat “King” Cole. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95
★ 683969X GO TELL THE SPARRTANS. setting the stage for a hard fought battle in command of a grabby Vietnam outpost. The war was still a “conflict” and American soldiers were merely “advisers,” yet the deaths and the brutality were all very real in this classic film of wartime confrontation. Rated R. 115 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
2756167 HOBO WITH A SHOTGUN. Widescreen. Rutger Hauer is delivering vengeance one shell at a time in this modern day tribute to the visceral revenge fantasies of the 1970s. Trapped in a city where crime rules and one criminal overlord reigns, a searches for answers and allies. He uses the only way he knows how—with a 20-gauge shotgun. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes on two DVDs. Alliance. $7.95
★ 6703984 RHENLAND 1945. Widescreen. Set in the battle known as the last great killing ground of the West, this drama tells the story of a young replacement thrown into an under-powered mine pilation. A burned-out lieutenant and a bitter sergeant are teamed together to infiltrate the brutality of WWII’s final moments. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
6852600 INSURGENT: The Divergent Series. Widescreen. The stakes are raised for Tris (Shailene Woodley) as she searches for answers and allies. He uses the only way he knows how—with a 20-gauge shotgun. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes on two DVDs. Alliance. $7.95
★ 687222X SEPTEMBER STORM. Widescreen. A Treasure-hunter (Nick Stevens) convinces a yacht hand to take him and his cohort on a quest for gold doubloons. They encounter many spectacles along the way—man-eating sharks, a deadly man o’ war but perhaps the most stunning sight of all is the bewitching model (Joannie Dub) who embarks on the journey of a lifetime. Sold Out. $6.95
6923941 BENDING THE RULES. Widescreen. Detective Nick Blades (WWE Superstar Edge) is a New Orleans cop on trial for corruption. Assistant District Attorney Grace McCall (Samantha Harris) is the man in charge of trying to put him behind bars. But now these two unlikely partners have opposite sides of the law need to take down an elusive killer—without killing each other. First 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95
★ 6654364 THE INVISIBLE MONSTER. All 12 chapters of the heart-pounding serial. An evil genius who calls himself “The Phantom Ruler” is bent on creating an army of invisible soldiers to overtake the planet. Only Investigator Lane Carson (Richard Webb) and Detective Carol Richards (Aline Towne) stand in his way. In B&W. 167 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95
★ 6726119 ONE MILLION B.C. Victor Mature stars as Tumak, a young caveman who strives to unite the uncivilized Rock Tribe and the other first. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95
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\begin{align*}
\text{Action/Adventure} & \quad \text{★ 6813852 AN EYE FOR AN EYE. Widescreen. Police detective Sean Kane (Chuck Norris) is in a world of pain. Kane is nightmare a cop who's just as lethal with his martial arts moves as he is with his service revolver. When his partner is murdered, Kane quits the force and seeks vengeance. Also stars Christopher Lee. Rated R. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6692400 KRAKATOA, EAST OF JAVA. Widescreen. In Singapore harbor, 1883, Capt. Chris Hanson (Maximilian Schell) of the H.M.S. Speke is on a perilous search for sunken treasure off the island of Krakatoa. To find a fortune in rare pearls, he will have to contend with a horde of convicts, a greedy crew and the man-made volcanic explosion. With Diane Baker and Sal Mineo.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 8672212 ROLLING VENGEANCE. Widescreen. When a clan of drunken goons get off scot-free after killing a young trucker's family, the trucker takes matters into his own hands, building the ultimate monster truck to even the score. Spilling flames, armed with a giant drill, he tracks down the clan, one by one, destroying anything or anyone that gets in his way. Stars Don Michael Paul and Ned Romero. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6992567 SPACECAM. Widescreen. A group of but unrecognizable high school students is spending their summer at the NASA SpaceCamp. But when a frightening mismatch occurs during a space shuttle training mission, the wacky instructor (Kate Capshaw) are accidentally launched into orbit! With Lea Thompson. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 3645320 STRAIGHT TO HELL. Widescreen. In 1987 this cult classic from director Alex Cox, four helpless bobble heads bury their loot and attempt to hide it in a deserted desert town until the heat blows over, but very soon find out that the town is not really deserted. Stars Sy Richardson, Joe Strummer, Courtney Love and Elvis Costello. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 9951457 BLACK EAGLE/LIONHEART. Double feature release. Original version with Black Eagle where Van Damme plays the infamous Andre, leader of the KGB team, in a race against the CIA to find a top-secret laser tracking device. Also L'Empereur is a story of the last Gengis Khan, the conqueror of the Chinese. Widescreen. Rated R. Over 3 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6672140 NO RETREAT, NO SURRENDER. Widescreen. At his lowest emotional ebb, Jason (Kurt McKinney) is visited by Bruce Lee's spirit offering to teach him all of his closely guarded secrets. His training is quick and intense, and the transformation is complete.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6725422 THE GIRL IN TROUBLE. Widescreen. A failed Lower East Side DJ struggling to keep his life together becomes entangled in a murder mystery involving a despicable drug dealer, the scion of a powerful investment firm. Stars Columbus Short, Wilmer Valderrama, and Alicia Bachleda. Rated R. Not rated. 94 minutes. E One.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 5452175 GOONIO. Widescreen. Aging Sicilian mobster Vittorio Manalese springs mobster thief and has man Roger Sartet from prison so he can help him pull off the most ambitious heist of his career. But after a double-cross, Sicilian, south of the border, the crime boss and the two partners in crime become entangled in a tense game of a no-holds-barred battle of wit and bravado.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 5931183 CABO BLANCO. Widescreen. Cliff is an ex-patriot American trying to forget. But after a violent ambush, he is pursued by locals and Marie Claire is a French woman in search of her lover. Against an explosive post-war backdrop, these three are thrown into an unforgettable tale of romance, adventure and intrigue. Directed by Lee Thompson. Stars Charles Bronson, Jason Robards, and Dominique Sanda. Rated R. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6943020 THE DEVIL'S DOGS OF KIO COMPANY. Widescreen. A company of marines deep behind enemy lines  on a top secret mission are out manned and outgunned as they fight their way to HELL and back leaving a path of death and destruction in their wake. 70 minutes. Shamil Media. Pub. at $14.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6920810 CHINA SALESMAN. The spirit of a skilled Chinese engineer (Dong-xue Li) who comes face to face with a corrupt competitor over a prized telecom deal. Local African Tribesman Kabbah (Mike Tyson) and the mercenary Laudet (Steven Seagal) take up opposite sides in a brutal fight while the entire region threatens to explode in a dangerous civil war. 110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.45.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6671984 DELUGE. Widescreen. Earlier, an ex-Naz i失败 Lower E ast Side DJ as a wifi device. In 1987 this cult classic from director Alex Cox, four helpless bobble heads bury their loot and attempt to hide it in a deserted desert town until the heat blows over, but very soon find out that the town is not really deserted. Stars Sy Richardson, Joe Strummer, Courtney Love and Elvis Costello. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6931446 SILVER DREAM RACER. Widescreen. Rock star David Essex and superstar Beatrice Bridges star as rival motorbike racers in this adventure of fast paced action and passion on the international motobike circuit! They both want to win the Championship—and the heart of the young, passionate Julie (Christina Raines). 111 minutes. Scorpion.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6903665 JACK THE GIANT KILLER. Widescreen. Farmer Jack (Ken Wahl) heroically rescues Princess Elaine (Judith Meredith) from sorcerer Pendragon (Torin Thatcher) by slaying his bloodthirsty giant. But when Pendragon gains over his evil powers to imprison Elaine in his enchanted forest, Jack must cross the ocean to save his lady love. 185 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 681593 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD. Fullscreen. Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland are joined by Basil Rathbone and Claude Rains in this lavish version of swashbuckling adventure, meniment, and bravery, set in medieval England. Doing many stunts himself, Flynn is at his athletic, romantic best in a role originally intended for James Cagney. CC. 102 minutes. Warner.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6814358 WHEELS OF TERROR. Widescreen. When the 27th Panzers climb into a tank, it's the end of war as civilized men know it. These rude, crude last round draft picks straight out of the slummer engage in a detour that leaves no head unborked, and no doubt that they won't be back in prison when the fighting is finished. Stars David Carradine and Oliver Reed. Rated R. 99 minutes.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6915930 TEST BETA. Widescreen. A champion gamer discovers that events in a new video game are being mirrored in the real world and a once fun game has now made his life real dangerous. He must unravel the conspiracy before a sinister plot overwhelms the city. Stars Manu Bennett, Larenz Tate and Linda Ashley. 88 minutes.} \\
& \quad \text{★ 6915938 THE SCORPION KING: 3-Movie Collection.} \\
\end{align*}
\]
**Action/Adventure**

- **5981018** A VIEW TO A KILL. Widescreen. Warner Archive. Pub. at $14.98
- **6871747** WOMEN IN CAGES. Adults only. New Concordia
- **6890032** THE BIG RED ONE: The Recreation. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95
- **6553595** WIDESCREEN. Warner Home Video.
- **5973291** THE DIRTY DOZEN: The Deadly Mission/The Fatal Mission. Fullscreen. MGM. $5.95
- **5982052** RIGHTFUL KILL. Anchor Bay. $5.95
- **6809928** IN HARM’S WAY: 8 Movie Collection. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98
- **6714420** GOLDENEYE. Widescreen. MGM. $5.95
- **657212** THE ENFORCER: Dragon Dynasty. Widescreen. Weinstein. $3.95
- **6871402** THE MUMMY. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95
- **6573247** GREATEST LEADING MEN COLLECTION: 20 Films. Diamond.

**Westerns**

- **5965640** HIGH KICK GIRL! Widescreen. Olive Films. $5.95
- **6565406** THE RETURN OF THE 5 DEADLY VENOMS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $4.95
- **6794475** DEAD DROP. Widescreen. VVS Films. $5.95
- **6740840** CARLITO’S WAY. Widescreen. Universal. $19.98
- **5987356** MISSING IN ACTION. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $4.95
- **6744990** DETROIT 9000. Widescreen. Alliance. $4.95
- **6710395** BORN TO RIDE. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97
- **6556485** FASTER. Widescreen. E One. Pub. at $19.98
- **6725708** THIS REVOLUTION. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $4.95

**Limited Quantities**

- **6839541** THE CHALLENGE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- **6644372** DRAGONFLY SQUADRON. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95
- **6639525** BEACHHEAD. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- **6745180** THE SCRIBBLER. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95
- **5962311** LIMITED QUANTITY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- **6760414** PULP. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95
- **6656178** RUNNING SCARED. Widescreen. New Line Home Video. $9.95
- **6768751** X-SPY/S.W.A.T. Widescreen. Fullscreen. $5.95
- **6482282** CUT-THROATS NINE/JOSHUA. Widescreen. Wardogg. $3.95
- **3877880** THE LONG GOODBYE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- **5982352** KINGS: Soldiers of Fortune. Widescreen. Olive Films. $19.95
- **5916976** 4 FILM FAVORITES: Cruise Collection. Widescreen. Warner Home Video.
- **663107X** BRING ME THE HEAD OF ALFREDO GARCIA. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- **6644767** DEADLY PRED. Fullscreen. Martha Entertainment. $19.95
- **5700108** CARIBE. Fullscreen. Trinity. $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **6873030** ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War as a skilled sharpshooter, Will Drayton moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. Now, he’s working for the wrong people as a dead assassin. David Carradine portrays Drayton in his final western role! 90 minutes. GT Media. $3.95

**Limited Quantity**

- **6929818** THE REVENGERS. Widescreen. John Benedict. Stars: Robert Mitchum, John Hodiak, and Joel McCrea. 1949 War to discover that his wife and children have been murdered by a ruthless gang of outlaws. In his quest for revenge, Benedict recruits six condemned men—to-be—learn the craft of killing to make a house of dangerous killers answers to no one. Also stars Ernest Borgnine and Woody Strode. $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **7995611** WHISPER SMITH: Ultimate Collection. Fullscreen. Luke “Whispering” Smith (Alan Ladd) is a by-the-book, no-nonsense railroad detective who learns his friend, Murray Sinclair (Robert Preston), has been fired from his railroad job. Seeking vengeance, Sinclair begins helping outlaw Barney Stockbeck (Donald Crisp) wreck trains. Now, Smith must find and bring his friends to justice—at any cost. 1955

**SOLD OUT**

- **268019X** RIO BRAVO/THE SEARCHERS. Widescreen. A pair of epic western classics starring John Wayne. The Duke delivers one of his finest performances in Howard Hawk’s Rio Bravo. Wayne is teamed with Dean Martin to defeat ruthless desperados. Then he joins Natalie Wood for the John Ford’s iconic classic, The Searchers, about an Ex-Confederate soldier seeking retribution for his massacred family.

**SOLD OUT**

- **6884792** SLOW WEST. Widescreen. A bounty hunter (Michael Fassbender) keeps his true motive a secret from the naive Scottish teenager he’s offered to serve as his bodyguard and guide for, while the youth searches for his beloved in 1800s Colorado. Rated R. 84 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **685658X** DJANGO UNCHAINED. Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s Oscar-winning western! Jamie Foxx is Django, a slave who teams up with a bounty hunter (Christoph Waltz) to seek out the South’s most wanted criminals. When the search for Django’s wife leads to the infamous Calvin Candy (Leonardo DiCaprio), they must fight ruthless desperados. When Candy is offered to a group of traditions, they agree to take his place, but when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Jamie Foxx. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

- **593642X** THE HATEFUL EIGHT. Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s brutal and award-winning western trek to a wintry Wyoming landscape as a blizzard moves in. Hangingman. The trail they travel takes an unexpected turn.

**SOLD OUT**

- **664732** DEATH IN THE WEST. Pre-Code 1930s Western. Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Kurt Russell. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

- **659636** THE LONGEST DRIVE. Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Kurt Russell. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

- **659636** THE LONGEST DRIVE. Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Kurt Russell. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

- **664732** DEATH IN THE WEST. Pre-Code 1930s Western. Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Kurt Russell. Pub. at $14.99

**SOLD OUT**

- **664732** DEATH IN THE WEST. Pre-Code 1930s Western. Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a Preliminary expedition to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. Star: Kurt Russell. Pub. at $14.99
Westerns

6745075 THE LEGEND OF HELL’S GATE. Widescreen. On the run from the law in Texas, a bounty hunter from Ireland gets caught between the Irish and his own principles as he attempts to save a young boy from an Irish desperado who is running away from his past.

3677885 THE UNFORGIVEN. Widescreen. A judgmental woman who returns to her hometown seeks revenge on the men who wronged her, including the man who wronged her.

6947425 ADIOS, SABATA. Widescreen. In this spaghetti Western, a young boy who witnesses a murder seeks help from a bounty hunter to bring the killer to justice.

3663513 CAST A LONG SHADOW. Widescreen. In this film noir Western, a man who returns to his hometown to avenge the death of his best friend becomes caught in a web of lies and deceit.

3682676 TALL IN THE SADDLE. Widescreen. A young man who inherits a ranch must either kill an innocent man or destroy his own life on the line.

6564484 DISTANT DRUMS. Widescreen. In this classic Western, a young man who returns to his hometown to avenge the death of his best friend becomes caught in a web of lies and deceit.

6573553 THE ULTIMATE WESTERN COLLECTOR’S BIBLIOGRAPHY. Collected six hundred tales of daring and adventure on the wild frontier, including stories of cowboys, desperadoes, and outlaws.

5931371 GUNSMOKE: One Man’s Justice, Fullscreen. The saga of television’s most popular western show continues with this 1994 adventure. James Arness returns one last time as U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon, saddling up for himself. CC. 105 minutes. MGM.

3677834 THE SCALPHUNTERS. Widescreen. Sydney Pollock directs this gripping western starring Legend Burl Lancaster, Shelley Winters, Telly Savalas, and Osage Davis. When a trapper is bush-whacked by Indians who steal his furs and leave him a frozen corpse, the grizzled dentist vows to reclaim what’s his— at all costs. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6550169 WESTERNS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. The Old West is revived with twenty titles, featuring stars from Rock Hudson and Donna Reed to Gary Cooper to Rita Hayworth. Includes Texas; Blazing Across the Pecos; They Wouldn’t Trade It; Gun Fury; The Black Dakotas; J.W. Coop; A Lawless Street; Tall T; Decision at Sundown; Buchanan Rides Alone; Ride Lonesome; and more. Over 26 hours on six DVDs. Wide Screen. $24.98

6645755 MCLINTOCK! Widescreen. John Wayne’s most popular film of the 1960s is a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely based on William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. Cattle baron George Washington Mclintock has his hands full with his estranged wife (Maureen O’Hara). She’s back in town to get her divorce, but reconnecting with Mclintock is bound to make trouble. 107 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6643531 THE RETURN OF A MAN CALLED HORSE. Widescreen. Richard Harris reprises his role as John Morgan, known as Horse, in this Irvin Kershner-directed sequel. The Yellow Hand Sioux tribe is forced to retreat after a battle with the cavalry. This time it’s a new beginning for Morgan and his family. 115 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6659500 SON OF PALEFACE. Fullscreen. In this sequel, Bob Hope stars as Junior Potter, son of Painless Peter Potter, who finds himself in a battle with a gang of outlaws. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

6626338 SHALAKO. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 adventure is set in the Wild West. The story follows a group of trappers who sabotage the railroad construction and incite the local Native Americans to rebel against the project. Also stars Jane Wyatt. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

5760838 WESTERN OUTLAWS: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Head out west with fifty great gunfighters, featuring stars like Marlon Brando, Jack Palance, John Wayne, Randolph Scott, Lee Van Cleef, and James Arness. Great for a Dollar; Dingo; Kill; McLintock; One-Eyed Jacks; and many more. Some films rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 76 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. $19.95

3632063 THE TRAIL WEST. Hit the trail with 202 tales from the untamed American frontier. From barnyard brawls and hold-ups to shoot-outs and showdowns, these western classics feature cowboys, desperadoes, outlaws and gunmen. These titles include 54 Westerns, 100 Western shorts, and 48 Western features. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.94

9914018 INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER. Widescreen. In a New Mexico frontier town, Jules (Yul Brynner) is hired by the town’s boss to kill Matt Weaver (George Segal), a dishonest sheriff who returns to reign over his old town. But when Jules discovers Weaver may be the only honest man left, the conflicted gunfighter must decide which side he will be on.

697422X THESE THOUSAND HILLS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Deep within the lawless Oregon Territories of the late 1800s, a young man with dreams of wealth arrives in town hoping to make a name for himself. But when he falls for the sexy, streetwise heroine of the local dance hall and runs afoul of the wealthy town bully, his best-laid plans may be destroyed. Stars Don Murray and Lee Remick. CC. 96 minutes on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. "SOLD OUT"

6897576 A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS. Widescreen. An instant international phenomenon, this hard-hitting epic stunned audiences with its violence, gritty realism, and crude humor. A lean, cobra-quick gunfighter (Clint Eastwood) arrives in a grim and dusty border town where two rival bands of smugglers terrorize the impoverished citizens. Also stars Marianne Koch. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6871985 CANADIAN PACIFIC. Widescreen. The Canadian National Railway and the Canadian Pacific Railway, both under the direction of Sir Frederick W. H. Ross, build the transcontinental railroad. The story is told through the eyes of the workers who built the rail. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6903649 THE BIG COUNTRY. Widescreen. A bold sweeping tale of a ship’s captain (Gregory Peck) who ventures west only to find a hotbed of jealousy, hatred and dangerous rivalries. As the reluctant hero is thrust into the masthead, he must summon all his reserves of cunning and strength to ensure his own life and the life of the woman he loves. Also stars Jean Simmons and Charles Bickford. 166 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95

6983049 ALIEN THUNDER. Widescreen. Directed by Don Siegel, Chief Dan George stars in this tale based on a true story. When a vengeful Canadian Mountie tries to track down the Indian who killed his partner, the Mountie quickly finds himself in a battle of wills as he wages a war of his own. Also stars Ken McCarthy. 90 minutes. Scorpion. "SOLD OUT"

6759971 6 BULLETS TO HELL. Widescreen. The 60s and 70s spaghetti western style is revisited with this gem of a Western. Featuring music by the great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villains, the honor, the greed, the bullets and the hell fire are all here in a gritty anti-hero saga of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

6839746 THE GUNFIGHT AT DODGE CITY. Widescreen. Fleeing to Dodge City after killing a man in self-defense, Bat Masterson (JoeE Baker) and his partner (Harry Lauf) help to settle a score with the man he believes killed his partner. Also stars Brian Donlevy. 75 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6624500 HIGH NOON. In Fred Zinnemann’s 1952 western classic, Gary Cooper plays a small-town marshal who must save his town from a gang of outlaws led by Will Kane, a former sheriff who has now taken on the job of defending his town. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

5756033 WESTERN OUTLAWS: 50 MOVIE COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Head out west with fifty great gunfighters, featuring stars like Marlon Brando, Jack Palance, John Wayne, Randolph Scott, Lee Van Cleef, and James Arness. Great for a Dollar; Dingo; Kill; McLintock; One-Eyed Jacks; and many more. Some films rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 76 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. $19.95

3664504 THE UNION BORDERS, THE WIDOW’S RIVALS. Widescreen. In this sequel, John Wayne stars as a Civil War veteran who returns to the Wild West. He finds himself in a battle of wits with a vengeful Canadian Mountie trying to track down the man who killed his partner. Also stars Ken McCarthy. 90 minutes. Scorpion. "SOLD OUT"

1861808 THE SCANDALOUS SALLY. Widescreen. A young man with dreams of wealth arrives in town hoping to make a name for himself. But when he falls for the sexy, streetwise heroine of the local dance hall and runs afoul of the wealthy town bully, his best-laid plans may be destroyed. Stars Don Murray and Lee Remick. CC. 96 minutes on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. "SOLD OUT"

See more titles at erhb.com/650

6818404 VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.


6852116 THE MERCENARY. Widescreen. A mercenary who’s only out for himself, joins up with a Mexican peasant-turn-terrorized-revolutionary, Paco Roman to rob a silver mine in Texas. No longer content to toil for the rich, Roman plans to bring a new order to Mexico by forcing the gang. But they have to contend with Curly (Jack Palance), a vengeful killer out for blood. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6859496 A MAN’S RIVER. Widescreen. During the Vietnam Revolution, King Roy (Lee Van Clee) and a team of bandits gets drawn into a scheme with two other criminals, Francisco (Jorge Negrete) to stop his son’s kidney. The lovely Alicia (Gina Lollobrigida), to swindle the Mexican government out of one million dollars. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6819117 THE CARIBOO TRAIL. Widescreen. Randolph Scott and Bill Williams star as cowboys leading a small herd of cattle from Montana to the Northwest Territories, one looking for range-land, the other for gold. While traveling their cattle, they encounter a toll bridge run by the local cattle king. When they refuse to pay, all hell breaks loose. 81 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95.*

6882328 SUNSET IN THE WEST. Fullscreen. Sheriff Fred Osborne (Will Wright) is discouraged that he has not been able to catch a band of killers. Roy (Roy Rogers) and his Purple Sage riders persuade the sheriff to stay in town and help them capture the killers. When the criminal mastermind tries to escape, Roy and Trigger follow to ride him down and Purple Sage riders persuade the sheriff to stay. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6814271 A TOWN CALLED HELL. Widescreen. Set during the Mexican Revolution, an ex-soldier turned priest (Robert Shaw) shares a brutal town with a bandit (Telly Savalas) with a bloody gang of sadistic killers. A widow (Stella Stevens) arrives in town to search in her husband’s killer, and a platoon of soldiers arrives looking for their leader. Roy and Trigger are in town. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95.*

6703844 BATTLING WITH BUFFALO BILL. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95.


7552467 CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Universal.


7552467 CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Universal.


6820852 THE TENNESSEE BOUNCER. Widescreen. Well Go USA. Pub. at $4.95.

6573193 20 GREAT WESTERNs: Heroes & Bandits. TGG.

5843995 CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA/TENNESSEE’S PARTNER. FULLSOLD OUT. VCI Entertainment.


6801819 CALAMITY JANE’S REVENGE. Widescreen. MVD Visual.


6855617 DEAD WEST. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97.


6579078 THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. Widescreen. MGM.


Comedy

LIMITED QUANTITY 6809577 BEVERLY HILLS COP TRILOGY. Widescreen. The deal: three nights of action-packed comedies starring Eddie Murphy as Axel Foley, the street-smart cop from Detroit. Watch all three and get hooked for the whole ride. Includes: Beverly Hills Cop, Beverly Hills Cop II, and Beverly Hills Cop III. Pub. at $19.95.

5957850 BEACH BALLS. Charlie Harrison (Harry Connick Jr.) wins a beach ball in the middle of the ocean. When the beach ball comes back on shore, he finds a genie in it. The genie grants him two wishes, and he’s able to do whatever he wants. 112 minutes. Fox Searchlight. Pub. at $14.99.

689562X THE BRASS BOTTLE. Widescreen. When Harold (Tony Goldwyn) buys an antique Arabian bottle at auction, he ends up freezing the centuries imprisoned genie, Fakrash. Forever indebted and ready to help his new master, Fakrash grants Harold his every wish. But, soon everything goes from bad to worse! The movie that inspired the hit TV show, I Dream of Jeannie. Also stars Barbara Eden, English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

9915633 JACKIE MASON: The Ultimate Joke Live on Broadway. Widescreen. Widely regarded as one of the greatest stand-up comics of all time, Jackie combines political satire and insightful observations on the little quirks of modern life. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount.

6567905 CLASSIC MOVIE BLOPERS. Universal. With Hollywood’s brightest stars in this hilariously compilation of bloopers from some of the biggest movies in history. You’ll see stars such as Elizabeth Taylor, Burt Reynolds, Elizabeth McRae and Philip Clark. CC. 90 minutes. Eagle Rock.

6562800 THE TRUE STORY/LOSIN’ IT/THE LAST AMERICAN VIRGIN. Comedy triple feature! Robin Williams stars in Off-the-wall comedies. In The Last American Virgin, Williams makes a mystery. Why are we here? Is there life after sex? Yes, Drebin tackles the big questions, and the biggest is all about how to stop Quintin Hapsburg’s (Robert Goulet) plan to destroy the environment. With Premiere, Premiere, Premiere, Gene Goulet. 97 minutes. Paramount.

6594296 SENIORS. Dennis Quaid plays one of four college seniors who are nearing graduation. Desperate to do something before tackling the “real world,” they decide to open a sex clinic on campus. When the clinic becomes an overnight success, the real fun begins. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Keepsake Pictures.

6658234 WEIRD AL YANKOVIC: The Compleat Al. This twirled “mockumentary” tells the not entirely true story of “Weird Al” Yankovic, the Grammy Award-winning master of musical parody and rock and roll comedy. It takes us through his youth, college days, and early comedy days up until his music videos classic, 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6982679 FOLLOW THAT DREAM. Widescreen & fullscreen. When his scheme of pop decides to “homestead” the family on a public beach, Toby (Elsie Presley) digs the exotic setting—but hates the attention he is receiving. Though he just wants to play his guits off, his family worries about his baby blues in trouble with government bureaucrats, crime bosses and two smitten girls. CC. Double-sided DVD. 109 minutes. Paramount.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6917313 RENTADICK. With thieves after his secret nerve gas formula, a scientist calls upon “Rentadick,” a band of private detectives, for help. What follows is a catalog of double-dealings and indiscretions in this hilarious comedy, featuring Rowan Atkinson, John Cleese and Graham Chapman. 94 minutes. Adults only. Scorpion.

8513032 CADILLAC MAN/RUNNING SCARED/COUCH TRIP. A non-stop comedy triple feature! Robin Williams and Tim Robbins star in Cadillac Man, a zany comedy about a college student who sells his soul to the devil and becomes a giant. Robin stars in Running Scared, a clever crime caper, and Tim stars in Couch Trip. 85 minutes. Paramount.

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Comedy

6901565 RICHARD PRYOR 4-MOVIE LAUGH PACK. Widescreen. Four laugh out loud favorites starring the comedy legend. Which Way Is Up?, Brewster's Millions, Car Wash, and Bustin' Loose. Co-stars include John Candy, Lonette McKee, Hume Cronyn, George Carlin, and Cicely Tyson. Some R. English SDH. On two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

68752X VINTAGE HOLLYWOOD: Classic Comedies. Four fabulous old-school comedies. Cary Grant and Rosalind Russell star in His Girl Friday (1940); William Powell and Carole Lombard star in My Man Godfrey (1936); Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis take up the fight in Air War with the Army (1950); and Harvey (1950) stars Jerry Lewis and Walter Matthau. B&W. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Questar. $3.95

6901581 SEND ME NO FLOWERS. Widescreen. Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall team up in this comedy gem from director Norman Jewison. Hypochondriac George (Hudson) enlists his best pal Arnold (Randall) to find a new husband for his wife (Day). The final comic teaming of Rock Hudson and Doris Day. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

6795477 THE NAVIGATOR. Fullscreen. A precursor to his classic Buster Keaton's ability to transform machinery into large-scale comedy props. Color Tinted. 60 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

6811949 THE NUDE BOMB/DUDLEY DO-RIGHT. Widescreen. Collects two adventure comedies. Don Adams is the bumbling yet undeniably cool Maxwell Smart (aka Agent 86) in The Nude Bomb, the hilarious film based on the original TV hit Get Smart. These bring the dim-witted Canadian Mountie Dudley Do-Right to life to detail the scam of the century. 177 minutes. $3.95

753309 CAR WASH. It's just a typical day in the lives of the employees, co-workers and passersby of an L.A. car wash—a day populated with shady characters, would-be robbers, and a flamboyant reverend preaching the virtues of the dollar. Features a rollicking 70s soundtrack and performances by George Carlin and Richard Pryor. 97 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

3569997 BIKINI SPRING BREAK. Widescreen. A group of coeds invade the beach town of South Padre Island, and the conservative marching band breaks down in Ft. Lauderdale during Spring Break. Stars Petrucci, Samantha Stewart, and Robert Carradine. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

6891179 STARDOM. Widescreen. Follow the story of newcomer superhero Tina Menzhal (Jessica Pare) as she is seen through the eyes of the hordes of TV cameras who follow her every move as she catapults from small-town life to celebrity status. With Robert Legge, Thomas Gibson, Dan Akroyd and Frank Langella. English SDH. 103 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

6907563 NO CLUE. Widescreen. When a case of mistaken identity snowballs out of control, a bumbling song salesman (Burt Reynolds) struggles to guide a beautiful, mysterious woman (Amy Smart) through a deadly web of corruption, fraud, and murder, before she can learn the truth about her private detective. English SDH. 96 minutes. E One. $3.95

6740766 ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger, one of the greatest comedic musclemen in all three of his hit films. First, the “Governator” and Danny DeVito play unlikely twins. Then Schwarzenegger plays a hardass Picnic Line officer turned teacher in Kindergarten Cop. And just when you think he’s done it all, Schwarzenegger becomes pregnant in the bizarre comedy Junior, costarring Danny DeVito and Emma Thompson. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

6852467 SHADOWS AND FOG. Widescreen. Recruited by an inept mob of vigilantes, Kleinman (Woody Allen), a cowardly clerk, is forced to search for a notorious murderer—only to stumble upon a feisty sword-swallower, Imy (Mia Farrow), running away from the law. They are launched into a mysterious world of shadows and fog. In B&W. 85 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

4557144 COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Comedy giants like Martin Short, Dana Carvey, John Cleese, Eric Idle and Rick Moranis give us four times the laughs with this comedy collection. Includes Cross My Heart (Rated R); Fierce Creatures; Guy Vardiman; and Steve Martin and His Mumtaz Sisters. Also stars Jamie Lee Curtis, Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Kevin Kline. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $8.95


6481768 THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE. Bob Hope is Sylvester the Great, a 17th-century entertainer exiled from England for his atrocious routine. On a ship for himself but rather for the beautiful Princess Margaret (Virginia Mayo). His advances don’t exactly land, but when pirates attack the ship, her only hope is this cowardly comedian. English SDH. 94 minutes. Enter. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

6870980 SO DUTTY WITH JOHN LEGGE. Widescreen. CC. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. $9.95

6901065 BRIDESMAIDS. Widescreen. Thirty-something Annie (Kristen Wiig) has hit a rough patch but finds her life turned completely upside down when she takes on the Maid of Honor role for her best friend Lillian’s (Maya Rudolph) wedding. Annie leads a hilarious hodgepodge of bridesmaids on a wild ride through the chaos of her best friend’s wedding. Universal. $9.95

5950481 WEIRD AL YANKOVIC UFC. The cult classic comedy of the king of all parodies! George Newman (“Weird Al” Yankovic) is a daydreamer whose hyperactive imagination keeps him from holding a steady job—until he manages Checkers, a local restaurant. 62, a restaurant that’s losing money and viewers fast. But when George replaces the station’s regular with bizarre programming, the ratings begin to soar. CC. 97 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

6795450 GO WEST/BATTLING BUTLER. Two of Buster Keaton’s most endearing roles in HD. In Go West, the comedy legend plays an idealistic young man who forms a sentimental attachment with a lovable cow. Battling Butler, a stage musical, stars Keaton as a sociable who pretends to be a famed prizefighter. In B&W and Color Entertainment. CC. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $12.95

6916579 FADING GI GOLO. Widescreen. Paul Bearer, the romantic lead of the iconic comedy troupe, The Usual Suspects, finally marries his true love, finalist for Mr. America. John Turturro, who also writes and directs, takes on the role of a wacky wrestler to become a gay wrestler and seeks the love of his life. He finds himself caught up in the crosscurrents of love and money. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $28.98. $4.95

356911X MILF. In a sexy comedy in the tradition of Superbad or American Pie, three teenagers discover the age-old fantasy of getting rambunctious with an experienced and sexy older woman. Stars Jack Nicholson and Adam Sandler. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $2.95

6852262 DICK. Widescreen. The year is 1972, and high school students Betty (Kristen Dunst) and Veronique (Juliette Binoche) just want to have a good time. During a class trip to the White House, they clandestinely wander into a top-secret sleeping session, are appointed “Official White House Dog Walkers.” It isn’t long before the girls go from checking Out Checkers to taking out Dickie (Dan Hedaya). CC. 94 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

4543907 LADY FOOTBALL. Widescreen. Sports, money, and high school stereo nonsense collide in this comedy about having the courage to make a stand. Anna Sakura (Alexavita), a Brazilian soccer superstar, plays in the Italian championship for the Naples team. When her doppleganger shows up and tries to get in bed with his fiancé, Paula’s life starts to crumble. 89 minutes. Adults only. Mya. Pub. at $19.98. $2.95

6895964 FIRED UP. Widescreen. Shawn (Jim Carrey) has a scheme to offer football camp so they can spend the summer surrounded by beautiful girls—at cheer camp. The guys are having the time of their lives as they try to win the ultimate “man” contest: “Peeing into the boobies.” Attracting two team members, the football squad has to win the championship for the Naples team. But when his doppleganger shows up and tries to get in bed with his fiancé, Paula’s life starts to crumble. 89 minutes. Adults only. Mya. Pub. at $19.98. $2.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
Comedy

★ 6644244 ZAPPED. Widescreen. When a lab accident leaves high school student Barney Springbro (Erik Allan Kase) with telekinetic powers, it sets the stage for a comedic free-for-all. Encouraged by his hormonally driven friend Peyton (Willow Adams), Barney exorcises revenge on school bullies and geeks, and improves his luck with the ladies. Rated R. $7.95

★ 644589 CAVEMAN. Widescreen. As the leader of a rag-tag group of cavemen, A whyt (Adam Sandler) gives out what he can for him when he sets his sights on the beautiful Lara (Barbara Babcock). Trouble is, Lara belongs to Tondo (John Matuszak), the leader of the "superior" cavemen. Undeterred, he sets out to win Lara’s hand while being pursued by the caveman-crazy Talla (Shelly Long). 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95


5880327 THE MARX BROTHERS: Monkey Business. Widescreen. Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo head for the high seas in this outrageously funny classic. While hiding from the authorities on a luxury cruise ship, a quartet of stowaways inadvertently find themselves posing as bandits to rival gangsters. Lunacy ensues when the wacky protesting partner of a kidnapping squad.

5869091 I-SPY. Widescreen. A super powerful experimental spy plane is stolen by an evil arms dealer and handed over to an international terrorist. The U.S. Government drafts an egotistical boxing star (Eddie Murphy) to join a sue agent special agent (Owen Wilson) on a dangerous top secret mission to save the world. If they can just get along. 97 minutes. Mill Creek.

★ 688044 Bl AZE. Widescreen. Paul Newman stars as a hearty, eccentric governor who falls head over heels in love with dashing San Francisco mayor (Al Pacino). But a clairvoyant in New Orleans strip is wither of a gold. Forced to choose between the office he holds and the woman he loves, he chooses... the gripping of an murder. Directed by Ron Shelton. Rated R. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

5977796 POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES. Widescreen. Frank Capra directs a remake of Lady for a Day, starring Glenn Ford, Betty Davis, and Ann-Margret. Impoverished Broadway peddler "Apple Annie" has a problem: her daughter, educated abroad, is coming to see him and bring her fiancé with her. With the help of a kindhearted racketeer, Annie transforms herself into a high-society grandniece with no time to spare! 136 minutes. Screen Media.

5965861 STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. Widescreen. Two lifelong friends (Paul Hogan and Michael Caton) have discovered a way to save big money come tax time. All they have to do is pretend they’re a loving gay couple. It seems so simple, but when a meddling tax inspector comes to town to investigate, all hell breaks loose in this laugh-out-loud comedy. Rated R. CC, Caution. 107 minutes. D Films.

★ 3569020 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. A group of college nerds secretly record a washed-up celebrity having sex and post the tape on the internet. When the publicity revives the school’s scandal, the friends get celebrity, reality show reject, and celibante in Hollywood want to star in the guys’ next “production”. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum.

★ 6634349 LLOYD THE CONQUEROR. Widescreen. To keep his financial aid, community college slacker Lloyd (Evan Williams) gets roped into an epic Live Action Role-Playing battle by his Medieval Lit professor (Derek Smith). Enlisting the help of a “Small World” computer player (Tegan Moss) and a local gaming merchant (Brian Posehn), Lloyd prepares for the take battle of his life. Rated R. 98 minutes. Freestyle.

8911620 GINGER & FRED. Widescreen. Filmmakers Ginger (Janeane Garofalo) and Fred (Tony Shalhoub) compete in general and TV in particular. Features Amelia and Pippo (Guillietta Masina and Marcello Mastroianni) with recreations of their famous roles, as well as a look at celebrity along with celebrity look-alikes, a cow with 18 teats, an inventor of edible panties, and more. In Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Pub. at $19.98

★ 6557893 SHAKES THE CLOWN. Widescreen. Duelling gangs of clowns are pitted against each other in this outrageously funny comedy written by, directed by, and starring the legendary Clowns of Gold. Shaken, the alcoholic clown wakens to find he’s been framed for murder--and that’s only the beginning of his troubles. Also stars Adam Sandler, Florence Henderson, and Tom Kenny. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $5.95

596010X THE WAY WAY BACK. Widescreen. While 14-year-old Duncan ( Liam James) is being dragged on a family trip with his mom ( Toni Collette) and her overbearing boyfriend ( Steve Carell), he finds a gnarly friend ( Sam Rockwell) at a local water park. The form a powerful bond as Duncan learns to swim through the challenges of his results upon his return from a kidnaping scene.

8821448 THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Lucy’s films and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

4972683 SUICIDE KINGS/WAGONS EAST! Widescreen. When Avery’s niece is kidnapped in Suicide Kings he and his friends concoct a plan to save her. Enraged by the failure of this plan, he is forced to help him find the girl. Rated R. Stars Christopher Walken and Guy Pearce in the Wagon East adventure. 

6901336 A DIRTY SHAME: The Neuter Version. Widescreen. After an accidental concussion awakens the canals urges of a convenience store owner (Tracey Ullman), the people of Baltimore become pitted against each other in an epic battle of decency vs. depravity. Johnny Knoxville, Selma Blair, and Chris Isak star also in this raunchy comedy. Rated R. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6957465 TOWN & COUNTRY. Fullscreen & Widescreen. When revelations of his best friend’s affair drive a wealthy architect to question his marriage and marriage, the two go on a cross-country odyssey in search of some meaning to their rapidly disintegrating life. This romantic comedy stars Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell, Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andie MacDowell, Garry King. Rated R. CC, Offensive language. 105 minutes. Alliance.

5578236 THE PARENTS MEET THE FOCKEWS. Widescreen. John, a heartwarming and hilarious cast of characters, including male nurse Greg Focker (Bren), his eccentric but loveable parents (Don Cheadle and Teri Polo), his father in law and ex-CIA operative Jack Byrnes (Robert De Niro) in two films that will have you laughing from start to finish. English SDH.

6948030 LEATHERHEADS. Widescreen. Dodge coinnelly (George Clooney), captain of a struggling Iowa hooligans, has only one hope to save his team: recruit college football star Carter Rutherford (John Krajkowski). But when a feisty reporter (Renée Zellweger) starts turning her own story, the two teammates into instant rivals. English SDH. 114 minutes. Universial. Pub. at $14.98

5911842 SCAVENGER HUNT. Widescreen. The nutty and newly-departed millionaire’s will is specific. His 15 potential heirs must participate in a scavenger hunt or lose all the fortune he left behind. Ensnared enures with an all-star cast including Scatman Crothers, Ruth Gordon, Roddy MacDowell, Vincent Price, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and many more. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

★ 692686X DISORGANIZED CRIME. Widescreen. A gang of not-so professional criminals concoct a plan to rob a bank–except their leader, their getaway car and an actual plan. On their tail are two cops, who are dumber than the criminals. Stars Hoyt Axtom, Corbin Bernsen, Fred Gaywine, Lou Diamond Phillips, and more. Rated R. 101 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

★ 8827336 TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN. Widescreen. Woody Allen made his debut as a writer, director and star in this delightful satire of a higarchy. Allen is Virgil Stockwell, a struggling writer who turns to acting as a career. Although optimistic, he is a complete career failure. With the help of his wife, he may yet pull off a successful bank heist--if he can manage to write a legible stickup note.


6670350 SUPER TROOPERS/THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY/GRANDMA’S BOY/THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. Widescreen. Four raunchy comedy hits! Learn what cops do when they’re not on the job. Super Troopers: see what happens when unrequited love goes too far in There’s Something About Mary: Step into the life of a videogame tester who lives with the Shotgun’s Grandma’s Boy: and discover the joys of having a porn star for a neighbor in The Girl Next Door. Rated R and Unrated. English SDH. Seven hours on 4 DVDs, one double-sided. 20th Century Fox.

★ 6964999 ERIK THE VIKING. Widescreen. Norse mythology meets Monty Python humor in this comedy, written and directed by Terry Jones. To know the story is to know the world!–Erik the Viking (Tim Robbins) must travel to Asgard with a bumbling crew at his side. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, John Cleese, Terry Jones, and Robin Williams.

6967370 BORN YESTERDAY. Widescreen. Billie Dawn (Melanie Griffith) a Las Vegas showgirl whose lack of sophistication embarrasses her Washington, D.C. publisher. But when he decides to get her involved in an intrigue, coached by the hired journalist (Don Johnson), and becomes an independent thinker, who turns the nation’s capital upside down. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95
Comedy

★ 6645690 THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers is Sir Guy Grand, the richest man in the world. On a whim, he decides to adopt a homeless man, and together they set off on a series of madcap escapades, lampooning the snobbery and hypocrisy of modern society along the way. Alfred (Michael) Abenroth, Christopher Lee, and Raquel Welch. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6755631 IRMA VERP. Widescreen. Hong Kong action diva Maggie Cheung plays herself in Immortal Heroes, a French film industry. A washed-up director (Jean-Pierre Leaud) casts Cheung as the lead in his remake of a silent classic. Used to working in French and with French cat suit, the star finds herself adrift among a disorganized and eccentric crew. Not Rated. English subtitles. 96 minutes. Zeitgeist. $4.95

6757677 MOONWALKERS. Widescreen. After failing to locate the legendary Stanley Kubrick, an unstable CIA agent (Ron Perlman) is forced into an all-night stakeout to prevent the world of comedy with six classics: Comedies. COLLECTION: John Ford’s American 6588425 THE FORD AT FOX COLLECTION: John Ford’s American Comedies. Fullscreen. John Ford set the standard for American comedy when he touched. See his remarkable influence on the world of comedy with six classics; Up the River: Doctor Bull; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie the River; Doctor Bull; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie

★ 6644465 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER! Widescreen. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) dials the wrong number, accidentally contacting movie star Didi (Elke Sommer). The crooner’s voice. Together the duo is a fowl-mouthed mother with four kids and one more on the way, to a former football star with a secret to tell, is this a recipe for holiday disaster. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Allusion FilmWorks. $3.95

6658845 THE FORD AT FOX COLLECTION: John Ford’s American Comedies. Fullscreen. John Ford set the standard for American comedy when he touched. See his remarkable influence on the world of comedy with six classics; Up the River: Doctor Bull; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie

★ 6644465 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER! Widescreen. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) dials the wrong number, accidentally contacting movie star Didi (Elke Sommer). The crooner’s voice. Together the duo is a fowl-mouthed mother with four kids and one more on the way, to a former football star with a secret to tell, is this a recipe for holiday disaster. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Allusion FilmWorks. $3.95

Romance

6549179 AND SO IT GOES. Widescreen. When his estranged son leaves his grandchildren for a successful realtor Ole Little (Michael Douglas) recruits his sweet neighbor Leah (Diane Keaton) to help out. In the process, Ole realizes it may not be too late to begin appreciating the present and giving love to allow a few new ones in! Directed by Rob Reiner. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6588011 4 FILM FAVORITES: Romantic Comedy. Widescreen. Full of love and laughter fill these four star-studded comedies: The Bachelor, starring Chris O'Donnell and Renee Zellweger; Laws of Attraction starring Pierce Brosnan and Julianne Moore; Bed of Roses starring Christian Bale and Stuart Masterson; and Don Juan DeMarco starring Marlon Brando, Johnny Depp and Faye Dunaway. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. New Line Home Entertainment. $9.95

6594444 KISS THEM FOR ME. Widescreen. Three WWII Navy men take a swinging four-day leave in San Francisco. Desperate to keep his men on the straight and narrow, Lieutenant Wallace enlist them as spokesmen at a local tycoon’s shipyard. What he doesn’t expect is one of the Navy men to fall for the shipbuilder’s daughter. Stars Cary Grant and Jayne Mansfield. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6592718 TO HOME WITH LOVE. Widescreen. The lives of lovers and fiancés, opera singers and architects, the talented and the famous, the youthful and the wise all intersect in this magical ensemble comedy set in the streets of Rome. Written, directed, and starring Woody Allen, joined by Alec Baldwin, Roberto Benigni, Penelope Cruz, Judy Davis, Jesse Eisenberg, Greta Gerwig, and Ellen Page. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

6645823 CHRISTMAS. Fullscreen. When the uncouth Philip Harris (Reginald Denny) attempts to declare his eccentric Matilda (Ann Harding) in competition for a $3,000 prize he’s earned her out of her savings, Matilda’s three adopted sons (George Brent, George Raft, and Randolph Scott) come to her rescue in this heartwarming holiday comedy. In Widescreen. Olive Films. 90 minutes. $3.95

6724108 CROSS MY HEART. Widescreen. It’s the third date for David (Martin Short), who’s so desperate to impress Kathy (Annette O’Toole) that he borrows his friend’s new car, gets the key, and tells her he’s received a promotion when he’s actually been fired. But Kathy has secrets too, including a seven-year-old daughter. Directed R. 91 minutes. Universal. $3.95

6912525 MIRACLES. Widescreen. Jean (Teri Garr) and Roger (Tom Conti) decide to divorce after 10 years, but twelve hours later realizing they’re together again–by accident. The ex-couple are then kidnapped, shot at, cast adrift, mistaken for smugglers and even survive a plane crash but at the toughest torture they endure is being trapped together! 87 Minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

693871X THE FRENCH WAY. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary WWII France, about young lovers forbidden to marry by their respective families. Josephine Baker as Zazu, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony and allowing the young lovers to get married. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6983929 THE SMACK BANG BANTER. Widescreen. Dashing and eligible Cary Grant (Cary Grant) tempts the beautiful and obnoxious Maria Tare Farrellworth (Sally Field), the free spirited receptionist at a tiny gym he’s been courting for too long. But when she discovers his true nature, the future looks uncertain. Directed by Phil Karlson. $7.95

5983001 THE GIRL IN THE BLUE. Widescreen. Scott (Woody Allen) has it all—a well paid job, a nice apartment, a devoted girl friend. But he is troubled. Years ago, he saw a beautiful blonde woman, and she hasn’t left his mind since. Reading all Scott’s notes out to find the love that has eluded him for years. Starring Maud Adams. Rated R. 90 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

6797271 THE SLUG PUNCH. Widescreen. When a sleazy businessman Vincent bankrupts their company, divorcees Kate (Emma Thompson) and Richard (Pierce Brosnan) put aside their differences to get their money back. With the help of their neighbors, Jerry (Timothy Spall) and Penelope (Celia Imrie), they hatch a madcap plot to steal a $10 million painting picked for his fiancée. 94 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

687083X PARIS HOLIDAY. Widescreen. Bob Hope plays Robert Hunter, an actor traveling to Paris to purchase a screenplay, only to find a rival film producer has counterfeited. While Hunter has his eye on diplomat Ann McCall (Martha Hyer), a sexy spy named Zara (Anita Ekberg) has her eye on the screenplay. 103 minutes. Allied Artists. PRICE CUT to $7.95

6550681 GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES/HOW TO MARRY AND THEN GET DIVORCED. Widescreen. In LOVE IS IN THE AIR, a dashing diplomat enlists them as spokesmen at a local tycoon’s shipyard. What he doesn’t expect is one of the Navy men to fall for the shipbuilder’s daughter. Stars Cary Grant and Jayne Mansfield. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6809820 DIVAS: Triple Threat Triple Feature. Widescreen. Sold Out. Olive Films. $2.95

6773710 WHIRLY GIRL. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $2.95

6839827 LOVE AT LARGE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT to $9.95

8009715 CHICK FICKS: 8 Movie Set. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

6995140 EDTV. Widescreen. University. Sold Out. Mill Creek. $4.95

6652203 4 CAMERON DIAZ FAVORITES. Widescreen. Century Fox. Sold Out. Mill Creek. $4.95


6549861 LOVING COUPLES. Widescreen. Sold Out. Olive Films. $3.95

6576692 THE SESSIONS. Widescreen. Sold Out. Olive Films. $3.95

5915686 ALFIE. Widescreen. ParaCable. $2.95

6744968 CRAZY KIND OF LOVE. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. Sold Out. Mill Creek. $4.95

187117X SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK. Widescreen. E One. Sold Out.

6692621 SWEET AWAY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6566731 LAST CHANCE HARVEY. Widescreen. Sold Out. Olive Films. $4.95

6730019 THE KNOT. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $2.95


Biographical Movies

6637808 AS DREAMERS DO. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s a great imagination and eternal optimism. Walt begins to develop skills as an animator early in life. He overcomes a variety of hardships to become one of the greatest innovators in Hollywood history. Walt Disney. 90 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

6644066 VINCENT & THEO. Widescreen. Tim Roth is Vincent and Paul Rhys is Theo, the brothers Van Gogh in Robert Altman’s masterful biographical film. It delves inside the mind of the artist who, while battling his inner demons, not to mention obscenity and debt, created some of the greatest works of art the world has ever seen. 138 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6654178 HARLOW. Widescreen. This blistering big-screen adaptation of the bestselling book examines the spectacular career and tumultuous life of Jean Harlow, early Hollywood’s favorite platinum blond bombshell, from her early lips to the meteoric rise in the 1930s to her catastrophic downhill slide. 125 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6644582 CARRINGTON. Widescreen. The real-life friendship between English painter Dora Carrington (Emma Thompson) and author Lytton Strachey (Jonathan Pryce) is the basis of this moving drama by director Christopher Hampton. Also stars Steven Waddington and Rufus Sewell. Rated R. 123 minutes. EOne. PRICE CUT to $4.95

6771734 ENGLAND IS MINE. Cleopatra International. $2.95

Dramas

5271905 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY. Fullscreen. The tension of WWII’s aftermath lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of West Berliners tunnel under the Berlin Wall to rescue family and friends. 144 minutes. In A Time of Destiny, tragedy and romance come between two close friends and two secret agents. Rated PG. 113 minutes. Mill Creek. PRICE CUT to $2.95

4337557 THE SECRET SERVICE/THE CHINESE CAT/JADE MASK. Sidney Toler stars as Charlie Chan in this trio of films. Sold Out. Olive Films. $3.95

8267190 STATION TO STATION. Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler, a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Goran Visnjic, and Marcia Gay Harden. 164 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

LIMITED EDITION S70850 THE LIVING AGE/HEART OF IRENE SENDLER. Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Goran Visnjic, and Marcia Gay Harden. 164 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

6617824 ROMANCE 4 IN 1 COLLECTION. Widescreen. Four performances and romance abound in four riveting films: The Scarlet Letter with Demi Moore, Gary Oldman and Robert Duval; Washington Square with Jennifer Jason Leigh, John Lithgow and Jack O’Connell; The Remains of the Day with Anthony Hopkins and Emma Thompson; and The Young and the Beautiful with Mary Tyler Moore and David Selby

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
Dramas

LIMITED QUANTITY 690900Q PIONEERS Fullscreen. Academy Award winning actress Jessica Lange heads an extraordinary cast in this breathtaking adaptation of Willa Cather’s turn of the century epic saga of settlers carving a home from the wilderness and finding dreams of a lifetime. Also stars David Strathairn, Tom Aldredge, and Anne Heche. CC. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

357671X FORD: The Man and the Machine. Fullscreen. From humble Detroit mechanic to the world’s richest man, Henry Ford turns the story of Henry Ford into a fascinating tale of invention, struggle, personal conflict, and inescapable controversy. Cliff Robertson plays the industrial giant. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95

690891 THE BETTE DAVIS COLLECTION. Widescreen. Five films starring one of classic Hollywood’s best in some of her most renowned performances. Includes The Best Picture-winning All About Eve; Photoplay from a Stranger with Shelley Winters; The Virgin Queen with Richard Todd and Joan Collins; Hush...Hush, Sweet Charlotte with Olivia de Havilland; and And Suddenly with Olivia de Havilland. And The Nanny DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

693079 BEVERLY HILLS COP II. Widescreen. Compares the leading man’s greatest films, including 6930891 LTD. THE MAN AND THE MACHINE, 5844687 THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT, 5701220 A WOMAN A GUN AND A NOODLE SHOP, and 685783 J.C. LEWIS THROUGH THE SHADOWLANDS. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. HBO. $5.95

690904 WHAT THE DEAF MAN HEARD. Fullscreen. Little Sammy Ayers’ mother abandons him on a bus. He responds by pretending not to hear or speak. Befriended by two people he is offered a place to stay. For the next twenty years Sammy continues to remain silent until he overhears a cuckoo that could make the people he loves. Stars Matthew Modine, and A.J. Langer. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. SOLD OUT

6938205 A WOMAN, A GUN AND A NOODLE SHOP. Widescreen. It looks like a perfect plan: the affair will come to a cruel halt when they discover Gail’s dark secret. But the party soon comes to a tumultuous working world and the New York dating scene. But the party soon comes to a Christmas party that will shock a nation. Rated R. English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95

6884539 CALL GIRL. Widescreen. Maria, a high-class call girl, is hired to seduce a local politician in an attempt to obtain his permission to build a luxury resort on protected land. Meanwhile two Detectives come upon the case and begin investigating the politician. Rated R. In Chinese with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Sony. Pictures. $3.95

685783 C.S. LEWIS THROUGH THE SHADOWLANDS. This film is about the agonizing spiritual crisis of C.S. Lewis when his wife died from cancer. The love, grief, pain, and sorrow were so shattering to Lewis that his basic Christian beliefs, magnificentlyembedded in his literary works, were now called into serious doubt. But he picked up the pieces and moved out of the shadowlands. 90 minutes. Gateway. $5.95


6884687 LOOSE WOMEN. Widescreen. Aspiring actress Rachel and her roommate Tracy, also a wannabe actress. Together the trio navigate the notorious East Village, the tumultuous working world and the New York dating scene. But the party soon comes to a Christmas party that will shock a nation. Rated R. English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95

5844681 SONNY. Widescreen. Meet Sonny (James Franco) and his mother, Jewel (Brenda Blethyn). Sonny has returned home from the army to the sultry, sordid, seedy streets of New Orleans, where he picks up his career: working for his mother as a male prostitute. Directed by Nicolas Cage. With Harry Dean Stanton and Mena Suvari. $5.95

6850340 THE IRON LADY. Widescreen. Meryl Streep stars as the most powerful woman of her time, Margaret Thatcher, the enigmatic and highly controversial who became the first and only female Prime Minister of England. A surprisingly intimate journey of a common grocer’s daughter whose steel will propelled her to unprecedented power. English SDH. 105 minutes. E-One. $5.95

6871299 ANNA KARENINA. Widescreen. At the twilight of an empire, Anna Karenina (Keira Knightley) casts her eyes on the devil in exchange for a life of adventure and excitement is one of the richest legends of our time. Once again pairing Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence Olivier (who also co-directs), this is one of the play’s most celebrated film adaptations. 92 minutes. $3.95

6573606 DOCTOR FAUSTUS. Charles Marlowe’s immortal tale of the German con jer who sells his soul to the devil in exchange for a life of adventure and excitement is one of the richest legends of our time. Once again pairing Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence Olivier (who also co-directs), this is one of the play’s most celebrated film adaptations. 92 minutes. $3.95

61550 FOREIGN INTRIGUE/THE QUIET AMERICAN. Two classics of political drama abroad. In Foreign Intrigue, Robert Mitchum portrays a press agent in Europe investigating the death of a client who was blackmailing traitors (100 minutes). Then, The Quiet American follows an American in war-torn Saigon who saves the life of a journalist, only to be betrayed (Stars Michael Caine). 226 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. $9.95

6909043 LOVING LEAH. Fullscreen. A quirky love story revolving around the unexpected wedding and unconventional married life of a 26-year-old widow and her late husband’s best friend (100 minutes). It’s a heart warming story with moments of gentle humor. Stars Lauren Ambrose, Adam Kaufman, Ricki Lake, and Mercedes Ruehl. CC. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. SOLD OUT

6812341 THE UGLY AMERICAN/THE NIGHT OF THE FOLLOWING DAY. Widescreen. The lauded actor stars in two gripping films. First, it’s the volatile political climate of Vietnam, about one American ambassador in strife-torn Saigon, accused of being a Communist agent. Then, he joins Richard Boone in The Night of the Following Day, about a gang of pockish Barum recounts via flashbacks his adventures as a floundering teenage salesman and an exhibitor of human oddities and his eventual role as a renowned American entertainer. 95 minutes. Mouvement. SOLD OUT

673672X THE MAN FROM ELYSIAN FIELDS. Widescreen. Andy Garcia, Mick Jagger, and a quotes star in the provocative tale of a struggling novelist who, unable to provide for his family, resorts to extreme measures—he takes up employment at an American embassy. “One of the best films of the year”—Roger Ebert. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Columbia TriStar. $4.95


5855604 KILLING JESUS. Widescreen. The classic and its remake, collected on one DVD! Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard, this motion picture event chronicles the life and death of Jesus as never before. Starring Stephen Moyer and James Franco as Jesus; Kelsey Grammer and Haaz Sleiman, it adds thought-provoking detail and context into the political conflicts that led to Jesus’ crucifixion. Rating: PG. 120 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

6852254 DANIELLE STEEL’S SAFE HARBOR. Widescreen. Ophelia is a grieving young woman, and Matt a young, wounded protagonist. Both feel as though they have lost everything until they meet on a fog-shrouded beach. But as their passion grows, the darkness of their pasts will threaten to destroy what could be their last chance for true love. CC. 101 minutes. New Line Home Ent. $6.95
**Dramas**

**6829767 THE IMMIGRANT.** Ewa Czybulski (Marion Cotillard) and her sister set sail to New York from their native Poland filled with the dreams of the American dream. But upon their arrival, the girls are separated. With nowhere to turn, Ewa falls prey to Bruno (Joaquin Phoenix), a wicked man who will force her into prostitution. Can the destitute Orlando (Jeremy Renner) come to her rescue? Rated R. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**6920195 GOOD WILLY HUNTING.** Widescreen. Will Hunting (Matt Damon) is a homeless, young genius. After too many run-ins with the law, Will’s last chance for redemption is a psychology professor (Robin Williams in an Oscar-winning performance) starring Minnie Driver. Gus Van Sant’s powerful drama also won the Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay. Entertainment One. $5.95

**6795544 CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY.** Widescreen. For the folks on Conway, Duncan Mayor is a very cranky guy. To his wife Suzy, he’s a doting pucciass. But when Suzy falls seriously ill, Duncan decides on an unusual kind of medicine a Fiji tribe set up in their own backyard. Stars Andy Garcia, Mandy Moore, and Mary-Louise Parker. CC. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**9733243 THE BABYSITTERS.** When Shirley Lyner starts babysitting for Michael and Gail Beltran, an affair is ignited. Michael pays Shirley to stay quiet, but she sees a financial opportunity, and soon her student babysitting business takes on more married men than it can handle. Stars Katherine Waterston, Cynthia Nixon, and John Leguizamo. Rated R. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**6795957 FRONT OF THE CLASS.** Widescreen. The triumphant life story of Brad Cohen, a man who overcomes the obstacles of Tourette Syndrome to become a gifted teacher. Stars Jimmy Wolf, Treat Williams, and Patricia Heaton. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**574119X HOLLYWOODLAND.** Widescreen. Hollywood’s most notorious unsolved mystery is the basis for this celebrated crime thriller. Set amid the glamour, scandal and corruption of old Hollywood, notable portraits of George Reeves (Ben Affleck), star of TV’s Adventures of Superman, and a private investigator’s (Adrien Brody) efforts to piece together the truth. Also stars Lane and Bob Hoskins, Rated R. 127 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

**6948014 KILLING LINCOLN.** Widescreen. While some of the aspects of the plot to slay Lincoln and cripple the newly forming union are widely known, much of the history underlying this event is not. Based on the New York Times best selling novel. Narrated by Tom Hanks and starring Billy Campbell as President Lincoln. English SDH. 111 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**5919967 TROUBLE WITH THE CURVE.** Widescreen. Gus Lobel (Clint Eastwood) has been a top baseball scout for decades, but age has caught up with him. Enter Gus’s estranged daughter, Mickey (Amy Adams), a crusading attorney who joins him on a scintillating trip—jeopardizing her career to save his. Also stars Justin Timberlake, English SDH. 111 minutes. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Warner Bros. $7.95

**4581377 RED SHOE DIARIES.** Writer director Zalman King delivers his most provocative film yet with this stylish, steamy, and eroticly charged story of a beautiful woman trapped by a burning secret and torn by blazing desire. Stars Brigitte Bako, David Duchovny, and Billy Wirth. 105 minutes. Adults only. Vision International. $7.95

**5950226 CUEBALL.** Widescreen. Summer of 1969, cash-strapped Tracey Cross (Goldie Hawn) must support her 12-year-old son Chris (David Amott) by working as a dancer in a sleazy Key West bar. Chris supplements the family’s less than stable income by stealing jewelry. But when his activities drag him into a world of crime, Tracy must risk everything to save him. Rated R. 101 minutes. MGM. $7.95

**6920197 AMAZING GRACE.** Widescreen. A great young oratorio from the vantage point of William Wilberforce, following his courageous quest to end the British slave trade. Along the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament but his minister, the way, he meets intense opposition from members of Parliament. Black is a former slave ship captain who penned the beloved hymn “Amazing Grace,” urges him to see the cause through. 118 minutes. English SDH. $9.95

**4875001 INSPIRATIONAL FAVORITES: Apollo 13/Field of Dreams/Seabiscuit.** Widescreen. Tom Hanks stars in Apollo 13, the true story of the space flight that gripped the nation. Field of Dreams stars Kevin Costner as the farmer who builds a baseball field. But Seabiscuit is a dream he can hardly believe. Seabiscuit stars Tobey Maguire in a story about a racehorse that took the nation for the ride of a lifetime. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Hallmark Hall of Fame. Sold out.

**5981026 A WALK IN THE CLOUDS.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Dissolution after WWII, G.I. Paul Sutin (Keanu Reeves) abandons his old life to become a traveling salesman. That’s when he meets Victoria (Aliana Sanchez-Gijon), daughter of a vineyard owner. In the worlds he tells her that she is pregnant, Paul agrees to pose as her husband—an act that will change both their lives. CC. 102 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**5861845 DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack.** Fullscreen. Case closed! Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Sherlock Holmes Torr by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy: Detective; Mto’s Last Warning; and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Stars include Basil Rathbone, Karl Malden, and Morgan Conway. $5.95

**6795857 FRONT OF THE CLASS.** Widescreen. The triumphant life story of Brad Cohen, a man who overcomes the obstacles of Tourette Syndrome to become a gifted teacher. Stars Jimmy Wolf, Treat Williams, and Patricia Heaton. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**574119X HOLLYWOODLAND.** Widescreen. Hollywood’s most notorious unsolved mystery is the basis for this celebrated crime thriller. Set amid the glamour, scandal and corruption of old Hollywood, notable portraits of George Reeves (Ben Affleck), star of TV’s Adventures of Superman, and a private investigator’s (Adrien Brody) efforts to piece together the truth. Also stars Lane and Bob Hoskins, Rated R. 127 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

**6948014 KILLING LINCOLN.** Widescreen. While some of the aspects of the plot to slay Lincoln and cripple the newly forming union are widely known, much of the history underlying this event is not. Based on the New York Times best selling novel. Narrated by Tom Hanks and starring Billy Campbell as President Lincoln. English SDH. 111 minutes. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Warner Bros. $7.95

**688735X FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.** Widescreen. Florence Nightingale, the true story of the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to reform hospital sanitation and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. This classic TV picture starring Algeria Hicks, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC. 140 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

**6926797 I SHOT ANDY WARHOL.** Widescreen. Valerie Solanas (Lilly Taylor) has come to New York with one goal in mind—to spread her message. Desperate for an audience, she latches on to the fringes of Andy Warhol’s (Jared Harris) glamorous sex and drug laced Factory scene. But her zeal soon swerves out of control and leads to a bizarre obsession with the artist. Rated R. 103 minutes. MGM. $6.95
Drummond

**682849** AMERICAN PASTORAL. Widescreen. Seymour "Swede" Levov (Ewan McGregor) is a once-promising high school athlete, is a successful businessman married to an ex-beauty queen, Dawn (Jennifer Connelly). When Swede and Dawn’s daughter (Dakota Fanning) disappears after being accused of a violent crime, Swede’s perfect life is broken forever and he is left to make sense out of the chaos. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

**685036** THE GIVER. Widescreen. Jonas (Alex Pettyfer) is a young man who lives in a seemingly ideal world of conformity. Yet as he begins to spend time with The Giver, who is the sole keeper of all the community’s memories, Jonas quickly discovers the deadly secrets of his past. He knows that he must escape this world to protect them all. Also stars Meryl Streep and Jeff Bridges. English SDH. 97 minutes. E One. $5.95

**691020** HONEY. Widescreen. Honey Daniels (Jessica Alba) is a struggling hip-hop dancer who’s got all the moves, talent, and passion to make it big. But when her fiancé (Josh Duhamel) gets caught smuggling hashish out of Istanbul, American authorities lie about the extent of his exposure, and that he has only a few days to live, and he races against the clock to secure a future for his family. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**687135** GETTING GOTTI. Fullscreen. Lorraine Bracco stars as Diana Cacciatore in the true story of the Assistant United States Attorney in Brooklyn who tried to prosecute John Gotti and the Gambino crime family. It was not an easy case with uncooperative FBI agents and bureaucrats in her way, but she was determined to find truth. Also stars James Gandolfini and Ellen Burstyn. Rated R. 104 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**679439** INSTITUTE BENJAMINA. Widescreen. Upon enrolling at the Institute Benjamina—a dilapidated boarding school for the training of servants—Jakob (Mark Rylance) becomes embroiled in the world of the enigmatic siblings who run it: the sadistic Johannes Benjamina (Gothard John) and his sorrowful sister Lisa (Alice Kirse). English SDH. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**677842** SEPARATE TABLES. Widescreen. Welcome to the Beauregard Hotel, where the guests all share one trait: loneliness. There’s Major Pollack (David Niven), who hides a dark secret; Shy David (Deborah Kerr), a neurotic old maid; John Malcolm (Burt Lancaster), a disinherited writer drowning in alcohol; and Ann Shankland (Rita Hayworth), a physically infirm, long-suffering old alms. In B&W. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**682962** DIAL A PRAYER. Widescreen. Cora (Brittany Snow) is a troubled young woman sentenced to community service answering the phone in a prayer request call center where she struggles to improve her situation. While spending the summer with her cousin in Ohio, she meets Andy, a handsome blog editor. She finds herself pulled between two worlds and two men. English SDH. 93 minutes. Anchor Bay. $7.95

**683221** 2011. John Cooper is a computer programming genius who has become disillusioned with the results of his work. John meets Emily, a shy novelist unable to find emotional sustenance beyond her writing. This is the story of two test pilots (Cooper for the shadow of love in an increasingly alienated modern world. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**684298** TRUTH. Widescreen. Based on the book Truth and Duty by Mary Mapes, this is the incredible true story of Mary Mapes (Cate Blanchett), an award winning CBS News Journalist and Dan Rather’s producer, who broke the Abu Ghraib prison abuse story, among others. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. E One. Pub. at $24.98 $9.45

**681002** MADE-FOR-TV BIOPICS. Four made-for-tv biopics. Jennifer Love Hewitt stars in The Audrey Hepburn Story; Vanessa Marano and Lacey Chabert in The Inspiring Brooke Ellison Story; Eric McCormack plays the infamous con artist in Who is Clark Rockefeller? and Glenn Close won the "Outstanding Lead Actress" Emmy for her performance in Serving in Silence: The Margarette Cammermeyer Story. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**685733** VANESSA. Widescreen. The tantalizing Olivia Pascal stars as the titular teen who pursues a convent virgin to prison of a lavish Hong Kong bordello. Along the way, she’ll experience the sensual and shocking extremes of pleasure, pain and even death. A stylish, totally uncut and unensored, featuring Eva Garden, Astrid Boner and Anton Diffring. 92 minutes. Adults only. Seven Arts. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**6640951** MARILYN MONROE: The Marilyn Monroe Collection. This double feature includes The Legend of Marilyn Monroe (1964) on her life and career, and directed by John Huston; and Town Story (1951) a film where a homemaker (Marilyn) who failed to get re-elected, blames big business and sets about writing an expose in his newspaper. Monroe has a brief film appearance. In B&W. 113 minutes. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Pub. at $39.98 $7.96

**669298** BLACK PEARLE. Widescreen. Sparkle (Jordin Sparks) has been warned against the pitfalls of the music industry by her protective mother (Whitney Houston), yet encouraged by the handsome and ambitious Jordan (Tikeem Palmer). A timeless story of the bonds of family, the trials of success, and the power of music. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95

**692398** CAROL. Widescreen. Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), a young woman working as a clerk in a department store in 1950’s New York, meets Carol (Cate Blanchett), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless marriage. While Carol breaks free of her marriage, when a new husband begins to question her as a mother. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. EOne. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**690235** DAYS OF GLORY (INDIGENES). Widescreen. The true story of a band of WWII soldiers who heroically fought their way across Europe while battling discrimination within their own ranks. Based in French with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Entertainment One. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**6862551** LOVE FINDS YOU IN CHARM. Widescreen. Emma Miller would seem to have it all—she’s loving Amanda, living her dream, and a marriage proposal from the community’s most eligible man. But, she yearns for adventure and to see what the world has to offer. This is the story of a love story of summer with her cousin in Ohio, she meets Andy, a handsome blog editor. She finds herself pulled between two worlds and two men. English SDH. 93 minutes. Anchor Bay. $7.95
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**Dramas**

**Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie Moon.** Widescreen. Considered one of the greatest film triumphs of its era, this story of a terminally ill alcoholic matinee idol (Jack Lemmon) and his devoted nurse (Joan Crawford) features an Academy Award-winning performance by Crawford, stunning direction from Blake Edwards, and a score by Richard Rodgers. Delightful! Rated R. 136 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $17.95

**Kingdom of Dust.** The Heiress of Adam Smith. In a basement, somewhere in war torn Baghdad, hostage Adam Smith, imprisoned by Ahmed, is waiting to die. With no time, no chance, and no hope, he must look into the abyss of his own personal hell. As he does, he realizes the only thing the valley of death that something divine is awaiting him. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**Three Sisters.** Widescreen. Nearly a thousand miles away from their beloved Moscow, Chekhov's Three Sisters–Olga (Jeanne Moreau), Masha (Alida Valli) and Irina (Louise Pernell)–live in virtual exile. Intoxicated by yesterday's triumphs and heedless of tomorrow's disasters, they sift through their shattered dreams on the eve of social and political upheaval that will change their future. Run time: 162 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**Nashville.** Widescreen. The path to stardom for Jamie (Monica Gayle) is paved with sordid sexual encounters, hard time in juvenile detention complete with a demolishing female warden, and the bed of a record producer. She's destined to rise up the charts—but at what price? Rated R. 91 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

**Titanic.** Fullscreen. For years Titanic was withheld from release (largely because its scenes of panic might be demoralizing to wartime audiences), though some footage did appear, uncredited, in the 1958 British film A Night to Remember. Restored in 2004, this film takes its place among the most important disaster movies of all time, an epic cinematic tale that interweaves four separate stories: the fall of Babylon, the death of Christ, the massacre of the Hugenots and a contemporary drama, all building to a thrilling chase and finale. In B&W. 197 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**Grace.** Widescreen. A typical weekend of binging drinking in a small Florida town lands Grace Turner in the clutches of the law. Before tragedy unfolds, she decides to go to AA and put the pieces of her shattered life back together. Stars Annika Marks, Sharon Lawrence and Chaske Spencer. 93 minutes. $14.95

**Legend of the Mountain.** Widescreen. In this masterpiece from director Kung Hu, a traveling scholar is tasked with translating a Buddhist manuscript to his beloved. To accomplish this, however, he must travel the most dangerous landscapes in Mandarin with English subtitles. Over three hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**Tommy's Honour.** Widescreen. The inspirational, true story of Tommy Morris, the real-life father and son team that revolutionized the modern game of golf. Set against the early days of the sport, the film follows the challenging and colorful journey of the Morri sons as they grow up and fight for their golfing legacy. Stars Peter Mullan and Jack Lowden. English SDH. 110 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

**Three Sisters.** Widescreen. In the idyllic Russian countryside, a series of serendipitous events, including meeting Marilyn Monroe, a directionless 16-year-old living in France, busy rehearsing the play and hand-to-hand combat. In B&W. 87 minutes. Milestone. Pub. at $29.95

**A Gentleman's Agreement.** Widescreen. An eccentric heiress (Kay Thompson) there, Moore); a gay paraplegic; set up house together in a converted warehouse and proceed to play a series of sadistic practical jokes on each other. Oliver (Peter Fonda) begins to experiment with LSD to free himself artistically. Roger Corman directs this hallucinogenic tale following a drug-culture mesmerist on his path to enlightenment. Also stars Bruce Dern and Dennis Hopper. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

**Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie Moon.** Widescreen. Considered one of the greatest film triumphs of its era, this story of a terminally ill alcoholic matinee idol (Jack Lemmon) and his devoted nurse (Joan Crawford) features an Academy Award-winning performance by Crawford, stunning direction from Blake Edwards, and a score by Richard Rodgers. Delightful! Rated R. 136 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $17.95
When they discover he’s telling the truth, they decide to tell Matt (Keanu Reeves) and his friends about how he killed her.


RIVER’S EDGE.

Fullscreen. Sam Flusky (Joseph Cotten), a native Briton is banished to Australia for murder. His wife Helen (upside down with the unexpected arrival of the Kendalls has been burdened by grief and secrets of their past. Rated R. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber.

*6872077 LA CHINOISE. Fullscreen. Paris, 1967. Dissillusioned by their suburban lifestyles, a group of middle-class students form a small Maoist cell and plan to change the world by any means necessary. After studying the growth of communism in China, they decide to适航 ignite their own revolution. Directed by Jean-Luc Godard. In French with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

*6914497 THE TRIBES OF PALOS VERDES. Widescreen. When teenage Medina (Aubrey Plaza) and her best friend Q (Alia Shawkat) attend a picture perfect paradise of Palos Verdes, California, they seem headed for a happy new chapter in their lives. But when her parents’ marriage disintegrates Medina finds refuge in a new passion-surfing. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber.

*692888 I, JANE DOE. Widescreen. While stationed in France during WWII, a married American pilot (John Carroll) commits bigamy marrying a local girl (Vera Ralston). When she follows him home to America, she finds he’s already married to a successful lawyer (Ruth Hussey). When Ralston accidentally kills him, Hussey offers to defend her in court. In B&W, 85 minutes. Kino Lorber.

690790 GROSS ANATOMY. Widescreen. It takes hard work, discipline, and commitment to get through med school. Matthew Modine stars as Joe Slovak, a brainy med student and joins WWII-experiences that will inform and shape one of the most renowned, controversial, and enigmatic writers of our time. Directed by Michael Apted. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6990169 CHARLIE ST CLOUD. Widescreen. Zac Efron stars as Charlie St. Cloud, a small town hero and an accomplished sailor who has it all. His bright future is cut short when tragedy strikes, taking his dreams away. Now Charlie is torn between honoring a promise he made years ago or pursuing the woman he loves. Stars Taylor Lautner and Rami Malek. Price CUT to $9.95

696171 THE WALL. Widescreen. David Kinsella thought he was going to North Korea to make a documentary. The North Koreans thought that Kinsella would let them dictate the terms of the film. They never expected the story of Yung Hee, a young female poet searching hopelessly for the lover who betrayed her with an arranged marriage, to so dramatically challenge their own! Equipped with unique talents, they bond together to prepare a huge glimmer of hope. CC. 108 minutes. Warner.

673162 HALF OF A YELLOW SUN. Obinna and Kainene are glamorous twins from a wealthy Nigerian family. Upon returning to newly independent 1960s Nigeria after their expensive English education, the two women make very different life choices. One falls into a feverish pace and emotional explosions, the other into the wheel. His body was never found. Twenty years after the lead singer disappeared, the band’s songs are generating interest in the band leads TV reporter Maggie Foley to pursue a tantalizing mystery—what if Eddie is still alive? Stars Tom Berenger and Adam Beach. Price CUT to $9.95

687197 DEADLY HERO. Widescreen. What happens when a young lawyer and a New York cop, encounters a nasty black muggar (James Earl Jones), who is terrorizing a young school teacher at knife point, Lacy decides to defend her with his hands and gun by shooting him. To Lacy’s surprise, the school teacher testifies against him, accusing him of being a cold-blooded killer. Rated R. 100 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

664667MABEETH. Fullscreen. Orson Welles’ atmospheric 1948 adaptation of the William Shakespeare tragedy tells the tale of a presumptuous Scottish prince whose quest for power leads to patricide. This Olive Signature edition includes both the original 107-minute cut and the 85-minute re-release, along with a wealth of bonus features. Stars Orson Welles, Jeaneen Nolan, and Dan O’Herlihy. In B&W. 175 minutes. Screen Media Films.

6692648 THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON’T THEY? Widescreen. When teenage Medina (Aubrey Plaza) and her best friend Q (Alia Shawkat) attend a picture perfect paradise of Palos Verdes, California, they seem headed for a happy new chapter in their lives. But when her parents’ marriage disintegrates Medina finds refuge in a new passion-surfing. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6829929 ROADS TO RICHES. Widescreen. Jack is a gambler on a losing streak. Moira, the stripper who took him under her wing. When they meet a lucky young hick, they see a chance for making some big trouble. Trouble is, when there’s free tickets to the big game, only one golden boy, somebody’s likely to hit the jackpot, and somebody else is going to get hurt. Price CUT to $2.95

6915922 BAD HURT. Widescreen. Life for the Kinfelders was consumed by mental illness and claustrophobia. Faced with caring for one child with special needs and another with PTSD, the family struggles for a sense of stability at home in their Staten Island. New York hamlet. When a secret from the past is revealed, it threatens to tear them apart. Stars Karen Allen and Michael Hamey. CC. 101 minutes. Screen Media Films.

687474 THE WHITE KING. Jutis is a cattle twelve year old growing up in a brutal dictatorship shut off from the outside world. When the government imprisons his father and Jutis and his mother are sent to a labor camp, the boy will not rest until he sees his father again. Stars Aygness Deyn and Jonathan Pryce. 89 minutes. Film Movement.

*6833136 HOMETOWN LEGEND. Story of a small town’s desperate fight for survival, this tale to close and rival football team hasn’t had a winning season in 12 years. But when retired coach (Terry O’Quinn) returns for one final season he brings a glimmer of hope. CC. 108 minutes. Warner.

6871859 ESTEROS. On a Morro bay, lifelong friends Matias and Jeronimo become something more. But when Matias’s father forces them apart by getting a new job, that spark is quickly extinguished. More than a decade later, Matias returns, determined never to expect a reunion with Jeronimo once more. Not Rated. In Spanish and Portuguese with English subtitles.

6923076 ZINGARINA. Zingarina (Asia Argento) travels from France to Transylvania during the Wainwright family, whose handsome sons searches hopelessly for the lover who betrayed him? 109 minutes. HBO.

6844995 RESURRECTING MCCINN(S). A struggling author is comforted by renewed grief over his long dead brother. His wife suggests they throw a party to celebrate on what would’ve been his brother’s 50th birthday. The night culminates in uncovering revelations of sexuality, race, love, life and death unroll at a feverish pace and emotional explosions uncover secrets that have been buried for decades. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Price CUT to $2.95

688452 FEAST OF JULY. Widescreen. A mysterious young beauty (Embatt Davidz) searches hopefully for the lover who betrayed her. She happens to be her. And she becomes a shimmering role model in her own eyes. When the government imprisons his father and Jutis and his mother are sent to a labor camp, the boy will not rest until he sees his father again. Stars Aygness Deyn and Jonathan Pryce. 89 minutes. Film Movement.

*6821472 SEASONS OF THE HEART. Widescreen. At the height of her publishing career as an executive, Vivian Levinson (Caroll Burret) has her prim and proper world turned upside down with the unexpected arrival of Zingaring (Asia Argento) travels through unexpected arrival of her with friend Marie to seek out her lover Milon Agustini that was deported from France. When she finds him, she is rejected and Milan tells her that he in fact left her. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

6848657 TRANSLVANIA. Widescreen. A pregnant woman (Asia Argento) travels through unexpected arrival of her friend Marie to seek out her lover Milon Agustini that was deported from France. When she finds him, she is rejected and Milan tells her that he in fact left her. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

Two DVDs, Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95
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Dr. Samekh, the eccentric and cheerful surgeon, has become obsessed with his attractive but young patient, Maria (Gina Lollobrigida), who in turn falls in love with Charlie’s money-hungry nephew Anthony (Sean Connery), who plots to gain control of his uncle’s fortune. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

Jean-Luc Godard. In French with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

While alone in a television studio, two band-nerds who form The Dahmer Fan Club. * 6643485
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★ 6639567 FAR FROM MEN. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.
★ 6745105 MOLLY MAXWELL. Widescreen. E One. PRICE CUT to $6.95.
★ 5926152 EVA DOESN’T SLEEP. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.
★ 6754356 TALKING TO HEAVEN. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.
★ 6925209 FROM HELL. Widescreen. While Jack the Ripper ruled the streets of London, terror reigned. His crimes were unspeakable. His bloodlust unquenchable. His identity, unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Rated R. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
★ 6589232 SAY NOTHING. Fullscreen. When a beautiful young woman goes on vacation to a remote island during her holiday apart from her husband (Hart Bochner) because of marital difficulty, she has a brief affair with a mysterious stranger (William Baldwin). When she returns to her husband, everything seems fine. But the passionate stranger has no intention of being forgotten. English SDH. 94 minutes. Alliance.
★ 5901433 HOUSE OF BAMBOO. Widescreen. Sandy Dawson (Robert Mitchum) has assembled a platoon of ex-army thugs to run pachinko parlors while pulling off bloody heists and armed robbery. The murder of a friend brings Eddie Spanier (Robert Stack) into the picture. With no one to trust, Spanier becomes the first to feel the 左右手. Stars Robert Mitchum. R-rated. 143 minutes. WorldWide Entertainment.
★ 6901611 STRANGERLAND. Widescreen. While Catherine Willows (をおrtland) and husband (Gabriel), on the run after assassinating a government official, kidnap its sole passenger, the daughter (ヘンリーマーサー) of a notorious gangster (William Baldwin). Willows is drawn back into the fold by a mysterious in a game of cat and mouse, but when the mission gets personal, Cross is pushed to the very limit. English SDH. 101 minutes. E One.
★ 6859240 HOME INVASION. Widescreen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a group that breaks into their remote mansion, her only form of help comes from a call with a security systems specialist. But as the intruders become increasingly hostile, will she trust him to save her eyes and navigate her to safety? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Jason Patrick. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures.
★ 6925209 FROM HELL. Widescreen. While Jack the Ripper rules the streets of London, terror reigned. His crimes were unspeakable. His bloodlust unquenchable. His identity, unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Rated R. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

Thrillers

LIMITED QUANTITY 69149X BLOOD WORK. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood produces, directs, and stars in this edgy, acclaimed mystery based on Michael ConNELLY’s novel. Eastwood plays a FBI profiler who almost always gets to the heart of the case. This time, the heart beats inside the landscape: two hunters, one-on-one. Based on the novel by Michael Connelly. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99.
★ 6695205 THE HUMAN CONTRACT. Widescreen. Corporate player Julian Wright (Jason Clarke) is on the verge of a career-making deal when one woman turns his life upside down. As he pursues her in a dangerous game of seduction, he is forced to confront destructive secrets from his past. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also makes her directorial debut. Rated R. 107 minutes. Sony Pictures.
★ 692428X TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. Widescreen. Set at the height of the Cold War years, George Smiley (Gary Oldman), a disgraced British spy, is rehired in secret by his government, which fears that the British Secret Service, a.k.a. MI-6, has been compromised by a double agent working for the Soviets. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. E One.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
★ 6695191 HIGH CRIMES. Widescreen. Ashley Judd is Claire Kubik, an attorney who files a sexual harassment suit against her employer. While on his daily tour through the Mississippi back country, John Parsons discovers that each of his neighbors has been brutally murdered. With no phone, no car and no help, Parsons realizes the killers are working their way back to his own house where his wife waits. 79 minutes. MVD Visual.
★ 6965221 THE INFORMERS. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis. In the 1980s, a city ruled by addictions, where youth is wasted, love is fleeting, and every night is a headlong rush into unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Rated R. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
★ 6695205 THE HUMAN CONTRACT. Widescreen. Corporate player Julian Wright (Jason Clarke) is on the verge of a career-making deal when one woman turns his life upside down. As he pursues her in a dangerous game of seduction, he is forced to confront destructive secrets from his past. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also makes her directorial debut. Rated R. 107 minutes. Sony Pictures.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
★ 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this mesmerizing look at Washington power (The Hollywood Reporter), a tax and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KGB mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM.
Thrillers

6811485 DRAGON DAY. Widescreen. Duke, an out-of-work NSA engineer, finds his family stuck in a small mountain town when the day a devastating cyber attack destroys our country as we know it. Duke’s fate becomes intertwined with a Mexican migrant worker as they fight the odds to survive in a chaotic world without water, food or power. English SDH. 95 minutes. E. One. $5.95

6811193 BAD INFLUENCE/MASQUERADE. Widescreen. Rob Lowe stars in two gripping dramas about romance, deception, and murder. In Bad Influence, a young professional is seduced into a world of danger, only to be set up for murder (100 minutes). Masquerade is a psychological drama about a young woman who becomes tangled in a web of deceit when her stepfather wants her killed (91 minutes). Rated R. MGM. Pub. at $15.98

6910123 HIGHWAYMEN. Widescreen. Two driven men are locked in an escalating cycle of violence and revenge in this edgy thriller. Rennie Clay (Jim Carrey) has devoted his life to tracking down a psychopath (Colin Fereon) who randomly murders women using his souped-up 72 El Dorado. Also stars Frankie Faison. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $4.95

6910408 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ALICE CREED. Widescreen. Two masked men kidnap, bind, and gag Alice Creed, daughter of a millionaire. The coldly efficient Vic and his young accomplice Danny have worked our a meticulous plan to kill her husband in order to cause a major upset, with no one to blame. Stars Gemma Arterton, Martin Compston, and Eddie Marsan. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

6810194 FUNNY GAMES. Widescreen. At their vacation home, a family and their guest, Antarctic, (Geoffrey Rush), and their son have visitors: two well-spoken, well-bred young men wearing preppy smiles and preppy sportswear. The visitors want to play a game, and答应s with a bet that Ann and George will be dead by morning. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

6811775 BODY CHEMISTRY 2: Valize of a Stranger. Dr. Archer is a talkative sex therapist who offers advice on a call-in show. When an L.A. cop with an appetite for rough sex asks for the therapist’s help, she takes him down a dark path. Recent widower in the ultimate sexual power play. Stars Gregory Harrison, Lisa Pescia, and Morton Downey Jr. Rated R. 84 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $3.95

6811704 NIGHTCRAWLER. Widescreen. In the nocturnal underbelly of Los Angeles, Lou Bloom discovers the high-speed world of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, and other mayhem. Driven and desperate for work, Lou decides to enter this cutthroat and dangerous realm. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Rene Russo and Bill Paxton. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6812430 WHITE BIRD IN A BLIZZARD. Widescreen. Kat Connors (Chloë Grace Moretz) is a young woman embracing her newfound freedom. But as disturbing facts about the family she’s left behind in a small mountain town the day her stepfather goes, the darker it becomes. 101 minutes. Adults only. Brain Damage Films. $6.95

6745008 THE DESAPPEARANCE OF ALICE CREED. Widescreen. Two masked men kidnap, bind, and gag Alice Creed, daughter of a millionaire. The coldly efficient Vic and his young accomplice Danny have worked our a meticulous plan to kill her husband in order to cause a major upset, with no one to blame. Stars Gemma Arterton, Martin Compston, and Eddie Marsan. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

6811494 FANTASIA. Widescreen. At their vacation home, a family and their guest, Antarctic, (Geoffrey Rush), and their son have visitors: two well-spoken, well-bred young men wearing preppy smiles and preppy sportswear. The visitors want to play a game, and答应s with a bet that Ann and George will be dead by morning. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

6901423 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET WEAPON. Widescreen. Basel Rathbone portrays the legendary detective as he tracks down his greatest nemesis, Professor Moriarty. Moriarty has kidnapped the inventor of a new wartime bomb sight, and threatens to sell the invention to the Nazis, regardless of the outcome of B&W version. 95 minutes. Legend Films. $3.95

6811870 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET WEAPON. Widescreen. Basel Rathbone portrays the legendary detective as he tracks down his greatest nemesis, Professor Moriarty. Moriarty has kidnapped the inventor of a new wartime bomb sight, and threatens to sell the invention to the Nazis, regardless of the outcome. 95 minutes. Legend Films. $3.95

6911057 THE FACE OF AN ANGEL. Widescreen. Based on the true story of the controversial case of an American student accused of murdering a prostitute in Rome. Director Jean Becker and a screenplay by Simona Ford (Kate Beckinsale) and filmmaker Thomas Lang (Daniel Bruhl) lose themselves in the notorious murder case—and the deeper they go, the darker it becomes. 101 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

6958082 THE RIVERMAN. Widescreen. Seattle’s “Green River Killer” continues his reign of terror: 48 women have been brutally murdered by authorities don’t have a single lead. With nowhere else to go, they enlist the help of an unlikely ally—serial killer Ted Bundy. Based on a true story. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. N. American Motion Pic. $5.95

6725899 CITY OF LUST. Widescreen. Living in the city to escape her traumatic family life in the suburbs, Arianna is working as a cosmetologist when she begins losing all sense of herself to formaldehyde poisoning. Desperate for connection, she reaches out to a female sex line operator, beginning a volatile relationship that just might save her. Rated R. CC. B&W. 81 minutes. Paramount. $5.95
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**Threats**

6812317 **TRIAL BY JURY.** Widescreen. After escaping murder rap time and time again, one mob boss finds freedom in being what he deserves. But when one jury member’s life is threatened by the mob, she votes to let the killer walk. To set things right, she takes upon herself to fight back. Stars Joanne Whalley, Armand Assante, Gabrielle Byrne, and R. 107 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

693186X **ROUTE IRISH.** Widescreen. Fergus (Mark Womack) returns to his native Liverpool for the funeral of his good friend Frankie, a private security contractor who has been killed on “Route Irish,” the deadly stretch of road between Baghdad airport and the Green Zone. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. E One. $4.95

6725619 **THE RED CORSETTE.** Widescreen. After failing English, sultry high school senior Cecelia is forced to enroll in summer school. There she meets Bella Fagone, a sultry but volatile beauty who will give Cindy’s life a major jump start, welcoming her into New York’s night life of sex, drugs, and cold-blooded murder. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Green Apple. $5.95

6811237 **BETRAYED/EVELYN.** Two searing films, featuring stars like Debra Winger, Tom Berenger, and Pierce Brosnan. In Betrayed, the FBI investigates white supremacists for the murder of a talk show host (Rated R). Then, Evelyn is the inspiring true story of father struggling to keep his family together in Dublin, Ireland, over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

6924066 **CUT BANK.** Widescreen. Looking to leave his sleepy town of Cut Bank, Drayne McWane (Liam Hemsworth) hatches a get-rich scheme to get himself out. But when Drayne’s plan backfires and he’s swept into a murder investigation led by a local sheriff (John Malkovich), he discovers that Cut Bank is a small town full of big—and deadly—surprises. Rated R. 93 minutes. E One. $5.95

6725694 **TELL NO ONE.** Widescreen. Pediatrician Alexandre Beck is still grieving the murder of his wife, Margot, when two bodies are found near the location where she was discovered. The police reopen the case and make Alex a suspect. Things get even more bizarre when a message suggests that Margot is still alive. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 125 minutes. Music Box Films. $4.95

3679715 **WITNESS FOR MURDER.** Widescreen. One sleepless night, Cheryl Daper (Barbara Starzyk) witnesses a young woman being strangled in a nearby apartment. When the police can’t find a body, they assume that Cheryl imagined the crime. In a gripping Hitchcockian tale, one woman will fight to prove the truth—even if it means putting herself in harm’s way. In B&W. 83 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6797121 **THE DEBT.** Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in East Berlin, a mission accomplished at great cost and tragedy. Thirty years later, surprising revelations compel a retired team member to take matters into her own hands. Stars Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, and Jessica Biel. Rated R. 109 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

6884788 **THE SECOND WIND.** As Gustave Minda, one of France’s most notorious gangsters, escapes from prison, he is determined to start fresh by fleeing the country with the woman he loves—as he chooses one last score. But the man he is trying to escape, a police detective, is determined to bring him to justice. With Cyril-Richard Simon, Paulette Goddard, Karl Muhlner, Willa Ford, Tim Roth, James Spader, Aliso Foulster, Kevin Bacon, and others. All Rated R. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

689593X **ESCAPE UNDER PRESSURE.** Widescreen. A wealthy and ruthless collector is killed. With nothing to win it. When Chloe and John (Rob Lowe) rescue the icon on board a Greek ferry, the enraged collector commissions a brutal mercenary to pursue them and he’ll stop at nothing to take back the precious icon. Rated R. CC 91 minutes. HBO. $5.95

677363X **10,000 SAINTS.** Widescreen. In the wake of tragedy, teenage Jude (Asa Butterfield) moves from Vermont to New York City to live with his father (Ethan Hawke) in the punk-fueled East Village. With his friends Eliza and Johnny (Hailee Steinfeld and Emile Hirsch), Jude and a local of their father, a young woman in his world and a neighborhood on the verge of riots. Rated R. CC 113 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

6644694 **CRY DANGER.** Ex-con Rocky Mulloy (Dick Powell) is released from prison and heads for Los Angeles to get back the $10,000 bankroll he had allegedly stolen. To complicate matters, Rocky’s old flame (Rhonda Fleming) is now married to his best friend Danny (Regis Toomey), a tough-as-nails honest cop. B&W. 79 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

4564413 **THE ONION FIELD.** Widescreen. LAPD officers Karl Hettinger and Ian Campbell pull over a vehicle for making an illegal U-turn and find themselves held at gunpoint by two seasoned armed robbers. Forced to give up their guns and drive to a designated location, the officers realize they are being led to their execution. But one man escapes. Stars James Woods, Kari Wuhrer, Tim Roth, Ted Danson, Christopher Lloyd, and John Savage. Rated R. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.98. $11.95

6938418 **LAZARUS RISING.** Pipazipick’s life was simple—nights with the beautiful Emma and days lithered by violence and bailing his heroin addicted brother out of trouble. When Emma ends up in jail and he’s out of changes. They find themselves on the run from the mob while Michael questions Emma’s inclusion on the deadly list. Starring Eric Roberts and C. Thomas Howell. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

$1708644 **THE TERRIBLE DR. MABUSE.** Widescreen. A triple dose of thrills and chills awaits as the insidious Dr. Mabuse once again stalks the night. Gert Frobe stars as the mad scientist in three creepy classics The Death Ray Mirror of Dr. Mabuse; The Invisible Dr. Mabuse; and The Return of Dr. Mabuse. B&W. Four hours. RetroMedia. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

$1672301 **STONE COLD DEAD.** Widescreen. Detective Boyard (Richard Crenna) is a sniper who selects only prostitutes as victims, and kills both police and drug dealers. With nothing to lose, he becomes a deadly hunter. With a story by James Franco, who also has a starring role, the updated classic features a vampire love story that brings a whole new meaning to sleeping with danger. 176 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

6965474 **THE CAVEMAN’S VALENTINE.** Widescreen. Romulus Ledbetter, a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hides from personal demons in a New York City to live with his father (Ethan Hawke) in the punk-fueled East Village. With his friends Eliza and Johnny (Hailee Steinfeld and Emile Hirsch), Jude and a local of their father, a young woman in his world and a neighborhood on the verge of riots. Rated R. CC 113 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

6872301 **STONE COLD DEAD.** Widescreen. Detective Boyard (Richard Crenna) is a sniper who selects only prostitutes as victims, and kills both police and drug dealers. With nothing to lose, he becomes a deadly hunter. With a story by James Franco, who also has a starring role, the updated classic features a vampire love story that brings a whole new meaning to sleeping with danger. 176 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

$6852432 **PHANTOM HALO.** Widescreen. Young Samuel and his older brother Beckett hustle to keep their fractured family afloat despite their drunken, out of work father’s raging gambling habit. When their father gets in debt, the brothers get involved with a counterfeiter ring, and pull off the biggest scam of their lives. Rated R. CC 89 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

$489593X **ESCAPE UNDER PRESSURE.** Widescreen. A wealthy and ruthless collector is killed. With nothing to win it. When Chloe and John (Rob Lowe) rescue the icon on board a Greek ferry, the enraged collector commissions a brutal mercenary to pursue them and he’ll stop at nothing to take back the precious icon. Rated R. CC 91 minutes. HBO. $5.95
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6920402 DREAD. Widescreen. Stephen (Jackson Rathbone), Quaid (Shawn Evans) and Cheryl (Hanne Steen), are college students who study other people’s fears. As the stories unfold, one of the students begins to seek salvation from his obsessions by exploiting the terrors of his fellow participants. Whose dread runs the deepest? Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. EE Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

6581935 THE WOMAN IN GREEN. Legend Films. $3.95

6555507 THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES. Widescreen. E One. $6.95


★ 6821502 SUDDEN FURY: A Family Torn Apart. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

6821902 ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S UNDER CAPRI. Image Entertainment. At $19.98 $7.95


6852408 MR. BROOKS. Widescreen. AXN. $4.95

6820425 FINAL GIRL. Widescreen. Nasser. $4.95

6809758 CRIME WAVE: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscrenn Entertainment. $9.95

★ 5760593 THE KILLER INSIDE ME. Widescreen. IFC. $4.95

★ 4599410 JESSIE STONE: Innocents Lost. 20th Century Fox. $14.98 $2.95


6757609 KILLER 8 PACK. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

6810101 MURDER IN THE NIGHT: 25 Movie Collection. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

6996145 CRIME WAVE: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscrenn Entertainment. $9.95

★ 5760593 THE KILLER INSIDE ME. Widescreen. IFC. $4.95

★ 4599410 JESSIE STONE: Innocents Lost. 20th Century Fox. $14.98 $2.95

★ 5760593 THE KILLER INSIDE ME. Widescreen. IFC. $4.95

★ 4599410 JESSIE STONE: Innocents Lost. 20th Century Fox. $14.98 $2.95

Horror

LIMITED QUANTITY 6699027 I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Spurs fame directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who fleses the cold confines of his Carpathian castle for the shores of England, where he must feed on the blood of beautiful women. Rated R. CC. 178 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6999871 JESS FRANCO’S COUNT DRACULA: Special Edition. Fullscrenn. A highly atmospheric adaptation of the classic Bram Stoker novel, directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who flees the cold confines of his Carpathian castle for the shores of England, where he must feed on the blood of beautiful women. Rated R. CC. 178 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $9.95


6691277 ENDURE. Widescreen. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95


6729983 DARK WEB. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $3.95

6633447 MISSIONARY. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

5887275 COMPUTER SCIENCE 101. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

6755917 IF THERE’S A HELL BELOW. Widescreen. Dark Sky. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95


6725570 NO BODY FOUND. Maverick. $4.95

6607863 SUBMERGED. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95


6572847 WILD THINGS 2. Widescreen. Columbia. $3.95

4464614 LONGFORD. Widescreen. HBO Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

6744915 BLOOD. Widescreen. E One. $2.95

6745165 REPENTANCE. Widescreen. E One. $4.95

6578879 THE DEMOLISHER. Widescreen. Dark Sky. Pub. at $24.98 $2.95

★ 6838367 SCISSORS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $19.95

★ 6892605 SWEET SIXTEEN. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95


6564216 UNKNOWN. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $2.95

6723902 FOLLOWING. Fullscrenn. Columbia. $4.95

★ 5960725 STIGMA. Widescreen. Code Red. $5.95

★ 593127X TRICKED. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95


6566369 TRAITOR. Widescreen. Anchor Bay. $3.95

9253517 ROSEWOOD Lane. Widescreen. Universal. $4.95

6706542 GOD’S POCKET. IFC. $4.95


6598190 COST. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

★ 5935483 MAPS TO THE STARS. E One. PRICE CUT to $1.95

5766783 SEVEN. Widescreen. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

6736629 HANNIBAL: Special Edition. Widescreen. MGM. $3.95

6808786 GOOD KILL. Widescreen. Paramount. $3.95

6811346 COCKFIGHT. Fullscrenn. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $1.95

7995957 TWO MINUTE WARNING. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

6811264 BLOOD SOMBREO. Widescreen. E One. $3.95

6797156 THE GENTLEMAN BANDIT. Showcase Entertainment. $1.95

6786149 SANCTUM. Widescreen. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95

6795501 THREE MONKEYS. Widescreen. Zeitgeist. $5.95

★ 6814289 UNFORGETTABLE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95


★ 6814050 KILLER COP. Widescreen. Raro. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 6738818 STAND. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

6579159 VALKYRE. Widescreen. $3.95
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5823489 MORELLA'S BLOOD FLOOD. The creepy Morella hosts a triple-header of horror. William Smith and Michael Pataki star in Grave of the Vampire, easily one of the weirdest vampire movies ever produced. Boris Karloff heads south of the border for House of Evil, a tale of murderously unlucky vacuums. And schlock icon Andy Milligan gives us Gum, the Mad Monk, a Chris-like-gnome worthy of blood and gore. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

6873308 ZOMBIE NIGHT. Widescreen. As night falls in a small California town, the dead rise from their graves, mausoleums and morgues. Now the townspople must fight to survive until sunrise. Stars Daryl Hannah, Anthony Michael Hall and Shirley Jones. Unrated. 90 minutes. Asylum. Pub. at $14.93 $3.95


6907504 APARTMENT 1303. Widescreen. Determined to reveal the truth behind her sibling’s bizarre death, Lana (Mischa Barton) moves into the apartment where it happened. But what she finds is more terrifying than she could have imagined—a cycle of supernatural horror that could claim her as its next victim. Directed by Tobe Hooper (Texas Chainsaw Massacre). Stars Abigail Schrader and Samantha Lester. Not Rated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. $3.95

6873316 ZOMBIES. Widescreen. A group of friends retreat to a remote cabin in the woods for one last week of partying—only to discover a trunk full of VHS tapes. Watching the bizarre movies on the tapes, they soon realize the night may be in serious danger. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $4.95

6916074 SELF STORAGE. Widescreen. A night watchman invites his friends to the self-storage facilities where he works at for a wild night of girls and booz. But as partiers start disappearing one by one, the survivors find themselves standing toe to toe with a violent mastermind with a horrifying and bloody plan. Stars Eric Roberts and Michael Berryman. Rated R. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98 $3.95

6871275 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT – TAILA PERFECT GETAWAY. Widescreen. Lock every door. Turn off all the lights. Prepare your self for a night of terrifying thrills with the Chiller Night Favorites collection. Featuring two Wes Craven films—The People Under the Stairs and My Soul to Take along with A Perfect Getaway starring Stom Zahn and Milla Jovovich. All three films have been turned undead—and uncaged. Stars like Michael Michelle and Daryl Hannah. Over 5 hours on three DVDs, Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95

6811612 GARDENS OF THE NIGHT. At eight years old, Leslie’s life is changed forever when she is lured into a car by a stranger. For seven years, she and another child, Donnie, live in horror, unable to speak or turn to each other. Eventually abandoned by their captors, Leslie (Gillian Jacobs) and Donnie (Evon Ross), struggle to survive on the streets of San Diego. Rated R. 110 minutes. TiO. $3.95

6892418 NIGHT WATCH. Widescreen. Russia’s supernatural thriller hit! The forces of Light and Darkness have co-existed in a delicate balance for hundreds of years—until now. An immortal with special powers will come to switch sides, shattering the balance of power. Rated R. 20th Century Fox $6.95

6724132 FRANKENSTEIN: The True Story. Fullscreen. Victor Frankenstein’s medical experiments result in the shocking discovery that he can revive the dead. This faithful adaptation of the Mary Shelley classic features Michael Chaikin as Frankenstein, Jane Seymour, Agnes Moorehead, Michael Sarrazin, and others. Directed by Jean Rollin. English SDH. Three hours. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

694762X CANDYMAN. Widescreen. A law student (Helen Lynch) sells at a superstore refuses to believe the stories about Candyman (Tony Todd), a slave spirit with a hook hand said to haunt a notorious housing project. To Helen’s horror, Candyman comes out of the woodwork for a string of gruesome murders. The Police charge her with the crimes and only one person can set her free—Candyman. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Sabotage. $5.95

2738503 THE REINCARNATION OF ISABEL: Redemption. An ultra rare example of deluxe sleaze by one of Italy’s grand masters of the satanic tribal medium. Packed full of wicked impaling, sadistic couplings and a series of mind-blowing, devil worshiping bunks-ups, this is director Renato Poliotti’s most graphic and sexually sadistic horror film. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Dreamscape Factory. Not Rated. 91 minutes. $3.95

6665099 FIeldS OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. An abandoned farm with a history of strange and frightening occurrences attracts a group of young and reckless teenagers. When they stumble upon a mysterious book, they unwittingly unleash malicious demons, kicking off a night of butchery they may not survive. 64 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

6919138 FREAK FEST: 5 Movies. Fullscreen. Five killer creature features including Killers from Space, Monster from a Prehistoric Planet, Destroy All Planets, Attack of the Monsters, and Sound of Horror. In Color and B&W. Seven hours. Mill Creek. $3.95

6934442 THE MEAT PUPPET. Andrew Shelton appears to have it all, but behind the charming smile lies an unimaginable evil. He has an insatiable appetite for beautiful women’s flesh. As the bodies pile up and a gung-ho detective starts stalking him, Andrew descends deeper into madness. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6934343 MANSION OF BLOOD. Millionaire Mason Murphy plans a tremendous lunar eclipse viewing party to impress his Hollywood crowd. At the party, a witch casts a spell to summon the spirit of her dead boyfriend. The magic runs amok under the eclipse and all the monsters come out as the party guests are murdered one by one. Stars Gary Busey and Robert Picardo. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6725414 GHOST CAT. Widescreen. Wes and his daughter Natalie (E llen Page) move into an old house formerly inhabited by the Chiller Night guests. Rated R. Directed by Tobe Hooper (The Texas Chainsaw Massacre). The ghost of Margaret lingers on to protect the house. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $5.95

6744826 9 MILES DOWN. Widescreen. Sent to a remote drill site on a rescue mission after the disappearance of a research team, a scientist must survive a demonic visions drive Jack to the edge of insanity, he starts to wonder: Have the drillers dug all the way to Hell itself? Stars Adrian Paul and Kate Nauta. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $4.95

5911990 MARQUISE DE SADE. Widescreen. Also known as The Portrait of Doriana Gray, Jess Franco’s erotic chiller tells the story of a pair of twin sisters—one a lustful, violent mastermind who must sexually feed on the lives of men and women to stay young, the other an asylum inmate who receives all the sensual pleasure she desires. Stars Lina Romay and Bruno Taut. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

6933835 FIELD FREAK. Charles is a writer, desperately trying to pen his next book and needs a place free of distractions. Little does he know, his entire family is being watched. Strange bumps in the night escalate into a nerve-wracking encounter for Charles’s wife. But when things take a wackier turn they learn what the book in the night really are. Rated R. MVD Visual. $4.95

664841X GHOSTKEEPER. Widescreen. Friends on a snowmobiling trip in the Canadian Rockies become lost during a brutal snowstorm. They stumble upon a snowbound hotel lodge and a decide to spend the night, unaware of the grave danger that they have themselves in. What is the Ghostkeeper, and will anyone survive the night? A rare VHS treasure, at last revived on DVD! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Code Red. $7.95

3640142 AREA 407. Widescreen. When a flight goes down midair, the survivors awake to find themselves in the wilderness. Bloody and disoriented, the survivors try to find help, only to find themselves hunted mercilessly in the darkness by unknown predators. This found-footage sci-fi thriller stars Abigail Schrader and Samantha Lester. Not Rated. Sabotage. 84 minutes. $6.95

6811604 THE FUNHOUSE. Widescreen. Director Tobe Hooper (The Texas Chainsaw Massacre) pays affectionate tribute to various classic horror movies in this tale of two selfish teenagers who spend the night in a sleazy carnival funhouse. Stars Elizabeth Berridge, Cooper Huckabee, Miles Chapman and Sylvia Miles. Rated R. 95 minutes. GoodTimes. $3.95
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**6641555 POLTERGEIST II AND III.** Widescreen. See them here! In two creepy sequels to the hits, the scary stories come very much alive. The Freeling family has escaped their haunted home, but the spirits of the dead remain hell-bent on luring daughter Carol Anne to "the other side" in Poltergeist II and Poltergeist III. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

**6781527 THE MUMMY.** Fullscreen. Icon Boris Karloff delivers a legendary performance as the Egyptian mummy, scientifically revived by a team of archaeologists after 3,700 years. Alive again, he sets out on an obsessive--and deadly--quest to find his lost love, Evelyn SH. In B&W. 74 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6887228 28 DAYS LATER/28 WEEKS LATER.** Fullscreen. Four weeks after an incurable virus spreads throughout the UK, a handful of survivors try to find sanctuary in 28 Days Later. 28 Weeks Later picks up six months after the Rage Virus has decimated London. Order is being restored when a carrier of the virus enters London, and the infected, the deadly, are on the loose. Starring Jermey Renner and Cillian Murphy. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**6916615 DAY OF THE DEAD.** Collector's Edition. In George A. Romero's concluding saga of the undead, a group of scientists and soldiers have taken refuge in an underground missile silo where they struggle to contain a flesh-eating horror that walks the earth above. Screamin' Factory brings a bevy of new special features to this fresh transfer of the horror classic. Not Rated. In English, French and Spanish. widescreen. $9.95

**6917490** HALF-CASTE/HELL'S GATE/DEMON WITHIN. Half-Caste is the story of four students and their obsession with a terrifying African legend and what happens to them when they come face to face with the horrifying truth. In Hell's Gate a brutal murder of her parents and the paranormal events wreaking havoc on her small town. In The Demon Within a Dolio channel his evil forces into Sarah and the demon seed is spawned. All Rated R. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**6632098 WOMEN IN PRISON COLLECTION: 3 Movies.** Three exploitation classics overlap with sleaze. In Untitled Angels, young schoolgirls are thrown in prison where they struggle to control the flesh-eating horror that walks the earth above. Screamin' Factory brings a bevy of new special features to this fresh transfer of the horror classic. Not Rated. In English, French and Spanish. widescreen. $9.95

**6872955 CHILD'S PLAY.** Chucky's 20th Birthday Edition. Widescreen. Six-year-old Andy is thrilled when he gets a creepy Chucky doll for his birthday. But he quickly discovers that Chucky is possessed by the soul of a notorious serial killer who swifty begins terrorizing Andy, his ill-taught babysitter and his disbelieving mom. And he doesn't stop there. Strange and horrific events begin to happen to his family and friends. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. MGM. $7.95

**5739179 THE BEAST OF XUMOR.** Widescreen. The impulsive Georgia drags her group of friends, including paranormal expert Brother Tomas and her new boyfriend, out of the Four terrifying tales: ghost of a young schoolgirl is a master of martial arts and weaponry and the handsome Mr. Darcy (Sam Riley) is a fierce zombie killer, yet the epitome of upper crust perfection. The peaceful town of Ash is never the same again as the residents begin to keep their love escape before he's the Jones’ next meal. $9.95

**6836881 A LITTLE BIT ZOMBIE.** Widescreen. A mild-mannered HR manager becomes infected with a virus during a weekend get-away with his best friend and his fiance. While he attempts to fulfill his overwhelming need to eat in order to satisfy a violent and voracious appetite, he stumbles upon an obsessed zombie hunter hot on his trail and avoids the wrath of his bridezilla to be. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $2.95

**6558415 THE HAMMER HORROR SELECTION.** Widescreen. Presents eight classics from one of the greatest horror studios in cinema history. Brides of Dracula; The Curse of the Werewolf; Phantom of the Opera; The Cabinet of Dr Caligari; The Kiss of the Vampire; Nightmare; Night Creatures; and The Evil of Frankenstein. Stars include Peter Cushing, Oliver Reed, and Janet Scott. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over on two double-sided DVD. MGM. $13.95

**6724183 SAINT SINNER: Sci Fi Pictures.** Widescreen. From Clive Barker comes a terrifying tale of terror. In 1981, a young monk, Brother Tomas (Greg Senaro), unwittingly releases two vicious female succubi upon an unsuspecting 21st century. Traveling through time, Tomas teams with a skeptical Seattle detective (Rachel Dressler) to stop the forces of evil. Rated R. Lions Gate. $9.95

**5942012 BLACK DAHLIA.** Widescreen. A young rook and his team discover dismembered female bodies in L.A.—murders that bear a striking resemblance to the Black Dahlia. One man suddenly finds himself in the middle of an unsolved 1941 case. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. Lions Gate. $4.95

**6789828 ASYLUM/THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT/PATHOLOGY/ THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS.** Four terrifying tales: ghost of a mad doctor lurks in the parallel dimension. 90 minutes. MVD. $5.95

**6945540 THE RECALL.** A group of friends on a weekend trip to a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above their place. That night a beam of otherworldly light shines down from the cloudy sky and alien-abducts a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. Lions Gate. $4.95

**6938296 ALTERED SPIRITS.** Four young people go to the desert to have a spiritual experience, and instead find themselves subject to a parallel dimension linking 500-year-old evil spirits who want to steal their bodies! They must escape before the sun sets or risk being stranded forever in the barren parallel dimension. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**6938248 666: The Ritual.** When a group of medical students travel to a prestigious research facility to attend a prestigious research symposium, they find themselves subjected of a twisted and bloody satanic ritual led by their professor. It’s up to two of the students to save the whole class—or die trying. 79 minutes. Tomcat Films. $4.95

**6913781 REC 3: Genesis.** Widescreen. An Aztec god possesses the body of a young man who snatched the idol from an amusement park. From Clive Barker comes a terrifying tale of terror. In 1981, a young monk, Brother Tomas (Greg Senaro), unwittingly releases two vicious female succubi upon an unsuspecting 21st century. Traveling through time, Tomas teams with a skeptical Seattle detective (Rachel Dressler) to stop the forces of evil. Rated R. Lions Gate. $9.95

**6916583 FEAR DOT COM.** Widescreen. A mad genius (Stephen Rea) has created a live cam site that determines a person’s deepest fear and then brings that fear to brutal life 48 hours later. A detective and a city health inspector think they can endure the horrors in this town, but those that visit may be too dead to worry. Also stars Stephen Dorff and Natasha McElhone. Rated R. CC. $4.95

**691599X ELFIGIO HOPKINS: Cannibal Escape.** Widescreen. When a mysterious family moves in and her neighbors start disappearing, aspiring detective Elfigio Hopkins investigates. The deeper she gets into the country, the more unearthly this case is proving to be. Has Elfigio discovered a tribe of cannibals? Starring Jaime Winstone, Rupert Evans, and Kay Winstone. Rated R. 89 minutes. MGM. $3.95

**6651010 HAUNTING OF THE INNOCENT.** Widescreen. Tom and Brenda have the perfect life together, until a violent attack casts them into a spiral of chaos and despair. In the story of four students and their obsession with a terrifying African legend and what happens to them. An Aztec idol is stolen from a Mexican museum. The demon within does battle with the demon seed and is spawned. All Rated R. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**6653737 TIKI.** Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian Islands to study drama on the mainland, but a gang of envious co-eds plot to make her life a living hell. When her heartless prank puts Amy into a coma, her Aunt Maelea arrives with a special Tik-I doll—one designed to kill. With Amy’s spirit driving the little doll, an orgy of bloodshed begins. 120 minutes. Adults only. Petromedia. $4.95

**8033777 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR.** Widescreen. For George and Kathy Lutz (James Brolin and Margot Kidder), the colocated house that was their dream home becomes a hellish nightmare. The Lutzes must try to escape or forfeit their lives, and their souls. Also stars Rod Steiger. $5.95

**6938493 URBAN CANNIBAL MASSACRE.** For years the Jones family has survived by abducting and cannibalizing the homeless population in northeast Ohio. Their fight for survival is complicated when their daughter falls in love with one of the captives. She must decide between keeping up the family’s tradition or helping her new love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. $4.95

**6938338 HARBINGER.** Twelve-year-old Mira Gonzalez has been having terrible dreams. Warnings from her deceased grandmother and visions of things to come haunt her dreams. When nearby tracking operations begin to infiltrate her family’s cannibal information business, and her worst nightmares become real. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**6920217 PRIDE + PREJUDICE + ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. Feisty heroine Elizabeth Bennet (Lily James) is a master of martial arts and weaponry and the handsome Mr. Darcy (Sam Riley) is a fierce zombie killer, yet the epitome of upper class perfection. The peaceful town of Ash is never the same again as the residents begin to keep their love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. $9.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/650**
*6917380 THE WITCHMAKER.* Widescreen. Dr. Ralph Hay is a professor of paranormal studies who finds a group into the Louisiana swamp to investigate a string of murders. Hay's believes witchcraft is the reason behind the murders. The efforts of the human researchers collide with the supernatural. Feature in this tense feature. 98 minutes. Code Red. $7.95.

★6660452 MORGANA. Fullscreen. Angie Summers has just landed a job at a Hollywood modeling and escort service. Guided by the mysterious Morgana, Angie is seduced by the glamorous world of the famous and fashionable, unaware that the escort service is just an abundant source for satisfying a craving for blood. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95.

★3655687 THE JAIL: The Women's Hell. Widescreen. Writer-director Bruno Mattei returns to the genre that established his reputation as a true master of EuroSleaze. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hellhole for a crime, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic torture. 88 minutes. Columbia. $14.95.

72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $11.95.

★695947 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Special effects genius John Saylin brings modern technology to this colorful remake of George Romero's 1968 cult classic. Seven strangers are trapped in an isolated farmhouse when the化妆room is awakened by a radioactive space probe, rage a relentless attack, and eating everything in their path. Rated R. 88 minutes. Columbia. $8.95.

6938515 WITHIN THESE WALLS. A prisoner in her own home, a captive in her own body. Assaulted and trapped with no one to hear her cries for help, and knowing no one will believe her if they do. This is the terrifying nightmare of Alix, who when she moves in to the house her mother died in. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95.

6916052 SEVERED/SHALLOW GROUND/THAT RAGE. A group of young environmental activists become infected with ravenous, unstoppable zombies when an experiment goes wrong in Severed: Forest of the Dead. Shallow Ground is the story of a small town turned into a gruesome battleground where the living will now pay for the dead. Hell breaks loose in That Rage when a mad scientist injects victims with a rage virus. All Rated R. Over 4 hours. $27.95.

6901328 CULT HORROR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. Creep back into the glory days of 1970s and 1980s horror with this four-pack of gruesome classics featuring some of the biggest names in the genre. You'll want to keep the lights on for Tobe Hooper's The Funhouse; Don Coscarelli's Phantasm II; Wes Craven's The Serpent and the rainbow; and the classic British film The Wraith. Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $4.95.

6890146 AT GRANNY'S HOUSE. An elderly woman, known as "Gran," reluctantly accepts the mysterious Rebecca Torrance as her new live-in caregiver. But Rebecca is anything but a strong friendship. When she reveals to the idea of turning her home into a guest house for travelers, the house becomes a macabre place of death and love. Unrated. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95.

6901638 V/H/S/2. Widescreen. Searching for a missing student, two private investigators break into his abandoned house and find a collection of mysterious VHS tapes. Each consists of a group of contestants of each tape, they realize there may be terrifying motives behind the student's disappearance. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Enterent. $4.95.

6809197 CAMP MASSACRE. Ten contestants appear on a competitive summer boot camp reality show geared toward weight-loss. As the competition grows more intense, the contestants realize they are losing competitors. As contestants disappear in the night, it becomes clear that the boot and one million dollars is at stake. Unrated. 129 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95.

8806910 WAKE WOOD. After the sudden and violent death of their 9-year-old daughter Alice, Patrick and Frances are requisitioned to the village town of Wake Wood to start their lives anew. But they quickly discover that beneath its idyllic facade, the town holds a dark and terrifying secret. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $27.95. $4.95.

6636144 PURE TERROR: 50 Movies. These terror classics from the 1940s through the 1980s are sure to a People's slasher bonfire stars like Bela Lugosi, Paul Naschy, Barbara Steele, John Carradine, and John Saxon get creepy for Bloody Pit of Horror; The Devil's Nightmare, Dr. Jekyll and the Werewolf; Night of the Living Dead; Psycho; and more. Rated in Color and B&W. Over sixty-eight hours on 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $9.95.

565222X CHILD'S PLAY/THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2/PUPPETEER/DOLLS. Color Child's Play where voodoo and terror meet in a doll. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2; a devilishly entertaining sequel to The Texas Chainsaw Massacre starring Dennis Hopper; Puppeteers roleplaying dolls that are cute, cuddly--and they kill. All Rated R. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $16.95.

681769 BRIDE DEAD: The Actors' Series. The Eunice Conservatory is a race to come up with the ultimate memory rescuing technique pioneered by neurosurgeon Rex Martin. With a simple operation people can lose hang-ups from their past. Rex Martin refuses to cooperate, he finds himself plunged into a surreal existence that intertwines dreams and reality. Stars Bill Pullman and Bill Nunn. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours. $5.95.

★6429505 EVIL COME, EVIL GO/HAVE YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE. Few names are more synonymous with horror than that of Wes Craven and bizarre as Walt Davis, the auteur behind the REPO man. Stars Alex Vega and Sarah Hernandez. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours. Dark Sky. $29.98.

6884903 THE WINDMILL. Widescreen. A group of unsuspecting tourists awaken a mysterious evil while on a trip through the Dutch countryside. Rated R. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

★644684 DR. TERROR'S HOUSE OF HORRORS. Widescreen. Five strangers on a train find their paths intertwined when a sixth passenger brings an ominous deck of tarot cards aboard. The fortunes are foretold unfold in a terrifying vignette of the supernatural, werewolves, voodoo, drug addiction, and more. Stars Christopher Lee, Roy Castle, Donald Sutherland and Peter Cushing. Not Rated. In B&W. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95.

688730 WHITEWASH. Widescreen. On a drunken night, Bruce Landry runs over a man with his snowplow. After burying the body, he is arrested, unaware of where he is. Every path he follows out of the woods leads him right back to his, plow, guilt, confusion, solitude, and the cruel judgment that all conspire against him. Stars Thomas Haden Church. Not Rated. $7.95.

6875527 SHRED. Widescreen. After a young American backpacker goes off the beaten path in Shred, a group of journalists link his disappearance to a remote village. They travel there hoping to investigate, but soon encounter a series of bizarre occurrences that lead to a number of decaying bodies. Rated R. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

6725561 SNOW WHITE: A Tale of Terror/DARKMAN II: The Return of Durant. 2/REKINDLED. A fairy tale favorite gets a creepy twist in Snow White: A Tale of Terror, with Sigourney Weaver and Sam Neill; Sam Raimi’s Darkman II; The Return of Durant; and Stephen King’s eerie tale of pyrokynics lives on in Firestarter 2. Rekindled, with Malcolm McDowell and Dennis Hopper. Six hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98. $4.95.

★6886132 PARTY TUB. Widescreen. The sisters of Delta Omega have won a free weekend at a luxurious hotel and spa. But their plans for a fun and steamy weekend transform into a grisly nightmare when a former member of their sorority commits hilarious checks in to the hotel and crashes their party. Features voice over from legendary scream queen Brinke Stevens. Not Rated. $7.95.

172 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.
**6917200 DEVIILS EXPRESS.** Widescreen. Luke, a Master Martial Artist, convinces a student to accompany him to H20 and while there they come across an amulet that holds a demon. Luke’s student steals it and brings it back to New York only to have the demon come to life and terrorize the city in this horror sequel to The Warlock. 98 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

**6916473 THE APPARITION.** Widescreen. Theorizing that the paranormal exists as a result of human belief, a group of students attempt to create a supernatural entity. The result of human belief, a group of students attempt to create a supernatural entity. The paranormal exists as a result of human belief, a group of students attempt to create a supernatural entity. 60 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**6808666 LATE PHASES: Night of the Lone Wolf.** Widescreen. Blind war veteran Ambrose McKinley (Nick Damici) has recently moved to Crescent Bay, a seemingly peaceful community. One night in his new home, he hears an eerie noise coming from the woods. As the noise gets louder, he realizes it’s a wolf. Then, any driver’s worst nightmare comes true when the wolf begins to attack in his sleep. 96 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**6828158 ORGY OF THE DEAD.** Fullscreen. A horror novelist (Bob) and his girlfriend (Shirley) are taking a leisurely drive one evening in search of an infamous graveyard. When they arrive, Bob realizes it’s the graveyard of a recent serial killer, which ends when Bob loses control and drives over a cliff—and then things get really weird. Rated R. 91 minutes. $4.95

**6833463 MUNGER ROAD.** Widescreen. One October evening, four Illinois teenagers venture out to a dark, mysterious road, investigating a local legend of haunted train tracks. Little do they know, another terror is brewing: a child murderer has escaped from prison—one whose own past is directly connected to the eerie legacy of Munger Road. 96 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**5864277 UNDERWORLD.** This Japanese horror anthology features six spine-tingling tales: *Tattoo; Viewfinder’s Memory; Guardian Angel; and Mortuary.* Stars Marika Matsumoto, Shin Yazawa, Hitomi Kurihara and Kaoru Maeda. Contains English subtitles. 68 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**5753287 SORCERESS.** Widescreen. Sexy seduction, witchcraft, and nudity abound in this roman Catholic resistance romance and Daniel’s uncensored classic (aka Temptress). To help her husband’s career, sexy witch Erica (Julie Strain) tries to kill his competition with black magic. When he rejects her advances, she finds herself forced to choose between him and a new man. 105 minutes. $8.95

---

**5517727 LAST HOUSE ON THE BUSINESS END.** This twisted exercise EuroSleaze combines the genres of sicko-psycho thriller with the unholy depravity of “nunsploitation.” Play Lovecock stars as the leader of a gang of bank robbers who invade a seaside villa, only to discover five teenage schoolgirls, their nun teacher (Florinda Bolkan), and a nightmare of sexual assault and horror. Also stars Laura Trotter and Sherry Buchanan. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**5779085 VAMPIROS LESBOS.** Widescreen. The stunning Soledad Miranda stars as a vixen vampire who lures women to a Mediterranean island to satisfy her insatiable lust for blood. Starring in this film’s mind-bending odyssey of surreal erotica and 70s EuroHorror remains one of his most celebrated cult cinema classics. Stars Ewa Badura, Nancy Spinelli, and Paul Muller. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**5684818 THE HAND THAT FEEDS THE DEAD.** A horrible fire burn in his science lab has killed Baron Ivan Rassimov and his daughter’s face has been disfigured from the explosion. Her husband, a professor, is trying to restore her beauty with skin transplants. However, to reach his goal, he needs beautiful young victims for his experiments. A classic giallo thriller starring Klaus Kinski. Unrated. 87 minutes. Code Red. $8.95

---

**4819602 LOVE CAMP.** Widescreen. Director Jess Franco returns to his favorite subgenre of “exploitation cinema in two unfathomable cult favorites. First, young beauty Katherine Miles is kidnapped in the Amazon and made into a White Slave, subject to torture, humiliation, and cannibalism. Then, experience the horrors of Caligula Reincarnated as Hitler (aka Last Orgy of the Third Reich), a relentlessly violent shocker of Italian Nazisploitation from the 1970s. Three hours. Adults only. Wholesale $14.95. $7.95

---

**1825186 NAZI BASTARDS & BOMBSHELLS.** Packed to the brim with women, devious doctors, lurid murders, and more than enough depravity, this orgy of sadism collects five of the most shocking and shocking movies the Nazisploitation genre has ever offered: *Naziwatch: Decadence*; *Departure* of the SS Special Section*; *SS Hellcamp: Fraud*; and *Freaks of the Desert.* NOT FOR THE SQUEAMISH. Five DVDs. Full Moon. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

---

**6713874 BAG BOY LOVER BOY.** Widescreen. A slow-witted misfit named Albert and his nights selling her dogs from the most unsanitary food car in Manhattan. But when he’s invited to become the new model for a fetish photographer, Albert finds himself an underworld of depravity posing as art. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

---

**6844716 CUJO.** Widescreen. Based on Stephen King’s terrifying classic. In Maine, a mama bear is brutally murdered by a rabid dog (Hugh Kelly) struggling to repair their marriage while her son (Pinto Tarturo) friends a hulking St. Bernard. But when the mother and baby are lost, they are befriended by a massive dog. Her sweet demeanor is nowhere to be found. Instead, they face a rabid, demonic monster. Rated R. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

---

**6938293 3 SISTERS.** Returning from the war, young Emily is brutally murdered by a masked assailant. Her sister Susan discovers her body and, unable to face the night in her home alone, she finds a vacant house on a deserted island. As they rekindle their romance, the killer lurks menacingly in the background. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

---

**6908829 THE JURASSIC DEAD.** Dinosaurs must team up with a group of tech-geeks after America is struck with an EMP attack. Deep in the desert, they find the source of the terror, a mad scientist who has also just created a living dead T-Rex dinosaur and unleashes it into a zombie. Now they scramble to stay alive. 82 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

---

**4571217 WHITE SLAVE/CALIGULA REINCARNATED AS HITLER.** Revisit the shameless exploitation cinema of two unforgettable cult favorites. First, young beauty Katherine Miles is kidnapped in the Amazon and made into a White Slave, subject to torture, humiliation, and cannibalism. Then, experience the horrors of Caligula Reincarnated as Hitler (aka Last Orgy of the Third Reich), a relentlessly violent shocker of Italian Nazisploitation from the 1970s. Three hours. Adults only. Wholesale $14.95. $19.95

---

**6852751 THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU.** Based on the H.G. Wells novel, following a shipwreck, a crewman Andrew Braddock (Michael York) washes up alive on an island inhabited by the seemingly benevolent Dr. Moreau (Burt Lancaster). But this man of science has been testing a serum on the island animals transforming them to near human beings. 96 minutes. Code Red. $4.95

---


---

**5865995 FROM ASIA WITH LUST, VOLUME 2.** Widescreen. A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In *Lipstick*, a celebrity turns to a police officer for protection from an obsessed fan, only to learn that her defender is crazy. Stars Miyuki Yokoyama. In Japanese with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Adults only. Iroha Films. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

---

**5861442 DEAD OF WINTER/AUDREY ROSE.** Mary Steenburgen stars in Dead of Winter, about a actress who is summoned to an isolated estate for a screen test, only to be caught in a deadly game of murder. In *Audrey Rose*, a couple’s peaceful life is shattered when an evil force from beyond the grave threatens to destroy the only thing they’ve ever loved. Rated R. 5 hours. MGM. $3.95

---

See more titles at erhb.com/650
**Horror**

**6901441 I REMEMBER YOU.** Widescreen. An elderly woman hangs herself in a church. A group of American tourists, on an adventure to find their friend of 17 years, McCallum, find a grave on a remote island. They uncover a secret that will change their lives forever.

**6954278 BLOODSUCKER'S HANDBOOK.** A priest's daughter is accosted and held captive in his hell. She escapes and seeks help from a government agency, but is pursued by a notorious killer doll rising from the ashes to haunt them.

**6964281 IMPULSE.** Widescreen. Jennifer (Meg Tilly) and her boyfriend (Tim Matheson) return to her idyllic hometown, they discover that all boundaries of civility seem to have eroded. Mystified by the actions of the normally kind townsmen who commit horrific acts, they attempt to get to the bottom of the chaos before it destroys them. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6961312 BROKEN ANGELS CLUB.** Set in the racing world of 1954 New England Catholic boarding school, five teenage girls uncover a secretive and violent practice that is being performed by a group of the older, notorious male students. The twisted tale of what happened to their classmates is changed by this unsettling and dangerous discovery. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6760970 THE BASEMENT.** Widescreen. After a huge house party, a group of international students looking for a thrill decide to investigate an abandoned basement. However, they soon discover that it is anything but empty. What starts as an exploratory seance ends in bloody mayhem. CC. 81 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**677253 THE OUIJA EXPERIMENT.** Widescreen. Five friends gather to contact the spirits of the dead using a Ouija board as one of them brings the experience camera. But when the group forgets the three cardinal rules of using the board, it upsets the spirit of a young girl, opening a door to the spirit world. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95.

**6839762 THE HAUNTING OF MORELLA.** Widescreen. Lenora (Nicole Eggert), a beautiful young woman fights against being possessed by the spirit of her wicked mother, Morella, a satanic she-wolf guilty of witchcraft, adultery and murder! With evil governness Lana Clarkson and her lover, Maria Ford aiding in the possession, Morella terrifies Lenora’s husband (David Carradine) and casts a curse on their baby. Rated R. 80 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6838499 TWICE TOLD TALES.** Widescreen. Vincent Price stars in a trio of diabolical adaptations of Nathaniel Hawthorne classics. In *Heidegger’s Experiment*, a scientist discovers the fountain of youth but can’t drink it. *Rappaccini’s Daughter* is the twisted tale of a demon father with a poisonous love for his daughter, and *The House of Seven Gables* is an ancient cursed family home. Rated R. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. 9.95.

**6643957 STEPHEN KING’S THINNER.** Widescreen. Robert John Burke and Joe Mantegna star in a story of supernatural terror and countdown to the ultimate payback. A 105-year-old gypsy (Michael Constantine),abilitating it compe ls its vict im to gorge on flesh, but when a young woman realizes what her gypsy has done, it unleashes the ultimate fury of vengeance and malevolence! Rated R. 95 minutes. Adults only. VCI Entertainment. Widescreen. 6760201.

**6749742 BARBED WIRE DOLLS.** Widescreen. From Jess Franco comes one of the most outrageous of all ‘Women-in-Prison’ films. Lina Romay plays Maria, who kills her father (played by Franco) in self-defense. Sentenced to 25 years in prison, she escapes with her sister and becomes an international celebrity. Maria and her fellow inmates are subjected to endless psychological and sexual abuse. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**6922766 ZOMBIE.** When a white scientist, in a world where cancer is eradicated, offer cancer researchers partying on a remote island to avenge the death of her husband, they are greeted by the undead who have come back from the grave to get revenge. Rated R. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6912701 NIGHT OF THE LIVIN’ DEAD/DEADZ.** Widescreen. The radiation from a fallen satellite might have caused the recently deceased to rise from the grave and seek the living to use as grubs in the cult classic, *Night of the Living Dead*. In *Zombieland*, a bunch of cross-country travelers encounter a different kind of zombie island discover that by treating the natives with snake venom, they can turn them into zombies with attitude. 180 minutes. Code Red.

**6913890 BEYOND THE DARKNESS.** Widescreen. Cinzia Moreale and Francesca Stoppa star in Joe D’Amato’s psycho-sexual masterpiece of torture, cannibalism, necrophilia, unbridled love and other perversions, totally uncensored and set to a pounding score by Goblin. Definitely not one to be believed. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6921732 CHILD’S PLAY/CHILD’S PLAY 3.** Widescreen. Child’s Play 2 finds the notorious killer doll rising from the ashes to track down his prey, Andy Barclay. In *Child’s Play 3* the greedy president of Play Pal Toy Corporation, who is anxious to cash in on the popular Good Guys doll line and the spirit of Chucky returns for more revenge on Andy. Rated R. English SDH. 173 minutes. Universal.

**6901733 CHILD’S PLAY/ CHILD’S PLAY 3.** Widescreen. After a huge house party, a group of international students looking for a thrill decide to investigate an abandoned basement. However, they soon discover that it is anything but empty. What starts as an exploratory seance ends in bloody mayhem. CC. 81 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**6914249 ONE DARK NIGHT.** Widescreen. On the day a fateful summer night, a horde of the undead is closing in around her, a truck goes off the road, and the only person who can help her is Max, a chainsaw-wielding, leather-clad, punk rock rebel. Rated R. 95 minutes. Adults only. VCI Entertainment. Widescreen.

**6907890 CRY WOLF.** Widescreen. When Jennifer (Meg Tilly) and her boyfriend (Tim Matheson) return to her idyllic hometown, they discover that all boundaries of civility seem to have eroded. Mystified by the actions of the normally kind townsmen who commit horrific acts, they attempt to get to the bottom of the chaos before it destroys them. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6922758 ZOMBIE 3.** After a deadly virus stolen from a government lab goes missing, it will unleash a “wildly entertaining” Realm of Horror combination of Fulci’s signature extreme violence and big bloody buckets of gore. Unlike the original, this one will be less to be believed. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. 14.95.

**6593088 SEX SLAVES OF THE SS.** This depraved exploitation classic is set in the winter of 1943, Germany, on the Eastern Front. Enforced in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his invaluable research on the female sexual reproductive system. With the help of his assistant sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female prisoners. Includes the bonus feature *Women of Vengeance*. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 22.95.

**6960337 THE CURED.** In a world ravaged for years by a virus that turns the infected into undying, there have been reports of survivors back into society begins. But is society ready to forgive those who were infected? Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97. 12.95.

**6833832 SHAKMA.** Widescreen. A murderous baboon escapes from a Florida laboratory and roams the research building intent on killing the scientists. That is, until they are captured and put into a building playing a live-action Dungeons-and-Dragons-esque game. Stars Christopher Atkins, Ari Meyers, Amanda Wyss, and Roddy McDowall. Rated R. 102 minutes. Widescreen. 6964242.

**6901441 I’LL ALWAYS KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER.** Widescreen. When a July 4th prank based on a frightening legend results in the accidental death of one of their best friends, a group of teensw swear themselves to secrecy. But the following morning, terrifying messages from someone else that might know what happened that fateful summer night. Will they be able to keep the horrible legend from coming to life? Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**6772702 TEMPLE.** Widescreen. Three American tourists follows a mysterious map deep into the jungles of Japan, searching for an ancient temple. But when malicious spirits entrain them, their adventure quickly turns into a nightmare. From the mind of You’re Next. 78 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95.

**6772391 FILMS.** Widescreen. When the students at a prestigious prep school spread a hoax email about a serial killer, a game of terror and deception begins with three friends discovering they are the game’s victims. From the mind of You’re Next. 78 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. 12.95.

**6670744 INTRUSION.** Widescreen. In this twisted cult classic, a grieving housewife (Kim Pope) is accosted and held hostage in her home by a deranged man (Michael Gaunt) impersonating a door-to-door salesman and abuse nightmares when a friend unexpectedly arrives at her home for a visit. Not Rated. 67 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndicate. Pub. at $24.98. 17.95.

**6772833 BREAKDOWN LANE.** Widescreen. When Kirby Lane’s SUV stalls in the desert, the brutal elements are the least of her troubles. A horde of the undead is closing in around her, and the only person who can help her is Max, an Emergency Service Rep trapped in his office by the zombie apocalypse. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95.

**6922756 SATAN’S CHEERLEADERS.** This depraved exploitation classic is set in the winter of 1943, Germany, on the Eastern Front. Enforced in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his invaluable research on the female sexual reproductive system. With the help of his assistant sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female prisoners. Includes the bonus feature *Women of Vengeance*. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. 22.95.

**6760201 CHILD’S PLAY 2/CHILD’S PLAY.** Widescreen. After a huge house party, a group of international students looking for a thrill decide to investigate an abandoned basement. However, they soon discover that it is anything but empty. What starts as an exploratory seance ends in bloody mayhem. CC. 81 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**6914249 ONE DARK NIGHT.** Widescreen. On the day a fateful summer night, a horde of the undead is closing in around her, a truck goes off the road, and the only person who can help her is Max, a chainsaw-wielding, leather-clad, punk rock rebel. Rated R. 95 minutes. Adults only. VCI Entertainment. Widescreen.
**THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAGUES.** Widescreen. When a scientist tries to create a radioactive death ray in this 1950 classic, the experiment backfires causing a small turtle to revert to a giant prehistoric size monster. Stars Kent Taylor, Michael Whalen, and Cathy Downs. In B&W. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**689359**

**THE MASK.** Widescreen. After the death of a disturbed patient, psychiatrist Dr. Allan Barnes (Paul Stevens) comes into possession of a small box that drove the young man to his doom. When Barnes puts the mask on, he is assailed with nightmarish visions of monsters, occultists, and ritual torturers. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**681390 A CANDLE FOR THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Laura Barkley (Judy Geeson) decides to stay at the inn her sister Laura was last seen at, and search the sleepy Spanish town for clues to her whereabouts. The two religious sisters who run the inn cannot bear the promiscuity of young English holiday-makers and one by one these pleasure-seekers go to their deaths. However, their fun is quickly snubbed out when they stumble upon the runaway daughter of the couple selling the house. When Leigh tries to escape, will anyone believe his crazed story? Unrated. 82 minutes. MVD Visual.

**6808783 AT THE DEVIL'S DOOR.** Widescreen. When real estate agent Leigh (Catalina Sandino Moreno) is asked to sell a house with a checkered past, she crosses paths with a disturbed girl whom she learns is the runaway daughter of the couple selling the house. However, her efforts are frustrated by the nearby sea town of Bodega Bay is plagued by a terrifying attacks. Caught in the fray is Mitch (Tippi Hedren), fighting for their lives against a supernatural force with sinister plans. Also stars Naya Rivera. Unrated. English SDH. 93 minutes. MPI.

**6811647 CHAINSAW SALLY/GOOD NIGHT MARE.** Widescreen. In Chainsaw Sally, Sally is a housewife who becomes a serial killer by night. In Good Sisters, Breanne and Kindra are sisters with a secret life: practitioners of witchcraft, glamour and black magic. Suspicious of their new neighbor, the Good Sisters use their powers to uncover his secrets. Rated R.

**6812392 WAR OF THE DEAD.** Widescreen. Captain Martin Stone (Andrew Terman) forms an American unit on a mission to destroy a secret undead underbelly. Based upon a true story of an elite platoon, the soldiers find themselves attacked by the same men they killed in an earlier encounter—this time, they’re pitted against a pack of hungry zombies. English SDH. 86 minutes. Entertainment One.

**6862381 THE CRUCIFIXION.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this horror tale follows a journalist’s terrifying supernatural investigation into a nun’s shocking death during a last-minute church event. As he travels to investigate the possible murder of Sister Mariscus and uncovers the disturbing events that reveal the devil is still lurking on the outskirts of town, seeking a new sacrifice. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. Liongate Films.

**6854869 4/20 MASSACRE.** Widescreen. Over a weekend, five young women decide to celebrate their friend’s birthday by taking a camping trip to a nearby national park. However, their fun is quickly snubbed out when they stumble upon an abandoned, blood thirsty maniac. In search of the ultimate kill, will they survive or will they perish? Not Rated. CC. 84 minutes. Adults only. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98

**6851517 SUSPECT.** Widescreen. In this modern Gothic tale of evil personified, a beautiful American artist living in Mexico to more easily gratify her growing lust for blood, she is a bloodthirsty swashbuckler across the country investigators close in, leading to a chilling confrontation. Also stars John Carradine. Rated R. 91 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**6839843 MARY, MARY, BLOODY MARY.** Widescreen. In 1960, Roger Corman set out to film a maximum exploitation movie of the Tulip war. Despite the project being a complete failure, Corman took this film to the next level and started shooting the film in color. Over a double-sided DVD.

**6842614 RETURN OF THE APE MAN.** Widescreen. Dr. Seaborn (Burl Ives) returns to his family home and discovers clues as to his brother's fate a bloodthirsty, maniacal beast. There, Talbot must confront his estranged father (Anthony Hopkins) and a suspicious Scotland Yard Inspector. When the creature is killed, the brother is found to be the dead brother. It becomes cursed and haunted by the spirit of the woman who was murdered by the creature. Pub. at $19.95.

**6854689 THE MIDNIGHT MAN.** Widescreen. On a snowy night in her neighborhood a young teenager Alex (Gabrielle Haugh) and her best friend Miles discover a mysterious box hidden away in the attic. Inside are instructions for the Midget Ghost Dog, an ancient Japanese secret said to summon the player’s greatest fears. It all seems innocent until they unleash the spirit of the Midnight Man. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97

**6954938 NIGHT+DAY.** Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent lifeforce which spreads death and destruction to all who dare to succumb to her charms. In this classic 1965 classic The Door with Seven Locks by Edgar Wallace. In B&W. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6822683 THE VAMPIRE'S GHOST.** Fullscreen. In the African port town of Bakunda, the undead are restless in this 1945 classic. Webb Fallon (John Abbot) having fallen under the curse of the vampire, is unable to find eternal peace. The local mission padre (Granville Winters) and friends could very well be his next victims. In B&W. 59 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95

**6895688 NIGHTMARE.** Widescreen. Mentally unbalanced by the dark,post-apocalyptic future, Tatum (Baird Stafford) is released from a New York mental hospital, slums it up on sleazy 42nd Street, and then travels to Florida with the family. This is one nightmare you'll never forget! Not Rated. 97 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**6839843 MARY, MARY, BLOODY MARY.** Widescreen. In 1960, Roger Corman set out to film a maximum exploitation movie of the Tulip war. Despite the project being a complete failure, Corman took this film to the next level and started shooting the film in color. Over a double-sided DVD.

**6872060 KILL, BABY...KILL.** Widescreen. A documentary arrives at a remote village to perform an autopsy on a young woman, but his efforts are frustrated by the superstitious townspeople, who live in fear of the local elemental ghost child. Dr. Eswai exposes the barbaric rituals of the villagers, only to discover something even more horrifying. Directed by Mario Bava. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6872409 WHOEVER SLEW AUNTIE ROO?** Widescreen. Auntie Roo (Shelley Winters) just loves children—to death. After the mysterious disappearance of her daughter, she has been looking for a “dead child...” and now there’s another one of Lord Seldon, who was entombed with a fortune of jewels. Before long, the other six keyholders start turning up dead—is the doctor the key to just her terrible plan? Stars Is a Andersen. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6872131 NIGHT ANGEL.** Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent lifeforce which spreads death and destruction to all who dare to succumb to her charms. In this classic 1965 classic The Door with Seven Locks by Edgar Wallace. In B&W. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6822699 BLOOD級IDAD.** Widescreen. In 1960, Roger Corman set out to film a maximum exploitation movie of the Tulip war. Despite the project being a complete failure, Corman took this film to the next level and started shooting the film in color. OVER A DOUBLE-SIDED DVD.

**6854869 THE MIDNIGHT MAN.** Widescreen. On a snowy night in her neighborhood a young teenager Alex (Gabrielle Haugh) and her best friend Miles discover a mysterious box hidden away in the attic. Inside are instructions for the Midget Ghost Dog, an ancient Japanese secret said to summon the player’s greatest fears. It all seems innocent until they unleash the spirit of the Midnight Man. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97

**6954938 NIGHT+DAY.** Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent lifeforce which spreads death and destruction to all who dare to succumb to her charms. In this classic 1965 classic The Door with Seven Locks by Edgar Wallace. In B&W. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6895688 NIGHTMARE.** Widescreen. Mentally unbalanced by the dark,post-apocalyptic future, Tatum (Baird Stafford) is released from a New York mental hospital, slums it up on sleazy 42nd Street, and then travels to Florida with the family. This is one nightmare you'll never forget! Not Rated. 97 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**6839843 MARY, MARY, BLOODY MARY.** Widescreen. In 1960, Roger Corman set out to film a maximum exploitation movie of the Tulip war. Despite the project being a complete failure, Corman took this film to the next level and started shooting the film in color. OVER A DOUBLE-SIDED DVD.

**6872060 KILL, BABY...KILL.** Widescreen. A documentary arrives at a remote village to perform an autopsy on a young woman, but his efforts are frustrated by the superstitious townspeople, who live in fear of the local elemental ghost child. Dr. Eswai exposes the barbaric rituals of the villagers, only to discover something even more horrifying. Directed by Mario Bava. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6872409 WHOEVER SLEW AUNTIE ROO?** Widescreen. Auntie Roo (Shelley Winters) just loves children—to death. After the mysterious disappearance of her daughter, she has been looking for a “dead child...” and now there’s another one of Lord Seldon, who was entombed with a fortune of jewels. Before long, the other six keyholders start turning up dead—is the doctor the key to just her terrible plan? Stars Is a Andersen. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**6872131 NIGHT ANGEL.** Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent lifeforce which spreads death and destruction to all who dare to succumb to her charms. In this classic 1965 classic The Door with Seven Locks by Edgar Wallace. In B&W. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95
Sci-Fi

6900631  STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR Spock. Widescreen. In Star Trek III: The Search for Spock the crew returns to Earth and Kirk (William Shatner) learns Spock may have another chance at life if the crew can survive Klingen interference. Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home Kirk and his crew bend time and space to save the human race and bring the meaning of friendship. Also stars Leonard Nimoy. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

6585698  DEBUG. Widescreen. Six computer hackers are sent to work on a derelict space freighter as a work release program. But do they know, the ship’s artificial intelligence program would kill to be human. Using its victims’ deepest desires against them, the program is closer to creating a brilliant hacker gets in the way. 86 minutes. Ketchup Entertainment. $1.95

6926770  THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL: 2-Disc Special Edition. A spaceship lands in Washington D.C. and the alien emissary (Michael Rennie) it brings refuses to reveal his mission, leaving millions of people to wait in fear. One woman (Patricia Neal) and her son behind him. The city is in chaos as the ship stands between the human race and total destruction. This is the original sci-fi film. CC. In B&W. 92 minutes on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

6938396  INDEPENDENCE WARS: Insurgence. Beyond the dark side of the moon, an ancient portal opens. The return of a ruthless alien species to the ill-prepared planet Earth. A group of military scientists work to find a way to combat the alien threat. As hope for the human race seems to be crumbling around them, 83 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6916058  THE LAST STARSHIP. Widescreen. In a distant post-apocalyptic world, war is raging once more. The last of humanity are soldiers, spread across the globe. They trail the mysterious "poacher" and the government says it's just a problem. They are actually the offspring of aliens who secretly impregnated the women! Then in Children of the Damned, unusually gifted children from all over the globe are gathered in England for scientific study...and shortly afterwards! CC. In B&W. 96 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

6572936  DESCENT. Widescreen. When cracks large enough to swallow a city block appear in the Earth’s crust, a team of scientists must go deep into the Earth to find a way to stop the destruction. Stars Luke Perry, Rick Roberts, and Michael Dorn. CC. 96 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

6812029  SCI-FI CINEMA: 5 Movies. Fullscreen. Futuristic battles set the screen ablaze in live-action adventures. Includes Hands of Steel with John Saxon; The Prisoner; Last in Line with Brandon Lee and Ernest Borgnine; Slipstream with Bill Paxton, Mark Hamill, and Ben Kingsley; and Abraaxas--Guardian of the Universe with Jesse Ventura. Over 7 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

455499X  BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: The Miniseries. 85 minutes. Widescr en. After the Cylon Wars, the Cylon robots wipe out billions of people in a nuclear attack. The heroicＦércavon William Adama (Edward James Olmos), the highest-ranking military officer left alive, to reactivate the Battlestar Galactica. When the resulting battle fails, the remaining survivors are forced to flee to the mythical 13th Colony of Kobol—a legendary planet known as Earth. Three hours. Universal. $7.95

690162X  TROLLHUNTER. Widescreen. The government has a problem in bears making trouble in the forests of Norway. But local hunters don’t believe it—and neither do a trio of college students. Armed with a video camera, they trail the mysterious “poacher” and soon find themselves documenting every move of this grizzled creature only thought to exist in fairy tales. In Norwegian with English subtitles. CC. 103 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

681388  CRYSTAL SKULLS. Widescreen. In the year 2020, a rapidly growing black hole head straight for the sun plunges the Earth into darkness. Armed with a disc, a group of scientists discover the disc was sent to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan ruins. 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $5.95

6873251  NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. Researchers in Antarctica are abducted by a team of masked storm troopers. They are dragged deep underground to a hidden continent in the center of the earth. Here Nazi survivors, their bodies horrifically mutated and regenerously fetus, are planning for the revival of the Third Reich. Starring Domique Swan and Jake Busey. Unrated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

6910148  MORONS FROM OUTER SPACE/ALIEN FROM PLANET X/TRY ANGEL RED PLANET. Sci-fi meets hilarity in these four wildly adventurous sci-fi cult classics. Morons from Outer Space, Alien from L.A.; The Man from Planet X; and The Angel Red Planet. Stars include Robert Clarke, Kathy Ireland and William Hopper. Over 5 hours on two DVDs (one 2-disc/desired). MGM. $9.95

6923520  VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED/CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. Double Feature! In Village of the Damned, there’s something wrong with the children of Midwich...they are actually the offspring of aliens who secretly impregnated the women! Then in Children of the Damned, unusually gifted children from all over the globe are gathered in England for scientific study...and shortly afterwards! CC. In B&W. 96 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

6891004  DRAGONHEART 3: The Sorcerer’s Curse. Widescreen. When aspiring knight Gareth goes in search of a fallen comet rumored to contain gold, he is shocked to instead find the dragon Drago (voiced by Ben Kingsley). After Drago saves Gareth’s life, the two become intricately bonded and must work together to defeat an evil sorcerer and stop his reign of terror. English SDH, 97 minutes. Universal. $5.95

GIORGIO MORODER PRESENTS METROPOLIS. Fullscreen. In 1984, composer Giorgio Moroder introduced Fritz Lang’s 1927 science fiction epic Metropolis to a new generation of moviegoers. VCARE, in collaboration with film archives around the world, he supervised a special restoration of the film with color, tinting, fewer intertitles, and newly restored footage. Soundtrack includes songs by Pat Benatar, Bill Wyman, Adam Ant, Brian Tyler, Freddie Mercury, and Loverboy. 82 minutes. Shout! Factory, with English intertitles. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

6873278  SINISTER SQUAD. Widescreen. When a violent supernaitural cult known as the Death’s Messengers reigns terror on Earth, a team of malevolent storybook villains is captured and coerced into fighting in the modern world, but these baddies must learn to keep their true wickedness at bay if they want any chance at freedom. Unrated. CC. 96 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

6927973  ALIEN. Widescreen. When the crew of the space-fug Nostromo responds to a distress signal from a barren planet, they soon find themselves documenting every body and a horrifying patchwork of decaying and bloodied corpses. The government says it’s just a problem. They are actually the offspring of aliens who secretly impregnated the women! Then in Children of the Damned, unusually gifted children from all over the globe are gathered in England for scientific study...and shortly afterwards! CC. In B&W. 96 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

6947204  STAR TREK X: Nemesis. Widescreen. When the Enterprise is ordered to Romulan territory, a newly established and unexpected leader, Praetor Shinzon, Captain Picard will battle his greatest adversary yet—himself! Shinzon, a Romulan-made clone of Picard, wants nothing less than the conquest of the Romulan Empire and the death of Captain Picard himself. Stars Patrick Stewart and Jonathan Frakes. CC. 116 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

6738742  SHORT CIRCUIT. Widescreen. Steve Guttenberg is a co-star in this high-tech comedy adventure about Number Five, a robot who escapes into the real world after he short-circuits in an electrical storm and decides that he is human. English SDH, 99 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

6810534  FORCE FIELD: THE SCARECROW. When an archaeologist discovers a magical stone, it grants him strange and fantastic powers. It then falls to him in his new guise as The Scarecrow to keep an evil tyrant known as the Sphinx, his minions, and using the power for his own diabolical use. 71 minutes. Tomcat Films $4.95

6823882  HALO–THE FALL OF REACH. Widescreen. Kidnapped as children and recruited into a brutal military training and augmentation program, the Spartans were designed to be the ultimate weapon against chaos and immortality. A dangerous alien alliance known as the Covenant declares war on humanity, the Spartans might be our only hope. CC. 65 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

6895664  HALO 4: Forward unto Dawn. Widescreen. Millions of humans traveled the stars and worked together to settle worlds under the banner of the United Nations Space Command. Now that peace has been shattered by an alien invasion, the surviving human population has split. Cadet Thomas Lasky and his fellow students at Corbulo Military Academy must fight for survival. Star Tom Green. CC. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
**6847192** STAR TREK VII: Generations. Widescreen. Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the new crew of Enterprise-D encounter Dr. Soran, a scientist with a strong obsession to harness the power of the Nexus at the cost of millions of innocent lives. Picard’s only hope for the future lies within the Nexus and a legendary captain from the past: Captain Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes and Patti Yasutomi. Directed by Ronald D. Moore. PG-13. 117 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**685368X** 4 MAN. Two brother biologists develop an amplifier which enables them to enter a 4th dimensional state, allowing him to pass through any object, but the side effect causes him to age rapidly. He begins killing people, sucking out their life energies and regaining his youth. Stars Robert Lansing, Lee Meriwether, James Condon and Patty Yasutomi. Directed by Ronald D. Moore. PG-13. 92 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**6852279** GARM WARS: The Last Druid. Widescreen. Visionary director Marvon Oishi presents a live action/animation hybrid about a world on the brink of total collapse. The planet Arnn, inhabited by the Garm, is engaged in perpetual warfare among three tribes. CC. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $2.95

**6864348** PHASE IV. Widescreen. Michael Murphy stars as James Lesko and Nigel Davenport as Dr. Ernest Hubbs, scientists in search of answers to an enigmatic shift in the ant population that has resulted in a deadly superswarm. When the world is overrun, they must decide: will they eradicate the ants—or communicate with them? 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**6909236** FROM INSIDE. Based on the epic graphic novel by John Bergin, From Inside is the story of Catherine Campbell, a woman who finds herself on a damaged train transcribing its way across a post-apocalyptic landscape. War, famine and a mysterious plague break out in the once peaceful passenger cars. Days of searching for a new home. Unrated. 71 minutes. Lakeshore Records. $4.95

**6904378** DARK STAR: Hyperdrive Edition. Widescreen. In the far reaches of space, a small crew embarks on a perilous mission. Their mission: to find things beginning to go hilariously wrong. This “Hyperdrive Edition” offers both the original version and the extended theatrical release, with an extra hour of footage. Directed by John Carpenter. Stars Brian Narelle and Dirk Blocker. 110 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**6947190** STAR TREK VII: First Contact. Widescreen. After an epic battle against the Borg, Captain Picard and the crew of the Enterprise follow the Borg Sphere back into the 21st century to prevent the Borg from continuing their planned extermination of Earth’s first contact. Picard and the crew must battle the Borg Queen before she assimilates all of mankind. Patrick Stewart and Jonathan Frakes. Directed by Ronald D. Moore. PG-13. 117 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**9461522** THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAGUES: THE BEAST WITH 1,000,000 EYES! Take a dive into the deepest fathom of horror in The Phantom from 10,000 leagues. Stars Kent Taylor and Cathy Downs. In The Beast with a Million Eyes extraterrestrial terror is keeping an eye out for human flesh in this horrifying tale of invasion. Stars Paul Birch and Lon Chaney. In B&W. 125 minutes, on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**664435X** THE BAMBOO SAUCER. Widescreen. Lead by the U.S. military, a team of scientists travel to Red China to find out what’s behind the strange aerials. When they meet up with group of Russian scientists who are also searching for the spacecraft. Now both teams are locked in a race for a fantastic leap ahead in technology. Stars Jeanne Carmen, Bob Hastings, Bernard Fox, and Louise Kniss. Directed by Robert Duvall. CC. 77 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6561209** BACK TO THE FUTURE, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. Widescreen. Experience one of the most popular movie series of all time with this Special Edition set of three movies. Join Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), and a brand new adventure. Stars Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd, Thomas Wilson, Mary Steenburgen and Lea Thompson. Directed by Robert Zemeckis. PG. 119, 119, 109 minutes. Two discs, Widescreen. $24.95

**6659520** KINGSLAERVE: Final Fantasy XV. As the overwhelming military might of the empire bears down, King Regis is faced with an impossible ultimatum—to marry his son, Prince Noctis to Princess Lunafreya of Tenebrae, captor of his lands to the empire’s rule. Although the king conceives, it becomes clear that the empire will stop at nothing to achieve their deviant goals. $5.95

**664502X** FLYING DISC MAN FROM MARS. Fullscreen. Marian invader Mota (Gregory Gay) teams up with a brilliant scientist with Nazi links to take control of the planet and seize control of Earth using atomic technology. Lucky for us, intrepid pilot Kent Fowler (Walter Reed) and his crack team are standing in their way. Collects all 12 episodes of the sci-fi serial. In B&W. 169 minutes. Price: $14.95

**6956813** DEVILS’ GATE. Widescreen. What unholy forces lies locked away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle of nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her son mysteriously vanish, FBI agent Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Stars Amanda Schull and Mio Ventimiglia. Directed by Mark Dacascos. CC. 94 minutes. Paramount. $19.95

**5931169** BEWARE! The Blob. Widescreen. The Blob is back and more outrageous than ever in this 1972 sequel to the popular sci-fi classic. A geologist brings home a sample of the Blob’s egg, unaware that when the frozen artifact thaws, it’s revealed as the nefarious Blob’s. It’s alive once again, and boy, is it hungry. Stars Robert Walker Jr., Cindy Williams, Sid Caesar, and others. CC. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**5960150** LIMITLESS. Widescreen. Struggling writer Eddie Morra (Bradley Cooper) discovers a top-secret pill that unlocks 100 percent of his brain’s capacity. With this newfound power, he can outsmart his office co-workers, bring him everything he desires, but he’s about to encounter some brutal side effects—and a Wall Street power broker (Robert De Niro) who covets everyone Eddie has. English/SDH 94 minutes. Paramount. $17.95

**6692665** TOBOR THE GREAT. Widescreen. Professor Nordstrom (Taylor Holmes) has created Tobor, an advanced robot capable of piloting a starship to other worlds. When a band of ruthless space pirates kidnap’s grandchild, the professor’s grandson, the boy has an unexpected ally. Tobor! The robot comes to the rescue in this 1954 sci-fi gem. In B&W. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6598454** NIGHTZERO. Widescreen. A new and improved Nightzero comes to the rescue when a group of old friends are trapped inside of their house after a massive alien invasion threatens to take over the world. Things take a turn for the worse when the alien discovers that the chemical the military is using to destroy the aliens is also turning humans into zombie-like savages... Unrated. Stars Kate Malone. 81 minutes. MV/Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6916104** TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. The human race is thrown into chaos as an alien invasion begins. On Earth’s edge of the galaxy, a team of all three of the world’s major powers unite in an effort to find one boy who holds the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Rymarky, 86 minutes. Screen Media Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**664333X** EXTERMINATORS OF THE YEAR 3000. In 1993, a nuclear war has turned the earth into a desert wasteland. Living in this dystopian world is 10-year-old Timmy, eager to join a roving band of exterminators. But their search will bring them up against a barbaric enemy—a savage gang of motorcyclists led by “Crazy Bull.” Rated R. English/SDH 84 minutes. Code Red. 90 minutes. Code Red. $17.95

**674480X** ZOOLANDER. Widescreen. Christian D. Adam’s job at the zoo is ruined by the female co-workers who torture her daily. Then, one day, her dull existence takes a bizarre turn when she grows a tail. Medical experiment gone bad, she is turned into a bizarre creature and is sent back to the zoo with Peter, a young radiologist who turns her dreary life upside down. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

---
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6820380 WHEN CALLS THE HEART. Widescreen. A young teacher trades high society life for a classroom post on the prairie, determined to prove she is brave enough to live on her own. She learns through her aunt’s secret diary that she had been a pioneer woman, herself, and uses it as a guide to embark on her own adventures. English SDH. 89 minutes. Millennium. $3.95.

6874142 R.L. STINE’S MONSTERS: Cabinet of Souls. Widescreen. When a tornado destroys the town of Danville, four high school friends can’t wait to get spooked. The monsters, zombies, and ghouls are completely lifelike, and the villainous shaman, Dr. Hysteria, and his two assistants, Lillith, really know how to turn up the scares. Stars Dave Cameron. English SDH. 86 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

6820395 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Rules of Engagement. Fullscreen. The sixth When Calls the Heart series. Saddened by the turn of events, Elizabeth considers a job offer back east. A visitor sends waves through the town as he helps Jack uncover whatever led to the mine explosion. With tensions at an all time high, Abigail, Jack and Elizabeth are forced to make difficult decisions in life and love that will change their paths forever. English SDH. 64 Minutes. Millennium. $3.95.

6882405 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Chasing of Heart. Fullscreen. The fifth installment of When Calls the Heart. Devastated to learn of his Constable reassignment, Jack reluctantly tells Elizabeth the news and leaves town. Elizabeth’s sister Julia stumbles upon a mysterious wounded man and rushes him to Abigail’s for care, putting themselves in grave danger at the hands of the infamous Tolliver gang. Will Jack be able to return in time to save the women? English SDH. 84 minutes. Millennium. $3.95.

5741343 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Struggling to keep their farm afloat, Megan Shephard and her parents discover a wild stallion in a nearby forest. Could this majestic young creature be the answer to their prayers? An inspiring tale of family, purchase, and determination, starring Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland. CC. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95.

6820409 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Second Chances. Fullscreen. In the fourth installment of When Calls the Heart, Jack’s feelings for Elizabeth develop beyond friendship. Adam Miller, the lone survivor of the town’s mine disaster, returns to town’s kind-hearted young alienate Adam further, it is up to Jack to help the fallen hero regain his pride. $3.95.

5980577 BENJI. Relive Joe Camp’s gripping classic—one of the most beloved family films of all time! A shaggy stray named Benji walks into the lives of young Cindy and Paul, but their father wants no part of a dog. Is it true? Benji saves the kids from unscrupulous kidnapers! 86 minutes. GT Media. $3.95.


5856910 MADELINE/PRINCESS AND THE GOBLINS: Shirley Temple Storybook Collection. Shirley Temple charms and enchants in two family films based on children’s stories. The Princess and the Goblins is the classic story of a young princess who discovers a stairway leading to a world of mysteries. Madeline adapts Ludwig Bemelmans’ beloved family films of all time! A shaggy stray named Benji walks into the lives of young Cindy and Paul, but their father wants no part of a dog. Is it true? Benji saves the kids from unscrupulous kidnapers! 86 minutes. GT Media. $3.95.

6572626 SCROOGE. Fullscreen. Sir Seymour Hicks gives a riveting performance as Scrooge in this 1935 film adaptation of Charles Dickens’ holiday gem. On Christmas Eve, Scrooge is visited by the ghost of his former partner, Marley, and a host of holidays past. Will he make difficult decisions in life and love that will change their paths forever? English SDH. 84 minutes. Millennium. $1.95.

6583158 MORE STAR-STUDDED STALLIONS! 4 Movie Collection. Satellite up for ultimate adventure with four fast-paced family films. That most majestic of animals co-stars with Walter Matthau, William Jordan, Matt Damon, Penelope Cruz, Dwayne Johnson and Harry Potter. English SDH. 110 minutes. Legend Films. $1.95.

5741344 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Struggling to keep their farm afloat, Megan Shephard and her parents discover a wild stallion in a nearby forest. Could this majestic young creature be the answer to their prayers? An inspiring tale of family, purchase, and determination, starring Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland. CC. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95.

5741343 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Struggling to keep their farm afloat, Megan Shephard and her parents discover a wild stallion in a nearby forest. Could this majestic young creature be the answer to their prayers? An inspiring tale of family, purchase, and determination, starring Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland. CC. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95.

5741343 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Struggling to keep their farm afloat, Megan Shephard and her parents discover a wild stallion in a nearby forest. Could this majestic young creature be the answer to their prayers? An inspiring tale of family, purchase, and determination, starring Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland. CC. 91 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95.

5847648 GODZILLA, Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95.

6873227 MARTIAN LAND. Widescreen. Asylum. $3.95.

5703080 RIVERWORLD. Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95.

1900684 CLOUD ATLAS. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. Enter. $5.95.

6809308 SUBLTERRANEAN, MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95. 689223X DOWN THE DEEP RIVER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95. $2.95.

6725740 TRANCERS II: The Return of Jack Deth. Fullscreen. Full Moon. $4.95.

6684830 ANGRY PLANET. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95.

6639081 DOLLMA. Fullscreen. Full Moon. $4.95.


6827866 ROBOT WARS. Widescreen. Heart Entertainment. $4.95.

5959314 PROJECT ALMANAC. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95.


6815073 WARRIORS OF THE WASTELAND. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

5880386 TRANSCENDENCE. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

5960727 CARVER’S GATE. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. $2.95.

6884709 PARADOX. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95.


5890365 MONSTERS: Dark Continent. Widescreen. E One. $5.95.
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Family

6670156 MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET. Widescreen. Six-year-old Susan doubts the existence of Santa Claus. But when a department store Santa changes her mind, Susan finds herself with the most precious gift of all—something to believe in. This 1947 remake stars Richard Attenborough, Elizabeth Perkins, Dylan McDermott, and Mara Wilson. CC. 113 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6820441 JOSEPH & MARY. Widescreen. A biblical drama that follows Eljah, a devout Rabbi, during a time of unrest when King Herod the Great’s slaughter of innocents claims the lives of two boys—Eljah’s younger brother and the son of Joseph and Mary. Eljah’s revenge is put into question. CC. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

5748240 CHRISTMAS IS HERE AGAIN! Holiday Collection 4 Movies. Four animated holiday adventures. All in English (with Spanish). CC. 98 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

666511X HAVE A LITTLE FAITH. Widescreen. When Mitch is asked by a Rabbi to write his eulogy, Mitch’s perspective on what matters most in life is forever altered. Journeying through different cultural and economic environments, he discovers a common thread—one that’s to be found in the lives of all together. Stars Laurence Fishburne, Bradford Whitford and Martin Landau. 97 minutes. $2.95

666101R MRS. WASHINGTON GOES TO SMITH: Family Entertainment. Widescreen. More than two decades after dropping out of school, Alice Washington (Cybill Shepherd) renews from a divorce by enrolling in Smith College to fulfill her dream of becoming a teacher. But a housing shortage places her with a much younger roommate, rebellious piano student Zoe Perkins (Mara Wilson). $6.95

6629496 LAST OUNCE OF COURAGE. Widescreen. A family is struck by tragedy when a young man is lost in combat overseas, leaving behind a wife and young son. Years later, the soldiers father serves as mayor of a small town where powerful Washington interests seek to stamp out religious expression, and he embarks on a personal mission to restore it. CC. 99 minutes. Widescreen. $4.95

277125X WALKING WITH DINOSAURS. The Movie. Widescreen. The gigantic voice talents of John Leguizamo and Justin Long lead you on a thrilling and visually stunning animation that will leave the whole family enthralled. Enjoy! In a time when dinosaurs rule the Earth, a playful pachyrhinosaurus named Patchi must find the courage to become the leader of his herd—and a hero for the ages. English SDH. 87 minutes. CC. $7.95

6724246 GIFT OF THE MAGI. Widescreen. The holiday classic gets a modern update! With the holidays just around the corner, financially challenged novelists Jim and Della Young struggle to get each other the perfect gift. But after a series of misunderstandings, good friends remind them of the most precious present of all: their love for each other. 85 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $2.95

5939852 PARENTHOOD/THE GREAT OUTDOORS/HARRY AND THE HENDSDRES. Widescreen. It’s three times the fun as a trio of family comedies. Steve Martin and Rick Moranis become entangled in the troubles of Parenthood, Dan Aykroyd and John Candy partner up in a great search of The Great Outdoors; and John Lithgow welcomes a hulking (and lovable) beast into his family in Harry and the Hendersons. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $7.95

5779693 NEVER ALONE. Despite a pact of lifelong friendship, Jen and Lena have drifted apart over the years. Then, when Lena is diagnosed with cancer and given two months to live, she makes one final wish—to visit the house of her childhood neighborhood. A moving examination of the power of friendship and God’s grace. 119 minutes. CC. $2.95

5924146 CLASSIC FAIRYTALE COLLECTION: Movie 4 Pack. Fantasy and family come together in four enchanting and star-studded fairytail programs. Includes live-action adaptations of Alice in Wonderland; Pinocchio; Snow White; and Jack and the Beanstalk. Stars include Robbie Coltrane, Whoopi Goldberg, Ben Kingsley, Christopher Lloyd, Vera Farmiga, Vanessa Redgrave, Jon Voight, and others. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

65915X BIG FISH. Widescreen. Relive the magic of Tim Burton’s classic with this special edition. Johny Depp stars as Edward Bloom, a man with a vivid imagination who, throughout his life, has dreamed of a world beyond his sleepy hometown. CC. 126 minutes. Widescreen. $2.95

6843347 DOGPOUND SHUFFLE. David Soul and Ron Moody star in this bright, whimsical film about an ex-vaulisteau tapper who, in order to make ends meet, performs in a music hall. The boys become entangled in the terrors of the music hall, and Contesa (Corri English) is determined to find a way to stave off her chance meeting with Yankee, a scientific giant with whom she believes she is Dorothy from the novel The Wizard of Oz. $7.95

5920852 LITTLE RASCALS/LEAVE IT TO BEAVER. Pop. at $14.98

5919976 YOGI BEAR. Widescreen. Everyone’s favorite pic-a-nic basket-stealing hulking (and lovable) bear brings his meal-munching ways to the movies in this live-action/CG-animated adventure starring Dan Akroyd as the voice of Jellybean, Yogi’s mindless troublemaker; Yogi, Bear and Justin Timberlake as the voice of Yogi’s faithful pal Boo Boo. English SDH. 80 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

5966683 MOLLY MOON AND THE INCREDIBLY POWERFUL HYPNOTIST. Widescreen. When young orphan Molly Moon finds the book Hypnotism: An Ancient Art, she uses its teachings to hypnotize her way out of a difficult situation. Little does she know, someone else is after ticket to fame. His plan: kidnap her dog and blackmail her into robbing a bank using her hypnotic powers! 97 minutes. Arc Entertainment. $5.95

5960919 A SHINE OF RAINBOWS. Widescreen. A heartfelt, often humorous, and always entertaining story about a 12 year old girl who believes she is Dorothy from the novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Stars Jordan Van Vranken, Orien Richman, and Mara Wilson. CC. 80 minutes. Breaking Glass. $4.95

5986943 A SHINE OF RAINBOWS. Widescreen. An orphaned boy named Tomas is adopted by Maire O’Donnell (Connie Nielsen) to live on a beautiful Irish isle. But when Maire’s reluctant husband Alec (Aidan Quinn) refuses to accept Tomas as his own son, the ship that is to take the boy to a new life is hijacked by a hulking (and lovable) beast into his family in Harry and the Hendersons. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $7.95
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**Musicals**

LIMITED QUANTITY

**FLOWER DRUM SONG.** Widescreen. Nominated for five Academy Awards, including Best Picture. This romantic comedy tells the story of a young girl who travels to the United States as part of an arranged marriage and discovers a new and modern world. Stars Nancy Kwan and James Shigeta. English SDH. 132 minutes. Universal. $7.95

**THE SOUND OF MUSIC LIVE!** Widescreen. Following Rodgers & Hammerstein musical comes to the screen once again in this production that took television audiences by storm in 2013. Gracefully directed and winner Camerondo film stars in the iconic role of Maria, and a generous young governors who fall in love with straitlaced Captain Von Trapp and his seven children. 132 minutes. Universal. $19.98

**GYPSY.** Widescreen. Bette Mader stars as the world’s most relentless stage mother, who lovingly but unerringly drives her two daughters and their small rag-tag vaudeville troupe across America in search of success. Based on the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee to life, this is an adaptation of Stephen Sonheim’s classic is a landmark among filmed musicals. 142 minutes. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. $6.95

**THE GREAT GOLDFINGERS IN PARIS.** Fullscreen. The Gold Diggers are headed for Paris, bringing their feathers, flirs, New York (aw-kew) and baseball show. A French diplomat has mistaken 43rd Street’s Club Balle for the American Academy Ballet, and the chorus cuties aren’t going to leave a free trip to the City of Love. 94 minutes. Fox. $7.95

**THE GYPSY.** Wide screen. Two detectives, hoping to do good deeds to earn their way to Heaven. 98 minutes. Pyramid Video. $8.95

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Widescreen. Mysterious misfits bedevil a London opera house, but when tragedy strikes during an opening night performance, it becomes clear that these “accidents” are the deliberate work of a deranged madman—The Phantom—who happens to have one weakness and that is love. English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**SMASHING TIME.** Swinging London becomes lopping London when Rita Tushingham and Lynn Redgrave make the scene. Ormen want never is the same after Rita and Lynn embark on a mod adventure to fulfill their dreams of excitement and success. Also stars Desmond Davis and Mary Hopkin. 98 minutes. Kinemart. $14.95

**MAMMA MIA! THE MOVIE/JESSICA CHRIST STAR/SUPERSTAR FLOWER DRUM SONG.** Widescreen. A trio of films are brought to the big screen. Includes the ABBA musical Mamma Mia! The Movie (2008), with Meryl Streep and Pierce Brosnan; Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Cole Porter musicals (including Kiss Me, Kate (1953), with Julie Andrews and Richard Burton); and Hammerstein classic Flower Drum Song (1961) with Nancy Kwan. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $17.95


**NIGHT AND DAY.** Cary Grant stars for the first time in color in this fascinating 1946 film. Directed by Billy Wilder, this is a romantic comedy about a girl named Judy Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy, with Grant lending his voice to several. CC. 128 minutes. Warner Home Video. Price: $19.98

**THE GIRL NEXT DOOR.** Widescreen. In this sequel to the 2000 hit The Girl Next Door, a mischievous campaign to keep her away. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

**MAMMA MIA! THE MOVIE/JESSICA CHRIST STAR/SUPERSTAR FLOWER DRUM SONG.** Widescreen. Album includes the ABBA musical Mamma Mia! The Movie (2008), with Meryl Streep and Pierce Brosnan; Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Cole Porter musicals (including Kiss Me, Kate (1953), with Julie Andrews and Richard Burton); and Hammerstein classic Flower Drum Song (1961) with Nancy Kwan. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $17.95


**NIGHT AND DAY.** Cary Grant stars for the first time in color in this fascinating 1946 film. Directed by Billy Wilder, this is a romantic comedy about a girl named Judy Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy, with Grant lending his voice to several. CC. 128 minutes. Warner Home Video. Price: $19.98

**THE GIRL NEXT DOOR.** Widescreen. In this sequel to the 2000 hit The Girl Next Door, a mischievous campaign to keep her away. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS, GARFIELD
Fullsize. Two fun-filled holiday tales! In Garfield's Thanksgiving, the fat feline's favorite festive holiday is thrown into turmoil when Liz declares he must be put on a diet. In A Garfield Christmas Special, Garfield discovers the meaning of the season and includes the first half of Season Two. English SDH. 142 minutes. Sony Pictures.

5968398 GOOF TROOP VOLUME 2.

6757789 THE LEGO MOVIE.
Widescreen. Everything is awesome in the first-ever full-length theatrical LEGO movie! It follows Emmet (Chris Pratt), an ordinary, perfectly average LEGO minifigure who is mistakenly identified as an extraordinary person and the key to saving the world against an evil tyrant (Will Ferrell). English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

6752421 BLADE VOLUME 2.
Widescreen. In the second half of Season One Blade and his human ally Makoto continue their pursuit of Deacon Frost across Asia in an effort to exact revenge. But that revenge may cost him everything he's willing to pay. English SDH. 141 minutes. Sony Pictures.

5968389 GOOF TROOP VOLUME 1.
Fullsize. Join Disney's lovable superstar for hours of madcap misadventures with this collection of classic Goofy films. Goody, his son Max, their grumpy neighbor Pete and his son PJ team up for laughter and excitement, taking on everything from regular family drama to the threat of space invaders. English SDH. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Price: £6.99.

5968388 GOOF TROOP VOLUME 1.
Fullsize. Join Deewy, Max, Pete and PJ for fun and adventure with this set of 27 classic episodes. Laughter and excitement abounds as Goody's Frankengut castle, runs for town mayor and gets in the ring to face wrestling champ Blik Brogan. English SDH. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Price: £14.99.

660224X TOM AND JERRY: The Gene Deitch Collection.
Collected in one remastered set are all the Tom and Jerry theatrical shorts by animation pioneer Gene Deitch. Some of the early adventures have a slightly different look than the more familiar late and mid-period shorts by Deitch. However, the quality and looking into how he's mistaken for something he isn't. English SDH. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

6852033 REVOLTING RHYMES.
Widescreen. Based on the book written by Roald Dahl, this story mixes the classic fairy tales of Little Red Riding Hood; Snow White; The Three Little Pigs; Jack and the Beanstalk, and Cinderella and then serves them with a mischievous twist. 60 minutes. Magic Light. Pub. at £14.99.

5673223 45 Kooky Cartoons.
Enjoy a collection of 36 fun-filled cartoon shorts from the Golden Age of American animation. From Merrie Melodies, Looney Tunes, nominated for an Academy Award. He's incredibly brainy and zany, an Academy Award winner for 'Knighty Knight Bugs' and known around the world over for his signature line "What's up, Doc?" Includes: 35 classic shorts. English SDH. 112 minutes. Price £9.95.

6910169 SPIDER-MAN: Animated Collection.

594161X THE BEST OF TENNESSE.
TUXEDO AND HIS TALES.
Tennessee tuxedo, voiced by Don Adams, educated and entertained as part of The Underdog Show. Tennessee, a wise-cracking penguin, and his dim-witted pal Chumley, are always scheming against zootookeeper Stanley Livingston, with the help of his friends, the hillbilly Platypus Jones J E Whoopee. 15 episodes are here to enjoy. 135 minutes. SkipRope.

6855758 TRANSFORMERS PRIME: Season Two.
Widescreen. Collects all 26 Season Two episodes. Unicorn is defeated, but what was thought to be the end of the Autobots’ darkest hour may be just the beginning! The centuries-old wars rage on, pitting OPTIMUS PRIME (Peter Cullen) and his team alongside their most trusted human allies. English SDH. 11 minutes. The Ruby Factory.

5675779 THE LEGO MOVIE.
Widescreen. Everything is awesome in the first-ever full-length theatrical LEGO movie! It follows Emmet (Chris Pratt), an ordinary, perfectly average LEGO minifigure who is mistakenly identified as an extraordinary person and the key to saving the world against an evil tyrant (Will Ferrell). English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
American History

5907822 BOUDICCA: Warrior Queen. Examines the history and myth of this Celtic queen who led the greatest force ever put together in Britain. This investigation puts together a picture of the times in which this woman, flogged by the Romans and later killed in a brutal battle outside London, lived. 90 minutes. MVD Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

5906219 JFK: A New World Order. Fifty years later, best-selling author John F. Kennedy’s life and legacy continues to capture the hearts and minds of an entire nation. Insightful and concise, this eight-part documentary series covers the life of him from his birth to his dramatic assassination in 1963. In Color and B&W. Over six hours. Mill Creek. $3.95.

5915619 HALF PAST AUTUMN: The Life and Works of Gordon Parks. Fullscreen. Narrated by Alfre Woodard and illustrated by Gordon Parks’ own photographs, this documentary provides a candid, revealing portrait of the artist and his journey through the watershed moments in America’s social history, from his chronicling of the Civil Rights movement to his role as the first black man to direct a major Hollywood production. CC. 90 minutes. HBO. $3.95.

5905311 THE TRUTH ABOUT THE WILLOWS: The World of Kenneth Grahame. Chronicles the life of the creator of Mr. Toad, Ratty, Badger, Mole and a host of other beloved characters. On the surface, Grahame’s career was a great success, but the man who was found to be a diffident man with no great ambition. The contrasts in his life are examined here in great detail. 52 minutes. Artismagic.

5725775 THE TRUE STORY OF CHE GUEVARA: His Life, His Legend. From a privileged childhood in Argentina to the lonely execution in the jungles of Bolivia, the life of Che Guevara is intimately revealed through interviews with his family, friends, and associates. 91 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95.

6343448 THE BITCH OF LUCRERIAL. Described as the most famous of all Germans accused of having committed atrocities during the war, Ilse Koch has won a diabolical immortality as the lady with the lampshade made out of human heads. Koch’s fascinating and breathtaking program puts her career in the context of the Germany of the Nazi era. 80 minutes. Artismagic. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95.

6906195 THE OUTLAW PACK. Jesse James. Outlaw Bill looks at the effect of the Border Wars and then the Civil War had in molding this Confederate fighter into an American gangster. The Tale of Robin Hood takes you through layers of legend and history to find out the truth about the outlaw of Sherwood Forest. 161 minutes on two DVDs. Artismagic. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT.

684801X FIRST LADIES REVEALED: You Don’t Have to Hold Office to Chardonnay. Some are captivating, some are captivating to boost diplomacy. Some offered compassionate care in days of war. Some embraced the role they never expected. A little difference. Each lady has their own tale to tell, and this series examines some of the women who left their indelible mark on the White House and in history. English SDH. 144 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95.

6849016 THE EUGENIS: THE 1920S. The Bronte Sisters. Tells the story of the Bronte sisters from their childhood writing collaborations with Branwell, to their independent literary achievements, providing an engaging look at the Bronte sisters. 80 minutes. Artismagic. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95.

6905797 THE BRONTE SISTERS. Who Cured Smallpox. Examines the life and achievements of this great but elusive man. You will visit the beautiful Gloucestershire countryside, where Jenner spent most of his time. You will also see the London hospital where he trained in the latest surgical procedures of the day, before returning to “The Chantry,” his beloved country home. 60 minutes. Artismagic. $4.95.
6636055 THE MAGIC OF FELLINI. Fullscreen. This documentary features a collage of rare interview footage of Federico Fellini, including Anita Ekberg, Anthony Quinn, Claudia Cardinale, Donald Sutherland, Woody Allen, Martin Scorsese, and others. The interviews are intercut with clips from Fellini’s films to provide a fascinating portrait of a cinematic genius. 55 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6901514 PATTERNS OF EVIDENCE: Exodus. A debate rages over the credibility of the Bible. Most archaeologists today have concluded that there is no evidence that the Israelites were actually enslaved in Egypt, and that the story of their liberation is simply a myth. Russell Resweber embarks on an 18-year journey in search of the evidence. 120 minutes. Fuller Media. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

6719366 THE BIBLE: Behind the Scenes of the Holy Land. This all-access pass to the making of Charlton Heston’s biblical classic. Exclusive interviews with Heston and his film crew join never-before-seen footage from the Holy Land to offer an intriguing feature-length portrait. TIME LIFE. $3.95

5878308 THE KILLING OF AMERICA. Fullscreen. In 1981, filmmakers Sheldon Renan and Leonard Schrader created a graphic and provocative examination of America’s history with—and perhaps for—senseless violence, mass shootings and cold-blooded murder. The film won over 100 awards and, in this infamous “shock doc” has never been made available for sale in the U.S.—until now. Not Rated. 90 minutes. ThinkFilm. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

6829635 DO YOU BELIEVE IN MIRACLES? The Story of the 1980 U.S. Hockey Team. Fullscreen. Revisits Lake Placid two decades after the Miracle on Ice, when a group of college hockey players took on the mighty and experienced Russian team, vanquishing them and sending them to the gold medal. Includes interviews with players from both teams, Herb Brooks, Michaels. CC. 60 minutes. HBO. $4.95

**6881482 WHO PUT THE KLAN INTO Klux Klan. Fullscreen. Neil Oliver examines the links between racism today in the South and the Scotts who first used the K.K.K. The arrival of cotton gave the Scotts the opportunity to become slave masters, but the Civil War left them embittered. Because of that, six Scottish-Andover Confederate soldiers formed a fraternal society that became the Ku Klux Klan. 59 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6785379 ELECTRIC BOOGALOO: The Wild, Untold Story of Cannon Films! Widescreen. Take a hilarious ride through the world of Yoram Globus and Menahem Golan. Considered to be the most prolific immigrant cousins who bombarded Hollywood with a cavalcade of hits and misses, made movies out of posters, released a sequel before the original film, this documentary provides a fascinating portrait of a cinematic genius. 55 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6885712 AN INFLAMMATORY APPROACH. Widescreen. What if you were a medical doctor and made a discovery that could help cure millions of people of a myriad of inflammatory diseases? The discovery is an inexpensive and proven treatment for hundreds of diseases, but the law is not in the interest of the major drug companies. This documentary raises some important healthcare questions that need to be addressed. CC. 51 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6942523 WRATH OF THE TSAR—PETER THE GREAT. Icons of Power. Widescreen. Journey into the chaos, intrigue, and social upheaval of 17th-century Russia for a look at a pivotal and powerful monarch, Peter the Great. Through political re-creations and in-depth analysis, it is a penetrating panorama of this larger-than-life, intellectually insatiable figure. CC. 88 minutes. National Geographic. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**6995349 HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY: The Story of the Jewish Nation. Presents a comprehensive examination of the broad and deep connection between the Jewish people and the land of Israel. World-renowned historians, archaeologists, religious leaders, and experts in international law and media trace the evocative evolution of the relationship between a people and their homeland. 64 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**2752778 NEW WORLD ORDER: The Conspiracy to Rule Your Mind. Explores the world’s most sinister conspiracy orchestrated by an extremely powerful and influential group of genetically related individuals which include many of the world’s richest people, heads of state, and corporate elite whose goal is to create One World Government. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

6742386 THE BIBLE: Behold the Living Word of God. Widescreen. A behind-the-scenes look at the making of one of the most successful television mini-series of all time, BEYOND THE BIBLE. 20 minutes. FamilyNET Entertainment. Pub. at $4.95

6834414 APOLLO 13: The Real Story. Widescreen. The 1970 rescue of Apollo 13 captivated the entire nation, and the film adaptation went on to win two Oscars. But how close to the truth was the film? Firsthand accounts from astronauts and Mission Control staff that were involved in the rescue, as well as an interview with filmmaker Ron Howard reveal the full story. English SDH. Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

6821332 AMERICA’S TREASURES. Widescreen. A fascinating documentary exploring evidence across America to learn about the national monuments and parks that pay tribute to our great country. This 12-part series features over 120 locations. You’ll go coast-to-coast from Glacier Bay National Park in Alaska to the Canaveral National Seashore in Florida. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

6799807 THE REAL JESUS OF NAZARETH. Widescreen. Director Robert Powell, star of the TV mini-series Jesus of Nazareth, is on a journey across the Holy Land to discover the story of the role he played in the history of Christianity today. Metal of Honor chronicles the highest award given to military personnel for their extreme bravery. For Love of Liberty uncovers the true story of our nation’s black heroes and patriots. Over 5 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

6585674 BUFFALO NATION: The Children Are Crying. This is the true story of the Lakota Sioux and other indigenous nations, forced to live on the “Reservation,” at the hands of the U.S. government. A story of displacement, neglect, deprivation, and cultural destruction, it will open your eyes to this neglected tragedy. 95 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6833179 WE WERE THERE. Widescreen. While the events of the early 1940s shape and guide this film, it is the men and women recalling the events who take center stage. Here they share their stories of duty, service, and responsibility. In Color and B&W. 103 minutes. Vision. $3.95

6861490 WHY ARE WE FAT? Widescreen. How did we get from obesity rates of nine percent to 30 percent in less than a generation? This documentary explains the reasons for our rapid weight gain and looks at what we can do about it. Chef Simon Gault, a dietician, talks to experts from the around the world regarding the science behind obesity and the looming health crisis. 129 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

5867222 WILD HORSE, WILD RIDE. Widescreen. Through the Extreme Mustang Makeover Challenge, 100 people across the country attempt to tame a wild mustang in 100 days. Following this dangerous and harrowing feat is a competition and adoption event that determines whether these once unruly horses will find homes. The story of this event is shared in this warm-hearted documentary. 106 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**276797X I AM STEVE MCMQUEEN. Combining extensive original interviews, including rare interviews with McQueen himself, the best of his major motion pictures and artwork, this documentary chronicles the extraordinary career of this legendary actor, racer, and cultural icon. Narrated by Robert Downey Jr. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

6861452 TITANIC’S TRAGIC TWIN: The Britannic Disaster. Widescreen. When WWI broke out, the Britannic was transformed from the largest ocean liner in the world to the greatest hospital ship in the world, and yet she is virtually unknown today. Why she sunk so suddenly has remained a mystery for 100 years. Presenters Kate Humble and Andy Torbet present a thorough account of the dramatic 55 minutes. Full Screen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6863698 CHICAGO: The Terry Kath Experience. In this documentary, Terry Kath’s daughter interview her dad’s family, bandmates, and good friends, as well as prominent musicians, to piece together the life of her father, one of the great unsung rock legends of the 1970s. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

680277X 77 MINUTES: 1984 San Diego McDonald’s Massacre. On July 8, 1984, a man walked into a California McDonald’s and shot forty men, women, and children. It took law enforcement 77 minutes to end the siege. 77 MINUTES: 1984 San Diego McDonald’s Massacre. Directed by acclaimed filmmaker Charlie Minn focuses on the victims and the effects of this massacre. 98 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6828234 GI JEWS: Jewish Americans in World War II. Widescreen. Tells the story of the 500,000 Jewish men and women who served in WWII and the unique bond they formed with some of Israeli Jewry. The film features interviews with WWII veterans including Mel Brooks, Mar Fuchs, Henry Kissinger, and Carl Reiner. The story of immigrants who earned their citizenship by shedding blood fighting for democracy. 50 minutes. Full Screen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6915248 ONLY THE DEAD KNOW THE BROOKLYN AMERICANS. Widescreen. Pre-dating the New York Rangers and opening Madison Square Garden, the Brooklyn Americans, wearing star spangled uniforms, were birthed with a bootlegger’s dough and were the NHL’s loveable losers while the 20s roared. Narrated by Larry King, 75 minutes. Factory One. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6938699 FLESH & BLOOD: The Hammer Heritage of Horror. Fullscreen. Originally broadcast as a two part series on the BBC, this is an excellent documentary about the Hammer Horror films and the dominating combo of sex and (mostly implied) gore that shocked the late 1950s audience. In Color and B&W. Over two hours. Scream Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
More Documentaries

★ 683978 THE GREAT MUSEUM. Widescreen. This observational documentary reveals the inner workings of Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum, one of the most important art institutions in the world. As the camera follows the spaces rooms hosting some of the world’s greatest art works, Johannes Hahnien reveals a dynamic institution remaining faithful to its core mission. In German with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

★ 657100 THE BATTLE CASTLE. A motorcycle documentary collection bringing to life mighty medieval fortifications and the sieges they resisted. Join host Dan Snow as he explores the military engineering behind strongholds from Chateau Gaillard to Malbork, as well as the explosive battles that tested their might. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.


★ 6940854 CHILDREN OF DRACULA. A real-life tale of a vampire. Learn their daily routines, where they sleep and their feast on real human blood to quench a dark and perverse craving in their souls. 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95.

★ 6874312 MOBILIZE. Widescreen. An explosive investigative documentary that explores the potential long-term health effects from cell phone radiation, including brain cancer. Women of all ages are interviewed with expert researchers, mobile phone industry representatives and prominent politicians, Mobilize illuminates how industry's can corrupt public health. 84 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★ 6908771 GHOSTS OF THE WEST: The End of the Bonanza Trail. Fullscreen. This best documentary award-winner relates stories of towns in a discovery to boom to bust arc, before revealing their ultimate fates and legacies. Today, the old hotels and saloons stand in mute testimony to a fabled past, and their tales continue to fascinate and intrigue. In B&W. Over 57 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★ 688246 THE LEGACY COLLECTION: Great Changemakers in America. Changemakers are described as being relentless, non-partisan, and driven by their pursuit of solutions to improve the world. No word better describes these three of the most influential men who fought for human rights throughout American history: Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King Jr. and John F. Kennedy. This collection chronicles their monumental legacy. Nearly 23 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95.


★ 6489070 THE SHELBOURNE HOTEL: Series 1. Widescreen. For the first time, the 190 year-old Dublin institution has allowed access to five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95.

★ 6489074 SILENCE TO SOUND. 60 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95. For the first time, the 190 year-old Dublin institution has allowed access to five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95.

★ 6848966 OCD AND ME. Widescreen. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is listed by the World Health Organization as one of the ten most debilitating illnesses in the world. In an attempt to get an understanding of OCD, the filmmakers speak to sufferers and experts giving insight into what the disease is like and how it can be managed. 53 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★ 6738575 THE FINAL RESOLUTION. Offers an in-depth examination of the United States' war in Iraq. Written by one of the world's poorest and most populous countries; the Philippines. At first, the people are strangers. As the film moves on, it's absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the heart of the story increasingly familiar. In Tagalog with English subtitles. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 6970758 GOOD AND BAD. This fascinating story of the Russian all-girl punk rock band Pussy Riot, who stood up to the Russian government’s human rights oppression and paid the price by being incarcerated in 2012. But rather than delegitimizing the incident only amplified them, turning the band into a global symbol of feminist political activism. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.


★ 6974070 THE SOUND BARRIER From Silence to Sound. This remarkable film follows a number of people who have decided to receive a cochlear implant, capturing their journey from silence to sound. For over two decades, the Cochlear Implant Programme has probably changed the lives of over 1,000 Irish patients. 52 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★ 6964293 LINDY LOU: Juror Number 2. Widescreen. An illuminating look at the American jury system from the perspective of a juror on a trial that resulted in a death penalty sentence. The feelings of guilt this juror has lived with since the execution are captured. A juror joins a jury through Mississippi, seeking out the other 11 jurors she sat with and how the verdict has impacted their lives. English SDH. 67 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.93.

★ 6051430 A DESERT BETWEEN US AND THEM. This cinematic documentary explores what makes the War of 1812 a modern war.” It steps back in time to explain how the battle between the British and the Americans through the eyes of the people of Southwestern Ontario, who spent several years living in a war zone. 152 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95.

★ 6909847 THE EXPANDED HOLOCAUST TESTAMENTS. Put together from Russian and American footage, this collection represents the fullest recording of the horrors of the Final Solution ever made available. It features the voices of thousands of survivors and victims. In an attempt to get an understanding of the Holocaust, a film about the Liberation of Majdanek, Dachau & Sachsenhausen, Ravensbruck & Buchenwald, and Theresienstadt. Not Rated. In B&W. Over four hours on five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95.

★ 6802288 THE SUNSHINE MAKERS. A real-life Breaking Bad for the psychedelic set, this documentary reveals the fascinating untold story of Nicholas Sand and Tim Scully, an unlikely duo of underground chemists at the heart of the 1960s American drug counter-culture and the rise of LSD. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 6909887 MOTHERLAND. Taking us into the heart of the planet’s busiest nation, Motherland is the most surprising look at the world’s poorest and most populous countries; the Philippines. At first, the people are strangers. As the film moves on, it’s absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the heart of the story increasingly familiar. In Tagalog with English subtitles. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.
82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

MONGREL MEDIA.

York–until a new scandal derails his campaign. 96 minutes.

688489X

WIDESPREAD. A story about the extraordinary life and inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. 78 minutes. Docurama.

505–50

6203326

WEINER, Widescreen. After disappearing from the public eye following his 2011 sex scandal, politician Anthony Weiner attempts a comeback by running for mayor of New York City. But instead of a new scandal, his campaign is hijacked by a new scandal: his daughter's dream. Mongrel Media.

Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

$3.95

688489X

THE EPIC OF EVEREST.

Fullscreen. The 1924 Everest expedition culminated in the deaths of two of the finest climbers of their generation, George Mallory and Andrew Irvine. This awe-inspiring and historic travelogue of their perilous journey was captured by Captain John Noel with a special camera, adapted for the brutally harsh conditions. In B&W.

WIDESCREEN.

$13.95

6883326

TRUMP: The Art of the Insult.

Offers an entertaining look at Donald Trump's unprecedented campaign of political incorrectness, following his improbable journey from Trump Tower to rallies across America to the debate stage, where he revels in mocking and taunting rivals with targeted insults and nicknames, leaving them gasping for air. 95 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$19.95

5870295

TOWER. Widescreen. August 1, 1966 was the day our innocence was shattered by the eruption of the University of Texas Tower and opened fire, holding the campus hostage for 96 minutes. Based on first-person testimonies from witnesses, heroes, and survivors. Tower combines archival footage with rotoscopic animation of the dramatic day. CC. In Color and B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

5870295

FADOS.

Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

$9.95

5870295

AMAZONIA: Healing with Sacred Plants.

Widescreen. True Mind. Pub. at $24.95

WIDESCREEN.

$9.95

6848931

THE FATHER OF HOCKEY.


WIDESCREEN.

$6.95

5986351

UNCIVIL WAR: Battle for America.

Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

WIDESCREEN.

$3.95

6771880

JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE.


WIDESCREEN.

$9.95

5870295

BROKEN RAINBOW.

Widescreen. Metinides, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Trisha Ziff explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

FADOS.

Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95

WIDESCREEN.

$3.95

5870295

INSULT.

Wildscreen. True Mind. Pub. at $24.95

WIDESCREEN.

$6.95

6848931

JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE.


WIDESCREEN.

$6.95

5870295

MOUNT RAINIER: Arctic Island in the Sky.

So huge that it creates its own weather system, the glacier-ridden volcanic peak of Mount Rainier dominates the Cascade Range, which runs the length of two American continents. This breathtaking program takes viewers on a tour of this majestic destination and its distinctive wildlife, from the elk to the rare mountain pika.

WIDESCREEN.

$16.95

6938817

THE NATION’S MISSION.

Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

WIDESCREEN.

$9.95

5870295

THE EPIC OF EVEREST.

Fullscreen. The 1924 Everest expedition culminated in the deaths of two of the finest climbers of their generation, George Mallory and Andrew Irvine. This awe-inspiring and historic travelogue of their perilous journey was captured by Captain John Noel with a special camera, adapted for the brutally harsh conditions. In B&W.

WIDESCREEN.

$11.95

5870295

TRUMP: The Art of the Insult.

Offers an entertaining look at Donald Trump's unprecedented campaign of political incorrectness, following his improbable journey from Trump Tower to rallies across America to the debate stage, where he revels in mocking and taunting rivals with targeted insults and nicknames, leaving them gasping for air. 95 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$19.95

5757517

LADY GAGA’S SECRET WORLD.

Widescreen. Screen Media Films.

$1.95

6848932

JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE.


WIDESCREEN.

$9.95

6771880

JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE.


WIDESCREEN.

$9.95

5870295

BROKEN RAINBOW.

Widescreen. Metinides, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Trisha Ziff explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.

WIDESCREEN.

$24.95

6848931

THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH.

Widescreen. In telling us the story of Enrique Mihович, who was obsessed with taking photographs from a young age and had a six-decade career as a crime photographer, Friza Zilf explores our morbid fascination with accidents and their drama, all while reminding us of the fragility of life. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes.
**Travel**

- **581907 ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Road Trip.** Widescreen. Take a trip across the country and see how this rollicking journey down America’s Main Street. At more than 2,400 miles, Route 66 is a critical piece of America’s story, one that unfolds mile by mile in this engaging program. Featuring maps like a Route 66 map, six postcards illustrated by Jerry McClanahan, and a 24-page booklet, this is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $33.95

- **570020 THE GREAT PARKS OF ALASKA: America’s National Parks.** Fullscreen. Take a spectacular panoramic journey through our largest and most populous state, Alaska, home to more than 17% of America’s national parkland. This program treats us to the unspoiled wilderness and wildlife, Mount McKinley’s snow-capped summit, Eskimo culture and much more in this breathtaking 59-minute program. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95


- **5897866 A YEAR AROUND THE WORLD: A Personal Journey of Discovery.** Award-winning filmmaker Steve McCurdy takes viewers on a glorious journey across our big, blue planet, traversing seven continents, 14 countries, and a multitude of cities–London, Paris, Venice, Rio, Moscow, and many more. 89 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $29.99

- **6719090 BRITAIN’S TREASURES: An Aerial Journey.** See more than 500 of Britain’s most beautiful castles, homes, landscapes and more with this astonishing aerial tour. Soar above the rugged mountains of England’s Lake District; view Stonehenge from the air; get a bird’s eye view of the Ightham Mote House; and much more. 50 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- **5897865 A YEAR AROUND THE WORLD: A Personal Journey of Discovery.** Award-winning filmmaker Steve McCurdy takes viewers on a glorious journey across our big, blue planet, traversing seven continents, 14 countries, and a multitude of cities–London, Paris, Venice, Rio, Moscow, and many more. 89 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99

- **267746 GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE: Hidden Treasures–Europe to the Max.** Take a grand tour of the Old World with Rudy Maxa, host of the award-winning series Great Cities of Europe. This program takes you on one of Europe’s greatest destinations: Madrid; Barcelona and Costa Brava; Four Great Cities of Europe; and Four Great Cities of Europe: Five Cities. Over 6 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

- **6965120 LAKES & LEGENDS OF THE BRITISH ISLES: The Lake District.** Fullscreen. Travel to The Lake District, a corner of the British Isles which is truly blessed by nature, an ancient mountainous kingdom in whose rugged mountains people are as individual as the remarkable countryside, in this stunning film. 50 minutes. Beckmann Visual. Pub. at $14.95

- **5510781 GRAND TOURS OF SCOTLAND: Series 1.** Historian Paul Murton takes us on a tour through Scotland using Black’s Picturesque Guide to Scotland, a guidebook from the 1800s. Blending the words, the story, and photos, he reveals a wondrous location that he explores with the aid of a map. Over 3 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

- **5738621 GRAND TOURS OF THE SCOTTISH ISLANDS: Season One.** Historian Paul Murton sets out to visit some of the many islands that make up Scotland, spotting rare birds, meeting knitters behind the beautiful patterns that made Fair Isle famous, taking a midnight flight across Loch Lomond, visiting Kinloch Castle, and much more. Six Season One episodes. 174 minutes.留言区

- **6738869 WALKING THROUGH HISTORY: Series 2.** Tony Robinson embarks on spectacular walks through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the richest stories from Britain’s past. In each of these four episodes, he follows a route that lets him explore on foot both the defining historical events and spectacular landscape of a stunning region. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

- **690778X INSIDE LUXURY TRAVEL WITH VARUN SHARMA.** Widescreen. Sharma takes the audience with him as he explores luxury resorts around the world, taking in the local sights and being part of the chefs in the resort kitchens to get a glimpse of what their guests like to eat. Includes 14 episodes. CC. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

- **6738867 WALKING THROUGH HISTORY: Series 1.** Tony Robinson embarks on spectacular walks through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the richest stories from Britain’s past. In each of these four episodes, he follows a route that lets him explore on foot both the defining historical events and spectacular landscape of a stunning region. Over 4 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

- **6685714 MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of Australia.** Widescreen. Beloved actor Martin Clunes takes us on a quest to discover 16 of the most intriguing Australian islands in this wondrous three-part travelogue of the rich stories from Britain’s past. Over 2 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

- **6719120 FLORIDA’S STATE PARKS: DVD Excellence.** Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

- **671914X UNIQUE TRAVEL DESTINATIONS: Miracles of Time.** Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.98


- **5708141 READER’S DIGEST AMAZING UNDERGROUND SECRETS.** Questar. Pub. at $29.99

- **3951024 SCENIC WALKS OF THE WORLD.** Questar. Pub. at $39.99

- **6738710 OXFORD STREET REVEALED: Series 1.** Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

- **6570444 VISIONS OF FRANCE: Provence.** Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**Railroads**

- **5708014 THE LOTSCHBERG RAILWAY.** This film shows the incredible slopes of the Swiss Alps and the incredible engineering feat of the Lotschberg Tunnel. 61 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $7.95

- **5908144 MALLAIS EXPRESS.** Fifty years before this film, the legendary Mallaus Express, or the Mallows Express, was the most famous train in the world. 66 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $7.95

- **6907849 BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: North Wales.** From the Roman city of Chester to the craggy bay of Aberystwyth, this program takes you on one of Great Britain’s most outstanding scenic journeys. Traveling by Intercity, Spryte and the great little steam trains in Wales, this is an amazing and unforgettable journey. 53 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $9.95

- **5898433 STEAM AROUND THE WORLD: The Western European Railways.** Railroad enthusiast Harry P. Dodge captures historic locomotives on 16mm as he tells the incredible story of western European railways in the 1960s and 1970s. Travel to see the Trainways of Britain, France, Germany, locomotives still operating today, explore the extensive network of city trains in Brussels; see the electric and diesel used for heavy industry in Luxembourg and more. 66 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $9.95

- **6908330 RAILWAYS OF HOLLAND.** Beginning in the west corner and taking in the main centers of population and most of the railway routes in between, this survey of Holland’s railways features full coverage of operations in Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Zwolle, and Utrecht, and takes in a variety of unique scenic adventures along the way. 60 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $9.95

- **6907849 BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: North Wales.** From the Roman city of Chester to the craggy bay of Aberystwyth, this program takes you on one of Great Britain’s most outstanding scenic journeys. Traveling by Intercity, Spryte and the great little steam trains in Wales, this is an amazing and unforgettable journey. 53 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $9.95
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7615388 HARD BODY BOOT CAMP. Seven beautiful recruits compete...who will be the last girl standing at the end of rigorous training...led by the gorgeous–and tough–Coach Olga (Jami Lynn) Also stars Cindy Pucci, Brooke Fitzgerald, Melissa, Sydnee James, Holly Foxx, Mollie Green, and Frankie. 90 minutes. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.99

★ 6646247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE. Widescreen. A double-feature of '70s and '80s erotic...by director Shawn A. Morosky...and Gina Del Rio, Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox, and others. Porn night becomes an evening of...in Afternoon Delights. Then, a debilitating event occurs for a woman forced...to become a Slave of Pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★ 6762884 MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE FOR SINGLE SINGLERS ONLY/HER ONLY TASTES. Director, three...bizarre swinger tales of late-'60s and early-'70s erotica. Meet Marsha the Erotic Housewife, out to stick it to her cheating husband by taking up some escapades of her own, step into an apartment complex designed...for Single Singlers Only, and get erotic Her Only Tastes can truly get. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $13.95.

★ 6870636 SWINGING IN THE 70'S. Widescreen. The sexual revolution lives again with this grindhouse triple-feature! Love/em wives, experimental husbands, and friends with benefits indulge in the pleasures of the flesh in Your Wife or Mine?: Harvey Swings; and Keep Them Happy. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Secret Key. Pub. at $29.99

★ 6870571 NAUGHTY NYMPHS. Fullscreen. When sexy nurse Elizabeth (Sybil Danning) refuses to put out, she loses her job at the hospital. She returns home to her pharmacist father and two sex-crazed sisters, who have grown bored of Elizabeth’s chastity. So, they concoct a sexual evolution. In...after being sexually traumatized by...to big screen sensation. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★ 5912768 SATANIC SLUTS: The Black Order Cometh. Widescreen. Meet the world’s most sexual, altitudinal, confrontational, creative and challenging women that have ever chosen to walk down the left-hand path. Six delightfully...cultivation, paper bed, bloodletting, rope bondage, whippings, and satanic fantasies you can handle. 80 minutes. Adults only. Salvation.

★ 6651428 CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE PEANUT BUTTER FREAK. Widescreen. After becoming very...his attractive aunt’s bedroom. His lust becomes an obsession, one that...in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★ 6698390 WOMEN IN CELLBLOCK 9. From the wonderfully perverted mind of Sybersheet, a brand new...in the notorious women-in-prison shocker (aka Tropical Inferno), following a gable of...have their own values and their own way of living. 94 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

★ 5862025 HOOTERS ISLAND PARADISE. From the streets of Manhattan to the beaches of the Bahamas, witness...Dee Williams and Karlie Montana. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

★ 6899374 PEACH GIRL DIARIES 2. Take a candid glimpse into the lives of some of the most recognized Peach Girls of all time as they...private lives, their career highlights as well as their secrets, passions and...njoy a front row seat to some video and photo shoot action! Features Bridget Banks, Karlie Montana, and Nicole Orring. Unrated. Adults only. Peach.

★ 6843423 PRETTY PEACHES. Widescreen. After crashing her jeep in the forest, Peach wakens up with complete...and sexy Peach, this raucy X-rated comedy stars Desiree Cousteau, Juliet Anderson, and Joey Silvera. 92 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

★ 6210179 HOOTERS DESERT SMOKES. Widescreen. Survive over 300 international restaurants employing over 12,000 waitresses, 82 of the world’s best...in the Fifth Annual Miss Hooters International Swimsuit Contest. 55 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment.

★ 6210602 THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOXES. Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars...girls of a small town help line use their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Young Foxes, a college freshman spends the summer on a journey of sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

★ 6797877 YOUNG GIRLS DO. Widescreen. Erica Boyer was one of the biggest names in mid-'80s erotic cinema. But where did she come from, and how did she find her way into the industry? The story...filmmaker has created an educational film featuring...in the First Annual Miss Hooters International Swimsuit Contest. 55 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment.

★ 6646271 MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MASSEUSE/MORE. Three erotic classics from 1977...to featuring a number of adult stars. A dominatrix competes with her brother for love in...in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★ 6780389 SAVAGE SATURN/DOMINANCE/Daughters of...girls become Daughters of Discipline when their parents discover their illicit behavior. 117 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95


★ 6586205 THE BEAST IN SPACE: XXX Version. Widescreen. Packed with intergalactic das, cardboard aliens, forbidden barnyard desires, force sex with man-beasts and some of the cheesiest special effects in motion picture history, this insane '80s sci-fi epic...for its depravity. With this recently unearthed XXX-rated version, the EuroSleeze masterpiece sinks deeper into depravity. Stars Sipa Lane and Marina Lotar. 92 minutes. Adults only. Sell $23.95.

★ 6663517 THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Fullscreen. Three...adult films from '70s erotic director Charles...ois (Liz Renay), a bored housewife takes a job as a Times Square...call girl in Teenage Masseuse, and...detective uses his wife as undercover sexual bait to trap a hit man in More. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

★ 6693355 MY SAVAGE SATURDAY: XXX Edition. Fullscreen. In...of Discipline. Fullscreen. A triple feature of '80s S&M erotica. A pair of Savage Sadists hold a pornographer and his wife hostage; an...to S&M-fied Den of Discipline; and two curious girls become Daughters of Discipline when their parents discover their illicit behavior. 117 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6768035 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #1. Widescreen. Submitted “What Parents Don’t Think Is Possible.” The first in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the case goes before the “Parent’s Association.” One of the members, Sam, is a detective who brings his...by giving others “examples” of this behavior he has encountered in his practice. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles, 84 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6774173 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #2. Widescreen. In this final entry in the German sexploitation “Schoolgirl Report” series, we find a high school theatre troupe rehearsing the balcony scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. During their discussions about the story, the director and his students contemplate both love and sex in five steamy vignettes. Stars Katja Bietten. 86 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6789995 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #3. Widescreen. Submitted “What Keeps Parents Awake at Night.” The second in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. Friedrich von Thun returns as the report writer, returning to document the sexual experiences of teenagers and their unbelievable sexual habits. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adults only. Sell $19.95
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**★56534X THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE.** Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries follows a trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education into their own hands. And in Sensual Fire, a man tries to creatively fulfill his lust for his ne'er-do-well daughter by sleeping with a litany of ladies. 171 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**★5651996 ALL NIGHT LONG/TAPESTRY OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Groovy to sexy in mid-70s erica with this lascivious double-dip. In All Night Long, John Holmes and Rick Lutze are locked in a lusty competition to see who can bed the most women in one evening. In Tapestry of Passion, Private detective Johnny Wadd hunts a beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**★5788026 THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF THOMAS THE TEETERS.** Fullscreen. Adult cinema's hottest stars (Nina Hartley, Deirdre Holland, Britt Morgan, Madision, Francesca Le, and Ron Jeremy) all come forth in a raunchy re-telling of Dumas' classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and screwed scoundrels. Traci Wynn stars as a beautiful young maiden determined to become the fourth mistress in Thomas the Teeter's harem. 81 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**★67438X2 PURELY PHYSICAL/CATHOUSE FEVER.** A double feature of 1980s erotica. In Purely Physical, a young woman applies for a job as the night clerk at a seedy motel—a motel that caters almost exclusively to sexual deviants. Cathouse Fever follows college coeds who turn to prostitution to pay their tuition. 158 minutes. Adults only. Widescreen. $9.95

**★3823672 EXTRA WEIRD SAMPLER.** Presents a sampler of the weirdest DVD collection on Earth, over 100 of the most amazing movies ever made. These samples contain monsters, nudity, gorillas, violence and wrestling! Something Weird. $7.95

**★563846 THE VIXENS OF KUNG-FU/ORIENTAL BLUE: Drive-In Collection.** Two Times Square classics of underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful female Kung-Fu masters in The Vixens of Kung-Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground slave trade operation in Oriental Blue. 115 minutes. Fullscreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $19.95


**★5891474 X-GIRLS ISLAND ADVENTURE–HAWAII: Xotic Extreme.** Fullscreen. Join the impossibly sexy X-Girls as they meet up with world champion athletes, jump out of helicopters, scream down mountains, and attack Hawaii as never before. These world-class beauties will keep your full attention whether they are stranded at sea, or brother-fighting from the top of a 40,000 feet. 60 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**★6612725 WIDE OPEN.** The strained relationship between taxi driver Paul and his journalist girlfriend Marianne gets even more bumpily strained when Paul takes his brother back to their apartment. To diffuse the rising tensions, they decide to relax with a wild movie party. But things get much worse when they both wake up bed–with Marianne's sister. From exploitation icon Samuel Fuller. 102 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**★6780563 KISS AND KILL.** Widescreen. A reckless night of indiscretion and lust leads a woman into the dark world of blackmail and murder. When revealing photos of her sexual styts surfaces, Kaly (Kira Roxx) is forced to subscribe to film-following (but the erotic encounters of beautiful amputee Jeanne Silver, as she invites her lovers to experience her unique sexual gift. 65 minutes. Adults only. Widescreen. $17.95

**★5653377 DRACULA SUCKS.** Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients are treated to the classic vampire experience. A sickly desk with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Ron Jeremy) arrives, he gets his with the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**★6612680 42ND STREET FOREVER: XXX-treme Special Edition.** Widescreen. Get ready to subscribe to the dirtiest trailers of classic X-rated movies. See outrageous theatrical ads for the sci-fi hardcover erotic Ultra Flesh; the surreal head-trip In the Shadow of the Sun; the classic Passage Thru Pamela and much more, featuring the biggest stars from porn’s heyday. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**★5756799 BOTH WAYS.** Fullscreen. Donald Wyman (Gerard Grant) would seem to have the American dream: a beautiful wife (Andrea True), a loving son, a great job, and a house in the suburbs. He also has a secret. He’s taken a male lover who now threatens to destroy not only his family but also his entire life. Rated X. 84 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**★5786266 THE ABC’S OF LOVE AND SEX.** Ostensibly presented as a serious study of sex education, this documentary relic from 1978 is in fact an erotically charged trip through an alphabet of deviant sexual pleasure, including mile-high clubs, female masturbation, group orgies, and some creepy stop-motion animation. 85 minutes. Adults only. Intervention. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**★4570383 SEXY SISTERS.** Fullscreen. From exploitation icon Ies Franco and Swiss producer Erwin C. Dietrich comes a trio, slick-out fit flirtatious near-sensuality. Pamela Stanford stars as Countess Edna Von Stein, a predator who prowls the streets in search of sexual partners to share with her insatiable sister Milly (Karane Gambir). 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**★5776164 DEADLY PUPPY.** A brea y isn’t your ordinary hitchhiker. She’s sexy, fun—and a cold-blooded killer. As she preys on highway pickups, she moves from town to town. In Due South, the house of a young couple who have no idea what kind of sexual wolf they’ve just let in the door. Stars Cruise Carrier and Sarah Hunter. 72 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.95 $12.95

**★5678552 THE SWITCH.** A reckless night of indiscretion and lust leads a woman into the dark world of blackmail and murder. When revealing photos of her sexual styts surfaces, Kaly (Kira Roxx) is forced to subscribe to film-following (but the erotic encounters of beautiful amputee Jeanne Silver, as she invites her lovers to experience her unique sexual gift. 65 minutes. Adults only. Widescreen. $17.95

**★5872686 BOILERS DESIRES/LOVE CHAMPIONS.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ’80s erotica by director Carol Tobalina. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in Boilers. Then, Love Champions welcomes you into a seedy brothel where couples can live out their fantasies. With Candle Evans, Bunny Bleu, Ron Jeremy, Crystal Breeze and others. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**★5851492 WOMEN AT PLAY/GOOD GIRLS, BAD GIRLS.** Widescreen. Two sultry superstars enter into a raunchy r e-tell ing of Dumas’ Francesca, and Ron Jeremy) all come forth in a raunchy re-telling of Dumas’ classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and screwed scoundrels. Traci Wynn stars as a beautiful young maiden determined to become the fourth mistress in Thomas the Teeter’s harem. 81 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
Adult Entertainment

**650584 LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS.** Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two hot and heavy captions staring some of the biggest names in ‘80s erotica. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town in Ladies Night. Then, when Ruby’s billionaire husband dies, she finds herself bombarded with unwanted advances from several visitors in Her Wicked Ways. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**575804 ONE.** Fullscreen. Director Wakefield Poole explores the fantasies of a group of men, having them articulate their desires to the women they fancy in an elegant, abstract, and experimental scenarios unlike any others in his diverse filmography. Using only friends and acquaintances as subjects, Poole creates a unique cinematic vision of male sexual desire. Also includes 13 episodes of Poole’s “134 loop feature, Moving”. 80 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**60411X ANTICIPATION/FLESH POND.** Sexual chaos ensues with two tales of ‘80s eroticenta. Two brothers begin lusty adventures after each others’ wives in Anticipation. And in Flesh Pond, two convicts escape from a county jail and help a group of sultry swingers hostage in a remote bachelorette place. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**534710 GIRL-A-GO-GO; Nudie Cutie Classics from the 1950s and 1960s!** Present a sensational selection of 10 stripper shorts from the 1950s and 1960s; Lingerie, Vintage Girls, Dandy Jones, Busty Sandy, Big Juggs, Dream Girl, Blonde Bombshell, Cherry Dangle, Angel and Leopard Band. In B&W, 106 minutes. Adults only. Televista.

**6743838 SEX WORLD.** An adult classic! Welcome to Sex World, a luxury resort where people travel to try and overcome their sexual problems. As guests slowly become more open, fears, and repressed urges with the help of robust sarcoma lovers, a haunting portrait of human insecurities emerges against a sci-fi backdrop. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**6553458 THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/I AM ALWAYS READY.** Widescreen. A double feature of sin-tilling exploitation cinema from the ‘70s. In The Ultimate Pleasure, a fathering couple visits a sexologist to reclaim their sex life. In I Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fulfills her wildest fantasy to seek sex in X-rated films with John Holmes’ 143 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**6584611 PUSSYCAT RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE.** Widescreen. Two erotic classics from one of the mowerink filmmakers of NYC’s sexploitation scene, John Christopher. Two Old West bankrobbers take refuge from the law in the lusty Pussy Cat Ranch. In Here Comes The Bride, a virgin bride-to-be finds her purity challenged in a bachelorette party of sheer debauchery. 169 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**6885152 CANDY LIPS.** Widescreen. An exploitive and sexy feature film that delivers a hot world of erotic violence and redemption, starring erotic sensations Gloria Leonard and Marlene Willoughby. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**6580901 SHEX SEX HEX.** A corpulent woman becomes the sexual playground for a succubus who likes to watch. The irresistible Sabrina Faile plays the lusty secretary, whose deadly scheme is soon snared by the iron fist of sensual naturalistic. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Secret Key. Pub. at $19.95 $15.99

**5863282 LADY LIBERTINE.** Widescreen. A cross-dressing teenage orphan named “Frank” (Jennifer Ito) is adopted by a handsome nobleman (Christopher Pearson) with his own strange urges. When the sultry virgin’s mind-wobbling fantasies are revealed, it unleashes a shocking torrent of voyeurism, violation, sadism and submission. Also stars Sophie Fave. 64 minutes. Adults only. Private Screening Collect. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**5907225 BATBABE: The Dark Nightie.** Widescreen. By day, strip club mogul Wendy Diane (Darian Clark) does the darn dancing on a self-help point. By night, she’s her seductive alter ego, Batba-be-a voluptuous vigilante who takes a bite out of crime and an even bigger bite out of the corrupt South American drug lords that influence her path. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Seduction Cinema. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**5811783 EAT AT THE BLUE FOX/TITILLATION.** Widescreen. Damon Christian directs a double feature of sexy screwball classics from the mid-1950s. In Blue Fox, a hot about a night club that falls under threat from a sleazy sheriff. Then, get ready for more Titillation as a hard-boiled private dick is hired to reunite a wealthy old man and one very well-endowed woman (which is just too much for the aging man). Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**3626083 BIKINI CARWASH.** Widescreen. Failing college students Beverly Lynne, Stacy Burke and Callie Taylor must complete one final project in order to graduate take-a-worthless business and make it successful. They hit the jackpot when they take an old, ramshackle car wash and turn it into a haven of sexy suds and bikinis tops. 75 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. $12.95

**5971063 SHOWGIRLS 2: Penny’s from Heaven.** Widescreen. Las Vegas stripper Penny Slot (Rena Riffe) sets out on an adventure of sexual revenge in Reunion. How a trip to Europe turns into a scientific mission. In Showgirls 2: Penny’s from Heaven, the naughtiest females lucky enough to cross her path will find themselves in the midst of Penny’s world of sexual madness. In Showgirls 2: Penny’s from Heaven, the naughtiest females lucky enough to cross her path will find themselves in the midst of Penny’s world of sexual madness. Not Rated. 145 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5971284 SHERLOCK HOLMES/REUNION.** Widescreen. The film that is Taurus Productions presents two sex-filled mysteries from the mid-70s. The world’s greatest detective gets a kinky office rendezvous, and an exotic masked ball with this wild 1980s smorgasbord of kink, directed by Sue Randolph. 75 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**6813072 BABY ROSEMARY/HOT LUNCH.** Widescreen. Includes Baby Rosemary, a beautiful young woman enters an erotic awakening after her father’s funeral. 78 minutes. In Hot Lunch, Andrew quits his job and while looking for work, he discovers a series of carnal delights waiting for him. 81 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**5951232 THE NIGHT BIRD/NIGHT OF THE SPANISH FLY.** Widescreen. Two of the most influential erotic films ever released in the U.S. Building on that foundation, director Mac Alhberg released these two-sxual sequels, I, a Woman Part III, The Daughter: I, a Woman Part III, which have both become erotic legends in their own right. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. $23.95

**4645363 UNVEILED.** Widescreen. Join the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taija Rae, Francine Pascal and Mike Horner, for a lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, a kinky office rendezvous, and an exotic masked ball with this wild 1980s smorgasbord of kink, directed by Sue Randolph. 75 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**6583415 THE NEW EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA 1 & 2.** Widescreen. History’s greatest lover comes back to life in two bold films from the late 70s and early 80s. In The New Erotic Adventures of Casanova, Casanova’s great grandson embarks on his own amorous journey. Then, she finds herself in the Chicago of the Renaissance for a funny and sexy tale of the historic sexy symbol. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**4567145 ROBINS NEST/BELLA: The Dark Nightie.** Widescreen. Real-life lovers during their tenure in New York’s underground scene, Arcadia Lake and Eric Edwards are featured here in two of their finest co-starring roles. They play a married couple looking for ways to rekindle their marriage in Robins Nest. Then, they join the tale of a sodid family and their perverse lifestyle in Bella. 166 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.48 $17.95

**5756782 CORPORATE ASSETS.** Widescreen. In the sinister world of her corporate greed, Jill is an on-call prostitute who cares for the other girls in the corporation’s illicit harem. But when her sexual identity is revealed, a man with a violent past, heats up, she realizes that with his help, she could destroy the evil empire holding her hostage. Rated X. 104 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**459908X BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS.** Widescreen. News reporter Jacqui Holland goes undercover in a woman’s prison. When her contact in the outside world dies, she ends up trapped behind bars, where the only way out is to “put out.” Also stars Kate McKay and Shari Carter. $19.99 $17.95

**5933147 FOR MEN ONLY/SCHOOL FOR SEX.** A part of a distinctly British sexploitation genre known as “slap and tickle,” Peter Walker presents a pair of naughty classics. For Men Only explores the lascivious triangle, in a family-friendly publishing company. Derek Aykward stars in School for Sex, about a wealthy playboy’s finishing school for devious young women. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6813232 NIGHT CALLER.** Fullscreen. Robert’s obsession is a beautiful woman who haunted him. After the two meet, it starts a slow and calculated seduction effort. Robert’s grip on fantasy vs reality begins to slip, sending him into a mysterious and dangerously persuasive sexual desire. Rated R. 75 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**3626687 EURO GRINDHOUSE DOUBLE FEATURE: I, a Woman–The Seductress.** Widescreen. Presents a sensational selection of the more than 200 adult film references from the mid-'70s. The world’s greatest detective gets a kinky office rendezvous, and an exotic masked ball with this wild 1980s smorgasbord of kink, directed by Sue Randolph. 75 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
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**TV Drama**

- **BOSS: Season One.** Widescreen. Mayor Tom Kane (Kelsey Grammer) is king of Chicago and rules his domain with an iron fist. Deception, scandal and betrayal go hand in hand with Kane’s form of politics. Despite being the most effective mayor in recent history, he’s hiding a dark secret. Watch as Kane viciously fights battles on all fronts. Includes all Season One episodes. CC. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $39.98.

- **RECTIFY: Widescreen.** When Daniel Holden’s eight-year sentence for murder is overturned due to a complete isolation on death row, he returns as an outsider to his family and to the town. Somehow he survived the emotional strain of his imprisonment, but now the walls have come crumbling down as Daniel is set free in a world he no longer understands. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $32.99.

- **REIGN: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Ever since Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland, was a little girl, the English have wanted her country and her crown. As a teenager, Mary is sent to France to wed its next king to save herself and her people. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Stars Adelaide Kane, Megan Follows, Torrance Coombs, and Toby Regbo. Over fifteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $59.98.

- **SHADOWHUNTERS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. The greatest detectives. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $34.99.


**TV Crime Solvers**


- **CANTERBURY'S LAW: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Defense attorney Elizabeth Canterbury (Juliana Margulies) takes on the risky cases other lawyer could possibly win. Whether she’s battling the ruthless deputy general, her independent minded associates, or her long-suffering husband (Aidan Quinn), Elizabeth never lets anything get in the way. Includes all six episodes. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98.

- **DAMA GES: The Complete Series.** Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $34.99.

- **DECLINE AND FALL.** Limited QUANTITY. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98.


- **GUN: 6 Film Anthology.** RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98.

- **EMPIRE FALLS.** RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98.


- **CADFAEL: Set 3.** RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98.

- **CANTERBURY'S LAW: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Defense attorney Elizabeth Canterbury (Juliana Margulies) takes on the risky cases other lawyer could possibly win. Whether she’s battling the ruthless deputy general, her independent minded associates, or her long-suffering husband (Aidan Quinn), Elizabeth never lets anything get in the way. Includes all six episodes. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98.

- **SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Eligible Bachelor.** Jeremy Brett, "the definitive Holmes." (Chicago Sun-Times), joins his faithful cohort Dr. Watson in this spilling feature-length mystery. The most eligible bachelor in London has just married a wealthy American socialite. The marital bliss is short lived, however, when she vanishes shortly after the ceremony. 105 minutes. M.P. $5.95.

- **BOSS: Season One.** Widescreen. It’s got style, street smarts and a penchant to break the rules and he’s battling it to gritty streets of New York City in pursuit of TV’s toughest criminals. Telly Savalas stars as Lieutenant Theo Kojak, television’s greatest detectives. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. CC. Over 18 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $119.95.

- **REING: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Angelo Luca (Sergi Lopez), that earned her 12 consecutive Emmy nominations as everyone’s favorite super-sleuth, Jessica Fletcher, a famous mystery writer who has a knack for solving murders on and off the page. Includes all 22 Season One episodes featuring guest stars like Jerry Orbach and Leslie Nielsen. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $119.95.

- **MIAMI VICE: Season Two.** Widescreen. The second season of this electrifying Emmy and Golden Globe-winning series, Vice cops Sonny Crockett (Don Johnson) and Ricardo Tubbs (Philip Michael Thomas) are back in their sleekLincoln Mark V, the ruthless criminals are under the relentless Miami sun. Collects all 22 thrilling Second Season Two episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.


## Entertainment: Pub. at $34.99 & Claw.

### Rhapsody

Chance for salvation. All 14 Season Two episodes. Ten hours on four DVDs. RLJ and more. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs.

### English SDH

Over 6 hours on two DVDs. RLJ

### Dark Autumn.

Verdict. Stars Anthony Paglia, Mary McCormack, Michael Hayden and others. CC. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. RLJ

### English SDH

Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek.

### The Return of Sherlock Holmes.

Widescreen. Before the hit TV series Murdoch Mysteries, the same characters appeared in these feature-length adaptations of Maureen Jennings’s beloved novels. In gritty 1890s Manhattan’s 87th Precinct, where neighborhood crime is intermingled with the tight-knit lives of the hard-bitten officers. The episodes: Care and Protection, Not with Kindness, and Conclusions. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $39.97

### English SDH

On two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99

### PRICE CUT to $7.95

### TV Action & Adventure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>Publisher/Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series</td>
<td>$49.98</td>
<td>Shout! Factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BORDER: The Complete First Season</td>
<td>$29.98</td>
<td>RLJ Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season 2</td>
<td>$34.98</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOL. 1</td>
<td>$34.98</td>
<td>Shout! Factory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sold Out

- 680843 STRIKE BACK: Complete Series 5.
- 6931669 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series.
- 6931723 NIKITA: The Complete Second Season.
- 6931774 STRIKING OUT: Season 1.
- 6931775 STRIKING OUT: Season 2.
- 6931776 STRIKING OUT: Season 3.
- 6931777 STRIKING OUT: Season 4.
**TV Action & Adventure**

**6809995 KNIGHT RIDER: Season 2.** Fullscreen. Crime-fighter Michael Knight (David Hasselhoff) careers back into adventure with another season of the white-hot action series. Buckled up in the testy gadget-fitted car on four wheels, Knight chases down elusive criminals in an adrenaline-fueled light fight for justice. Collects as Season Two episodes. Over 19 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

**9516712 OLYMPUS: Season 1.** Widescreen. Witness a young man's quest to solve the riddle of the ancient gods and bring back the doors to Olympus and become an immortal. The epic mythical journey of Hero (Tom York) leads him through the darkest realms of ancient Greece, accompanied by a twisted oracle (Sonita Cassidy), a powerful sorceress (Sonita Henry), and a genius inventor (Matt Frewer). Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97. $4.95

**6809987 KNIGHT RIDER: Season 1.** Fullscreen. Gear up for action with Michael Knight (David Hasselhoff) and his hi-tech supercar, K.I.T.T., as they thrash in each of 22 high-octane episodes from Season One. Driven by justice, they set out to take down criminals who operate above the law. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

**6671764 STAN LEE'S SUPERHUMANS: Season One.** Co-hosted by the legendary creator of the X-Men, Spider-Man and the Hulk, this series scourcs the globe for the real-life counterparts of the comic book superheroes. Characters: people who embody the qualities that translate into remarkable powers. Eight Season One episodes highlight over 30 real-life superheroes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. New Video. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**6744257 SPIES OF WARSAW.** Widescreen. David Tennant is Colonel Jean-Francois Mercier, a highly decorated war hero drawn into a world of betrayal, intrigue, and passion in WWII Europe. While raking his life and working in the shadows, he finds himself in a love affair with a Polishendant of Polish heritage, a lawyer for the League of Nations. English SDH. Three hours. BBC. $6.95

**6658245 MAN VS. WILD: Top 25 Moments.** Widescreen. From diving into shark-infested waters to indulging in his most stomach-churning adventures to date, it's a survival showdown not to be missed. Over 3 hours on DVD. $9.95

**6726089 MANDRAKE, THE MAGICIAN.** The Wasp, head of an underworld gang, is on the hunt for a radium energy machine developed by Professor Houston. Only magician Mandrake stands in the criminal's way, thwarting his evil deeds. But is the Mandrake's magic enough to stop The Wasp? Find out in 12 thrilling serial chapters. Stars Warren Hull and Doris Weston. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

**6588611 TRANSPORTER: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Partnering with Jana Beldiue (Violette Placido), Frank Martin (Chris Vance) undertakes his most perilous, highly classified missions in service of his government. Collects all five seasons and the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $69.95

**658313X MERLIN.** Fullscreen. Evil sorcerer Mab summons the wizard Merlin (Sam Neill) to retrieve the magic that has been fading from the world. But when his heart is touched by the beautiful Nimue (Isabella Rossellini), Merlin turns his back on Mab’s dark enchantments and seeks out the legendary King Arthur. This miniseries event also stars Helen Bonham Carter, James Earl Jones, and others. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

**5661719 UNLEASHED! Deadly Animal Attacks.** Widescreen. Collects the complete series of 13 one-hour episodes, plus an abridged copy of the classic novel by Daniel Defoe. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Universal. $19.98

**4608990 CRUSADE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The ultimate battle for survival begins as Robinson Crusoe (Philip Winchester) sets sail for the New World. Unbeknownst to him, there are lives hung in the balance as the crew venture through a breathtaking underwater world in Irwin Allen’s action-packed TV classic, where sci-fi adventure meets espionage and space age technology. Collects all Seasons One through Three and Season Four, Volume One. Stars Richard Baseheart and David Hedison. In Color and B.W. Over eighty hours on 21 double-sided DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.97. $19.98

**4591029 BEARCATS! The Complete Television Series.** 1971-1974, and mercenaries Hank Brackett and Johnny Reach are in search of adventure, and profit as they travel the American Southwest in their Stunt Bearcat. Together they take on varied and vague assignments for a wealthy client, with the amount charged once the job is complete. Collects all 13 episodes. 1971-1974, In Color. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.93. $14.95

**4414530 THE ODYSSEY: The Epic Movie Series Event.** An extraordinary international cast sweeps you into the heroic age of the mighty warrior-king Odysseus (Armand Assante) as his victorious return from the Trojan War becomes a decade-long quest to reach his homeland and his faithful wife, Penelope (Greta Scacchi). Also stars Christopher Plummer, Anthony Hopkins, and Peter O'Toole. A three-hour, four-episodes miniseries epic. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

**658580X THE PRETENDER: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Jarod is a Pretender—a genius whose exceptionally high I.Q. allows him to master virtually any task. But Jarod finds himself mired in the secret research facility known as the Centre, Jarod is now determined to help innocent victims wronged by society. But his heroes are the Centre’s most dangerous enemies. Collects all 21 Season Two episodes. CC. Over 17 hours on four double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**7625588 STATE TROOPER: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Rod Grant stars as an L.A. cop in this western themed crime drama set in Las Vegas, Nevada. Based on true cases from the files of the Nevada State Police, each of these entries trace the story of one of these lawmen (Daniel Sunjata) and yellow officers fighting crime in the Silver State. Also stars Robert Armstrong and Don Haggerty. In B&W. 47 hours on eleven DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.97. $29.95

**6822552 FLIPPER: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Collects all Season Two episodes of the TV series featuring Brian Kelly as Porter Rocks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.97. $27.95

**6822558 FLIPPER: Season Three.** Fullscreen. Collects all Season Three episodes of the TV series featuring Brian Kelly as Porter Rocks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.97. $27.95

**6648799 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1-5.** Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered bones are covertly rebuilt via the miracle of modern science known as “bionics.” Equipped with atomic-powered limbs that make him “better, stronger, faster” than the average man, Austin (Lee Majors) now takes on perilous, highly classified missions in service of his government. Collects all five seasons and the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. $69.95

**6822541 FLIPPER: Season One.** Fullscreen. Collects all Season One episodes of the TV series starring Brian Kelly as Porter Rocks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95. $21.95

**6658327 MAN VS. WILD: Stranded.** Widescreen. From the African plains to the Frozen Siberian tundra, Bear Grylls endures some of the harshest conditions on Earth in four globe-trotting episodes, sharing his invaluable survival lessons. Also stars Vercetti, Africa Savannah, Ecuador, Siberia, and Turkey. English SDH. Three hours. Gaia. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**5858240 24: The Complete First Season.** Jack Bauer, head of the Los Angeles Counter Terrorist Unit (CTU), is thrust into a chaotic and exhausting 24-hour TV crime fugitive, deception, and terror as he races to prevent the assassination of a presidential candidate, sniff out a traitor, and save his kidnapped wife and daughter. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. CC. Over 19 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $6.95

**6572785 POWERS: Season 1.** Widescreen. What if the world was full of “superheroes” who just used their powers as more excuse for mischief, mayhem, and murder? Enter The Powers Division, brave men and women fighting for justice and peace. Powers and Spectra, the legendary agent Paul Briggs (Daniel Sunjata). Stars Christopher Shyer, in B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**6852608 THE MISSING.** Widescreen. When five-year-old Oliver Hughes disappears while on holiday in France, it sets off a frantic search for his whereabouts. This limited series takes you inside the mind of a father (James Nesbitt), desperate to locate his lost son. With the help of a legendary detective, Tony embark on a trail to find his son. In Color. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6887376 GRACELAND: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. It seems like a bad omen when new FBI agent Mike Warren’s (Gabriel Mann) first assignment lands him in a beautiful beachfront mansion with other young undercover agents, including his idol, legendary detective Tony Mendez. But loyalties are tested when Warren is forced to confront the Byrdes, a notorious drug cartel. Collects all 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $7.95
**TV Action & Adventure**

- **6800033 POWER RANGERS JUNGLE FURY: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. A secretive Kung Fu clan is attacked by the evil spirit Dai Shi. With their master dead and one of their members possessed by the evil spirit, three Kung Fu disciples search for new masters and new abilities to defeat the evil force before it can destroy the world. After the tutelage of RJ, they become the Power Rangers. All 32 episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

- **5898223 CROSSBONES: Season One.** Widescreen. Barbarossa pirate Blackbeard (John Malkovich) reigns over a rogue nation of outlaws. When English spy Tom Lowe (Richard Coyle) thwarts his plan to steal a groundbreaking invention, he is kidnapped on Blackbeard's island. There, the real danger will come into full view. Collects all 9 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. **Full OUT.**

- **6670433 CORONET BLUE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. From the creator and cult great Larry Cohen comes this 1967 suspenseful espionage show starring Frank Converse as Michael Alden, an amnesiac double agent in search of his true identity. Co-stars Joe Silver. Guest stars in the thirteen episodes include Alan Alda, Candice Bergen, David Carradine, Dick Clark, and more. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. **Full OUT.**

- **5891890 THE BIG VALLEY, VOLUME ONE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. In the 1860s in California, the Barkley family stands proud above the Western frontier. They're back for these 15 Season Two episodes, facing more dangers and extended dangers of the Old West from corrupt officials and dangerous outlaws to hidden secrets and unspoken desires. Starring Barbara Stanwyck, Lee Majors, and Linda Evans. CC. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. **20th Century Fox. $3.95.**

- **6652101 CLONIDKE: Widescreen.** From executive producer and co-creator Scott comes a three-part mini-series that follows Bill and Epstein, two childhood friends who flock to the gold rush capital in the untamed Yukon Territory. Stars Richard Madcliff, Abbe Cornish, Tim Roth, and Sam Shepard. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. **Cinedigm. $1.95.**

- **6899188 THE MONROES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. After an accident takes their parents from them, the orphaned Monroes must fight to survive in the treacherous lands of Wyoming. Over their experiences, they learn that the unbreakable bonds of family and friendship can withstand the harshest trials that frontier life has to offer. Stars Barbara Hershey and Michael Anderson Jr. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93. **Full OUT.**

- **6652300 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. One of the longest-running Westerns in broadcast history, the captivating anthology series is revived for a thrilling Season Two cooperation between the West and the East. Over 29 rollicking episodes. Stanley Andrews is “The Old Ranger,” introducing adventures full of valiant heroes, hard-bitten outlaws, trusty steeds and expansive vistas. In B&W. **Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99.**

- **6710105 BRANDED: Season One.** Chuck Comors plays Captain Jason McCord, West Point graduate and cavalry officer. The sole survivor of an Apache Indian massacre, he is ordered to lead a detachment in the Arizona desert. Over 13 episodes. In Color and B&W. **Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $34.98.**

**TV Westerns**

- **6691587 THE GAMBLER COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its uniquely realistic, down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Alphonso Beck, Don Matheson, and more. Over 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. **Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97.**

- **587110X BONANZA, VOLUME 1: The Official Fifth Season.** Fullscreen. From side-splitting comedies to tense dramas and tender love stories, this well-loved TV western remains one of the most popular frontier-style entertainments. Stars Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan Blocker and Michael Landon as the Cartwrights in digital remastered episodes. In B&W. **Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **5871113 BONANZA, VOLUME 2: The Official Third Season.** Fullscreen. Home is on the range for the Cartwright men (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon), and you'll feel right at home with these 16 episodes. America's favorite family is back in the saddle for brutal droughts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. **Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **5872105 BONANZA, VOLUME 4: The Official Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. Fess Parker is back as the legendary frontiersman in all 19 episodes of Season Four. Through Parker's deep character, Bono now remains a symbol of adventure, home spun wisdom, and can-do attitude captures the best of both the pioneer spirit and the American ideal. Bono's adventures and Darby Hinton. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95.**

- **5872108 BONANZA, VOLUME 5: The Official Seventh Season.** Fullscreen. Bono remains a symbol of adventure, home spun wisdom and Do-It-Yourself heroism. Bono now remains a symbol of adventure, home spun wisdom, can-do attitude captures the best of both the pioneer spirit and the American ideal. Bono's adventures and Darby Hinton. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95.**

- **5919172 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season.** Inspired by John Wayne's Wagon Master, this well-crafted western throws into beautiful scenery, action and adventure the adventures of the Cartwrights (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan Blocker and Michael Landon)—tales that bring together plenty of inspirational drama, poignant storylines and thrilling episodes that are digitally remastered and even twisting mysteries. Collects 15 digitally remastered Season Seven episodes. English SDH. **Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **5922856 LONE WOLF AND CUB.** Fullscreen. Tokyo Shock. **SOLD OUT.**


- **6546000 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its uniquely realistic, down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Alphonso Beck, Don Matheson, and more. Over 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. **Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.93.**

- **5871103 BONANZA, VOLUME 3: The Official Fourth Season.** Fullscreen. Home is on the range for the Cartwright men (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon), and you'll feel right at home with these 16 episodes. America's favorite family is back in the saddle for brutal droughts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. **Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **5871111 BONANZA, VOLUME 2: The Official Third Season.** Fullscreen. Home is on the range for the Cartwright men (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon), and you'll feel right at home with these 16 episodes. America's favorite family is back in the saddle for brutal droughts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. **Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **6461000 THE CHSHOLMS: Complete TV Series.** Fullscreen. Swindled out of their Virginia property, the Chisholm's, led by parents Hekenham, Phyllis Coates, and James Best, William Shalffert, Jean Cooper and others. In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97. **$17.95.**

- **633262X THE GAMBLER COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Kenny Rogers brings all of his charisma to the role of Bono, the frontier hero in The Gambler, the original classic inspired by the hit song, plus two more feature-length sequels, The Gambler: The Longest Day and The Gambler: The Legend Continues. Also includes the bonus feature Coward of the County. Also stars Bruce Boxleitner, Linda Evans, Linda Gray, Dean Stockwell, Charles Durning, and George Kennedy. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.93. **$14.95.**
**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

**6892753 STAR TREK-THE ORIGINAL SERIES: Season Three. Fullscreen. The greatest space opera ever to grace your TV screen soars back into adventure with all 24 brilliantly remastered episodes of Season Three. Packaged in a stylish, collector's case, these intergalactic adventures are joined by bonus features including the original pilot episode The Cage; collectible data cards; and more. In Color and B&W. Over 22 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $84.98.**

**5916240 THE X-FILES-SUPER SOLDIERS: Mythology Collection. Fullscreen. Fifteen episodes from Seasons Three, Four, and Five come together to create an essential piece of Chris Carter's visionary and intricately woven mythology story arc. When aliens abduct agents Mulder and Scully, a 50-year-old yearning for personal genetics program designed to breed Super Soldiers who are virtually unstoppable. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

**6736645 HELMICK GROVE: Season One. Widescreen. The brutal sleeping of a teenage girl sends the townspersons of Helmick Grove into a desperate search for the killer. But this sleepy community soon finds itself living a nightmare as monstrous secrets are revealed. This is from all. Executive produced by horror master Eli Roth and starring Famke Janssen and Bill Skarsgard. Rated TV-MA. CC. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.93.**

**6871453 SLIDERS: The First Season. Fullscreen. Quinn (Jerry O'Connell) has created a device that opens a wormhole to an infinite number of parallel universes where history has taken different paths. His first trip goes awry, standing his friends in parallel universes. Now they must travel from one alternate reality to another in hope of finding their way home. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal.**

**6548712 ABDUCTION: The X-Files Mythology. Fullscreen. Fifteen episodes from Seasons One, Two and Three come together as one piece of Chris Carter's visionary and intricate story arc. Ever since witnessing the abduction of his sister, Fox Mulder has been obsessed with finding the truth. The more he travels through one wormhole to another, the more the abduction stories seem to be personal to something in his past. CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox.**

**6653636 SLASHER: Season One. Widescreen. When Sarah Bennett (Katie McGrath) returns to her hometown small town, she finds herself the centerpiece in a series of horrifying copycat murders based on the grisly killings of her parents. As the murders escalate, long-buried secrets are revealed, making everyone, including herself, a suspect. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on two DVDs.**

**7346129 NEVERWHERE: Season One. Widescreen. Neil Gaiman’s miniseries brings viewers to an ambitious vision and intricately woven “Mythology” to one piece of Chris Carter's series, which has been easy for lost American astronaut John Crichton (Ben Browder), the escaped alien prisoner who is his friends, or their living ship, Moya, but the ride is about to get wilder than ever. Filled with strange creatures, bizarre twists, interdimensional, tragic losses and great loves, all 22 Season Three episodes are collected here. CC. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. ADV Films.**

**6703034 STARGATE SG-1: The Complete Season 8. Widescreen. Stargate is an intergalactic gateway, developed by an ancient civilization, that links our planet to other solar systems. In these adventures, a mission to Titan (Richard Dean Anderson) leads his team into another series of interstellar peace-keeping missions. CC. Nearly 15 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox.**

**5389029 FARSCAPE: Season 2. Fullscreen. Follow John Crichton and the crew of Moya on a journey to places they never knew existed and into dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irrelevant humor, this sci-fi favorite has no equal. Collects all 25 episodes. Stars Ben Browder, Claudia and Artie Ashmore) as they pursue new missions and adventures as he continues to travel from universe to universe in the complete third season of Sliders, all 25 episodes. Also stars Sabrina Lloyd, John Rhys-Davis, and Cleavant Derricks. CC. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $26.98.**

**6758088 BITTEN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Elena and David Calavet, bent on bloody revenge, hunt for the masterminds of the Mutt Upholster. As they close in on their target, a more sinister and deadly force draws them into a dangerous and frightening world of vampires. Stars Bitsie Tulloch, Mark Moses, and Missy Peregrym. CC. Over 18 hours on three DVDs. E One.**

**6665071 FROM DUSK TILL DAWN: Season Two. Widescreen. Santanico and Richie are now partners in crime. They and Kate are scraping by from the border, and Freddie Gonzalez is protecting his wife and daughter in the suburbs. For all of them, the generalint of San Pedro is yet to come. All 10 Season Two episodes, plus a bonus mini-script of Season Two Episode One. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. E One.**

**6646018 THE TWILIGHT ZONE, VOL. 7.**

Between shadow and substance lies The Twilight Zone, the most haunting and beloved anthology sci-fi/horror series ever developed. Windy City Comics has four classic Twilight Zone episodes: Perchance to Dream; The Hitch-Hiker; King Nine Will Not Return; and Shadow Play. In B&W. 100 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$3.96**
6242205 THE LUCY SHOW: The Official First Season. Fullscreen. Television’s favorite redhead returns with all 26 laugh-filled adventures from Season Four—all in color! This season, the scampish Lucy Carmichael relocates to Southern California, only to discover that her banker-nemesis, Mr. Mooney (Gale Gordon), has done the same.

6581781 THE LITTLE RASCALS: The Best Of Our Gang/Superstars of Our Gang. Spanky, Buckwheat and all the Little Rascals at their hilarious best in these two programs: The Best Of Our Gang and Superstars Of Our Gang. Contains ten complete, beautifully restored classics, offered in color for the first time.

599280X THE LUCY SHOW: The Official Second Season. Fullscreen. All 26 side-splitting episodes from Season Three are presented in color, featuring the Queen of TV comedy as surburban mom Lucy Carmichael. This season, she squares off with Theodore J. Mooney (Gale Gordon), the stubborn bank president who controls her finances—but who always manages to fall into Lucy’s schemes.

4685110 THE LUCY SHOW: The Official Third Season. Fullscreen. All 26 side-splitting episodes from Season Three are presented in color, featuring the Queen of TV comedy as surburban mom Lucy Carmichael. This season, she squares off with Theodore J. Mooney (Gale Gordon), the stubborn bank president who controls her finances—but who always manages to fall into Lucy’s schemes.

5686643 MR. SHOW: The Complete First and Second Seasons. All ten episodes of seasons one and two of the HBO late-night sketch-comedy series are brought together in this brilliant pop-cultural stream of consciousness. Bob Odenkirk and David Cross form the best double-act in the business, using comedy to bear in this cutting-edge show that opens creepy side-splitting episodes from Season Three are offered in color for the first time. Also includes ten bonus DVD presentations of their color TV work.

4696808 THE LUCY SHOW: The Official First Season. Fullscreen. Television’s favorite redhead returns with all 26 laugh-filled adventures from Season Four—all in color! This season, the scampish Lucy Carmichael relocates to Southern California, only to discover that her banker-nemesis, Mr. Mooney (Gale Gordon), has done the same.

6916643 MR. SHOW: The Complete First and Second Seasons. All ten episodes of seasons one and two of the HBO late-night sketch-comedy series are brought together in this brilliant pop-cultural stream of consciousness. Bob Odenkirk and David Cross form the best double-act in the business, using comedy to bear in this cutting-edge show that opens creepy side-splitting episodes from Season Three are offered in color for the first time. Also includes ten bonus DVD presentations of their color TV work.

Scifi TV

5600049 GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Beach boys, island-dwelling castaways, and a mysterious series that remains one of the most frequently aired programs ever–this time in color! In 32 episodes, the three-hour tour remains comically entertaining, and keeps the beaches bare but safe from slimeballs, scumbags, and anyone wearing more than a thong. Gathered together are 21 episodes from Seasons 2 and 3. Eight hours on three double-sided DVDs. Fullscreen. English SDH.

563668X YEARS AND DAYS. confirming that he is anything but ordinary. Six episodes. English SDH.

3651770 THE JEFF FOXWORTHY SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. With Jeff’s show ending, you’ll love Jerry Foxworthy in his first TV show! The comedic star as a hardworking husband and father who, alongside his loving wife, life filled with hilarious and double-wide laughs. Featuring Bill Engvall and Hayes Joel Osment, all 41 episodes of the ’90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laughs. Over 15 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

$9.96
TV Comedy

6633633 THE JEFFERSONS: The Complete Second Season. Return to that 'de-luxe apartment in the sky' and visit drying-clean king George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley), his no-nonsense wife Louise "Weezy" (Isabel Sanford), sassy maid Florence (Marla Gibb) and acid-tongued matriarch Mother Jefferson. With all 24 Season Two episodes from this beloved sitcom classic. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Columbia. $5.95

5980917 MY NAME IS EARL: The Complete Season Four. Widescreen. Meet Earl, a lovable loser with a hilarious laundry list of deeds that need undoing. His quest to right the wrongs of his life continues with all 27 Season Four episodes, as Earl's brother Randy starts checking off a list of his own, and Earl's ex-wife Joy moves from the trailer park to the suburbs. Stars Jason Lee and Jaime Pressly. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. $14.98

5997245 BOSOM BUDDIES: The First Season. Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tom Hanks) and Henry (Peter Scolari) work at an advertising agency with their friend Amy (Wendie Jo Sperber). After their apartment is condemned, they sell up their hotel for women. After discovering how cheap the rent is, they disguise themselves as ‘Buffy’ and ‘Hildegard’ and move in. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Nearly eight hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $3.95


5598794 MCHALE’S NAVY: 20 Timeless Episodes. Fullscreen. Collects 20 timeless episodes of ABC’s must-see comedy classic starring such front-line talents as Ernest Borgnine (Lt. Commander McHale), comic genius Tim Conway (Ensign Parker), and the one-of-a-kind comic talent of Joe Flynn (Captain Binghamton). Eight hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. $10.95

6862640 NURSE JACKIE: Season Seven. Widescreen. The twisted and darkly funny series returns for a seventh season with Edie Falco as Jackie Peyton. Nurse Jackie faces her biggest challenge yet, as the whole truth about her addiction is seemingly out to everyone. The stakes have never been higher, and the question is, can the world’s toughest nurse save herself? Includes all Season Seven episodes. CC. Over five hours on three DVDs. Lions Gate. $9.95

6862632 NURSE JACKIE: Season Six. Edie Falco returns as Jackie Peyton for a sixth season of the acclaimed series. Jackie realizes sobriety is the ultimate cover for getting high, and now she’s saving lives at work, taking care of her kids, and her boyfriend is loving the new her. But what goes up must come down. Includes all Season Six episodes. CC. Over five hours on three DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

1835351 WINGS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. For eight great seasons, the Hackett brothers (Tim Daly and Steven Weber),, their wifey,(Lauren Tewes,) and their kid,(Joan Cusack) have been raising the ceiling on sitcom comedy with some of the most laugh-out-loud laughs of our time. With the medium. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $49.95

6933540 THE ERNIE KOVACS COLLECTION. This collection features six DVDs and over 13 hours of programs that span the all too brief but brilliant television career of this hugely influential comic artist, from his earliest local morning shows in Philadelphia through his later shows and the ABC specials that represented the peak of his offbeat humor and creative experimentation with the medium. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $49.95

7598734 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This silicone-ineparable Bob Newhart as Dr. Robert Hartley, a Chicago psychiatrist who finds himself surrounded by unusual and neurotic characters on the job, as well as in his off-duty hours. Over 142 episodes, as 40-page collectible booklet, gag reel, P-H-L-O-T #1, and more. CC. 53 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99 $79.95

6641733 ONE FOOT IN THE GRAVE. Season 6. Fullscreen. When the grim reaper is finally knocking at Victor Medeiro’s door, he had better be prepared to listen—because this cantankerous retiree has plenty to say. Collects all six episodes of this hilarious British show’s final season. Stars Richard Wilson and Annette Crosbie. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $34.98 $9.95

6800017 ONE DAY AT A TIME: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. From Norman Lear, the creator who gave us all in the Family, Maude: The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It follows the wacky exploits of veteran seaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. 86 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.99 $99.95

455311X MCHALE’S NAVY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Climb aboard the PT-73 and set a course for classic television comedy with all 183 must-watch episodes of this lovable 1960s classic. Set in World War II, ‘M*A*S*H’ follows the wacky exploits of veteran seaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. 86 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.99 $99.95

6741492 MIKE & MOLLY: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The irresistibly funny Billy Gardell and Melissa McCarthy play a cop and schoolteacher who discover an offbeat humor and creative experimentation with the medium. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $49.95

6452280 ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series. Few television shows have left as enduring a footprint on American popular culture as Norman Lear’s groundbreaking classic. Presenting here in its entirety, it looks like the state of the world through the eyes of an argumentative but loving family and gave us some of the most fully dimentional characters in TV history including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria; Stars Carson O’Connor, Jean Stapleton, Rob Reiner, and Sally Struthers. CC. 105 hours on twenty-eight DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99 $169.95

6641456 ANYTHING BUT LOVE, ANYTHING BUT LOVE, VOLUME ONE. Fullscreen. Can best be described as the most entertaining family comedy series about one family ever presented ever. Combines all 27 episodes. CC. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $7.95

A TOUCH OF FROST: Collection 1. Fullscreen. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Jack Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble, in one of Britain’s most successful detective series. Collection One includes Care and Protection; A Minority of One; and Widows and Orphans. Five hours on 3 DVDs. MIP. $4.95

A TOUCH OF FROST: Collection 2. Fullscreen. Five hours on 3 DVDs. MIP. $4.95

ARThER & GEEORGE. Widescreen. Martin Clunes stars as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and John Nettles as Dr. John H. Holmes, in a real-life case that inspired the great author to put down his pen and turn detective. Outraged by injustice to an Anglo-Indian soldier, Doyle uses the methods of his own fictional detective to get to the truth. Also stars Charles Edwards and PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $9.95

MIDSOms MURDERS: Series 2. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in four mysteries: Death’s Shadow; Strangerer: The Wood; Dead Man Eleven; and Blood Will Out. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99. $29.95

MIDSOms MURDERS: Series 1. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99. $29.95

TV Classics

LETHAL SEAS: NOVA. Widescreen. A deadly recipe threatens the survival of countless creatures throughout the Earth’s oceans. Follow scientists who are seeking solutions and making breakthrough discoveries, including a unique coral garden in Fiji. NOVA offers a glimpse of what the seas could be like in a half-century. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

BUILDING CHERNOBYL’S MEGATOMB: NOVA. Widescreen. In 1986, a reactor exploded at the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, releasing 400 times more radioactivity than the Hiroshima bomb. Now, an international team of engineers is racing the clock to assemble one of the most ambitious structures ever built. This is the inside story of the race to build Chernoby’s RF

SOLD OUT


WIDE SCREEN. HBO.


WIDE SCREEN. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99.

WIDE SCREEN. HBO.

WIDE SCREEN. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99.

WIDE SCREEN. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99.

WIDE SCREEN. Forensic

WIDE SCREEN. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99.

WIDE SCREEN. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries: The Killings at Badger’s Drift; Written in Blood; Death of a Folkman, Faithful Unto Death, and Death in Disguise. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99.
THE CENTRAL PARK FIVE.

THE CRIMSON FIELD.

THE STORY OF CATS: Imagination & the Quest for Meaning.

TESLA: Visionary or Madman?

VICTORIA: The Complete Second Season. This landmark dramatic series, which depicts the reign of Queen Victoria, follows the lives and loves of the British royal family and the political elite of Victorian England. It tells the story of Victoria’s rise to power, her personal life, and the events that shaped her reign. The second season continues the story of Victoria’s reign, exploring her relationship with her husband, Prince Albert, and her influence on British politics. It also delves into the personal lives of the royal family and the political and social changes of the time. 7 hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

INDIAN SUMMERS: The Complete First Season. Widescren. Julie Walters stars as the glamorous hostess of an English social club in the twilight era of British rule in India. The story explores the collision of the high-living English ruling class with the local people, capturing an era when the Old Order was on the march, and the British failure to communicate with the people led to theeward of 70s and 80s. 7 hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

SAVANNA: Journey Across Africa. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

FLORA. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

AFRICA’S GREAT SOLDIERS: A History of the African Military. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

VICTORIA & ALFRED: A Royal Romance. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

PHILIP: The Duke of Edinburgh. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

JACQUELINE: The Final Years. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

BEN FRANKLIN’S BALLOONS. NOVA. Widescreen. The adventure of human flight didn’t begin with the Wright brothers at Kitty Hawk but with the daring inventors and aeronauts in 18th-century Paris. To explore their extraordinary innovations, NOVA builds a highly accurate replica of one of the earliest hot air balloons and takes it to the Grand Palais, Paris. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

CANCER: The Emperor of All Maladies. Widescreen. Tells the complete story of cancer, from its first description in an ancient Egyptian scroll to the gleaming laboratories of modern research institutions. This film includes intimate stories about contemporary patients and an investigation into the scientific thought that may have, brought us, at long last, to the brink of cures. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

AFRICA: The Story of a Continent. Widescreen. This epic two-part event, journeying across the globe to track down the origins of these diverse creatures. From Asia to Africa and then to Australia where the story of our evolution is told at closer range. The film takes you into the world of the felines unique, and the evolutionary tricks and adaptations that truly define a cat. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

CIVILIZATIONS. Widescreen. A journey through time and space, 30 years to be authorized by the Egyptian government to examine the pyramids, the global team of ScanPyramids explored large portion of the pyramid for two years. In an extraordinary journey through time and space, 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

AFRICA: THE STORY OF ANIMALS. Widescreen. PBS. 30 years to be authorized by the Egyptian government to examine the pyramids, the global team of ScanPyramids explored large portion of the pyramid for two years. In an extraordinary journey through time and space, 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CIVILIZATIONS. A journey through history, how mythe impacts our lives. This program explores the collision of the high-living English ruling class with the local people, capturing an era when the Old Order was on the march, and the British failure to communicate with the people led to theeward of 70s and 80s. 7 hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

FLORA. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

AFRICA’S GREAT SOLDIERS: A History of the African Military. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

VICTORIA & ALFRED: A Royal Romance. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

PHILIP: The Duke of Edinburgh. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

JACQUELINE: The Final Years. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

BEN FRANKLIN’S BALLOONS. NOVA. Widescreen. The adventure of human flight didn’t begin with the Wright brothers at Kitty Hawk but with the daring inventors and aeronauts in 18th-century Paris. To explore their extraordinary innovations, NOVA builds a highly accurate replica of one of the earliest hot air balloons and takes it to the Grand Palais, Paris. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

CANCER: The Emperor of All Maladies. Widescreen. Tells the complete story of cancer, from its first description in an ancient Egyptian scroll to the gleaming laboratories of modern research institutions. This film includes intimate stories about contemporary patients and an investigation into the scientific thought that may have, brought us, at long last, to the brink of cures. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95
**Blu-ray**

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

6899226 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: Season Three. widescreen. After a surprise attack on Earth leaves millions dead, Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) and the crew of the Enterprise swear to find those responsible. The Kirk, along the way they travel to the year 2042 to fend off mysterious Sphere-Builders and even meet their own descendants due to a wormhole. Also stars Janet Leigh, Peter Cook, and Dudley Moore. Nearly 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $24.99

6955794 AUSTRALIA. widescreen. An English aristocrat (Nicole Kidman) travels to Australia just before WWII. There she meets a rough-hewn cattle worker (Hugh Jackman) and an enchanting Aboriginal child (Brandon Walters). Together, they embark on a journey across Australia’s unforgiving terrain—a quest that will bring together two people and understand its tragedy, 165 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $1.95

6956538 THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. Boris Karloff reprises his role as the silver screen’s most misunderstood monster who now loves a mate. Continuing exactly where the original left off, the critically acclaimed sequel introduces Dr. Pretorius as a deranged scientist who forces Henry Frankenstein to help him create a companion for the monster. In B&W. English SDH. 75 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6956754 THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Features horror icon Boris Karloff in a legendary performance as the Egyptian deity Imhotep, who is accidentally revived by a team of archaeologists after 3,700 years. Still living, he seeks out an obsessive—and deadly—quest to find his lost love. In B&W. English SDH, 74 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6895080 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Fullscreen. Claude Rains stars as the masked phantom of the Paris Opera House. Following a tragic accident that leaves him disfigured, crazed composer Enique Claudin transforms into a masked phantom who haunts in the spirit of a young soprano Christine Dubois the star of the opera and wreak revenge on those who stole his music. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6895086 CARRIE. widescreen. Chloe Grace Moretz stars as the reimagining of Stephen King’s iconic burner. After merciless taunting from her classmates and abuse from her religious fanatic mother, Carrie’s anger—and her telekinetic powers—are unleashed with dire consequences. English SDH. Rated R. 100 minutes. Universal. $2.95

6895735 WAR AND PEACE. widescreen. Tolstoy’s literary masterpiece comes to life in this epic film classic, nominated for three Academy Awards. A compelling drama of international conflict, spectacular adventure, gripping intrigue and tragic romance, set against the sweeping backdrop of Napoleon’s invasion of Russia. Stars Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, and Mel Ferrer. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Home Video. $5.95

6871186 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2. widescreen. With the emergence of Electro (James Franco) and the threat of the Sinister 6, Peter Parker must confront a foe far more powerful than himself. And as his old friend, Harry Osborn (Dane DeHaan), returns, Peter comes to realize that all of his enemies have one thing in common: Oscorp. Also stars Emma Stone. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 141 minutes. Columbia. $3.95

6572197 THOSE DARING YOUNG MEN IN THEIR JAUNTY HAT. A Tony Curtis double feature! He delivers his unforgettable performance as Jacques Brel, a French singer and actor, and his artistic and action-packed romp a zany, takeover-all car rally. Others stars include Janet Leigh, Peter Cook, and Dudley Moore. Nearly 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $19.95

6572162 GORILLAS IN THE MIST. widescreen. Charts the inspiring true story of young anthropologist Diane Fossey (Sigourney Weaver), who travels to Africa to study gorillas. As her interest grows into a passion, not even her lover (Bryan Brown) can stop her from risking her life to save the majestic creature, from poachers and animal for 1988 Academy Awards. It tells the story of young ant hropologist Di ane Fossey, a high-end call girl who’s forced to leave the capital city after being targeted by a team of security robots as installed as the new protectors from a deadly combination of errant bolt of lightning short circuits the main security system. It also features Academy Award Winner Peter Fonda, as a high schooler who finds himself in a life or death situation desperate for cash, he accepts a convoluted and kung fu expert, offers help to police find the killer and put him behind bars, in return for his own freedom. The case goes from dangerous to deadly when the killer threatens the woman Xa in Cambodia by the Red Chinese and Hong Kong, methodically executing top members of the Communist Party. Also stars Anthony Eden, Rosalind Russell. English SDH. 101 minutes. Miles Well Go USA. $1.95

6551230 ANDROID COP. widescreen. A high-tech adjustable robot is brought into the world of futuristic New York City. The robo-police operates as the new breed of protectors from the city, by the kingpin trio of the city inhabited by a diseased stricken populace. Together they disguise as humans in order to sneak inside and attempt to stop the illness. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

6790905 DANCES WITH WOLVES. 20th Anniversary Special Edition. Kevin Costner stars and directs this winner of seven Academy Awards. It tells the story of Lieutenant Dunbar, a Civil War hero who befriends a Sioux tribe while stationed at a decade and a half later, he visits the same area and is surrounded by the Sioux. This special edition includes a second Blu-ray with nearly an hour of additional scenes. English SDH. Four hours. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6560553 PROMETHEUS. widescreen. The earlier Returns of Xenomorph from this epic adventure. A team of scientists travels to a remote corner of the universe in search of a mysterious creature is not known to exist in the universe. It is a terrifying threat capable of destroying all mankind. Stars Noomi Rapace, Charlize Theron. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

6714483 SPACEBALLS. widescreen. The sequel to Mel Brooks’ laugh-out-loud parody of Star Wars. The fearless—and clueless—Lone Star (Bill Pullman) and his half-human, half-dog son, Archibald, return to save a princess (Daphne Zuniga) from the evil clutches of Dark Helmet (Rick Moranis). English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. MGM. $4.95

6843933 CAT RUN. widescreen. Paz Vega stars as a high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Harrowing key evidence to a scandalous government cover-up, she must rely on two bumbling private detectives to see her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH 107 minutes. Universal. $3.95

6884393 31. Rob Zombie’s latest follows five carnival workers who are kidnapped and forced to participate in a violent game, the goal of which is to survive twelve hours against a gang of sadistic clowns. Welcome to 31. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**PBS**


6821016 16 FOR ’16: THE CANDIDATES. widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $33.95.


675791X NORTH KOREA’S DEADLY DICTATOR. widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99.

675777Q POLDARK REVEALED. PBS. Pub. at $24.99.


5826314 VISIONS OF BRITAIN & IRELAND. widescreen. PRICE CUT TO $19.95.


**Showgirls: 15th Anniversary Edition.** widescreen. Paul Verhoeven’s steamy classic, now on Blu-Ray! When rising Vegas star Nomi (Elizabeth Berkley) catches the eye of Cristal (Gina Gershon), the Starbuck’s server with dreams of Mambo, it becomes clear that Nomi’s voice is closer than ever before. But there’s room for only one starlet on the marque—anyone else must be brought down. Rated NC-17. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $7.95.
**Bluray**

658513 DISCLOSURE. Widescreen. After rejecting the advances of his new boss (Demi Moore), Tom Sanders (Michael Douglas) finds himself charged with sexual harassment. His fight to clear his name will lead him into the cyberworld of his company’s new virtual reality for-hire service. The truth of his conspiracy will be revealed. Rated R. English SDH. 131 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

6924239 RED. Widescreen. Frank (Bruce Willis) is a former black ops CIA agent living a quiet life. One day a hit squad shows up to kill him. With his identity compromised, Frank reassembles his old team—Joe (Morgan Freeman), Marvin (John Malkovich) and Victoria (Helen Mirren) and sets out to prove that they still have a few tricks up their sleeves. English, English SDH. 111 minutes. $4.95

9624176 THE MECHANIC. Widescreen. Jason Statham is Arthur Bishop—the mechanic—an elite assassin with a unique talent for eliminating targets with deadly skill and total emotional detachment. But when his mentor and friend Harry (Donald Sutherland) is murdered, Bishop takes on a personal assignment to track down his killer. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. $4.95

692908 BLACK SEA. Widescreen. A rogue submarine captain (Jude Law) pulls together a misfit crew to go after a sunken treasure rumored to be lost in the depths of the Black Sea. As greed and desperation take control on board their claustrophobic vessel, the increasing uncertainty of the mission causes the men to turn on each other. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. English, English SDH. One. $4.95

679071 THE DELTA FORCE/LONE WOLF McQUADE/CODE OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Three Chuck Norris favorites! He and Lee Marvin make up The Delta Force, sent to save hostages from hijackers. He’s Texas Ranger J.J. McQuade in Lone Wolf McQuade, taking on an arms-smuggling ring. Jason Statham is the cool of Agent 007 as he battles the mysterious Dr. No, a scientific genius bent on destroying the U.S. space program. English, English SDH. 110 minutes. Ratings vary. $4.95

691743 GNOEMO & JULIET. Widescreen. Caught up in a feud between neighbors, Gnomeo must overcome as many obstacles as their namesakes. But with flambouyant pink flamingos and epic lawn mower races, can this young couple find lasting happiness? Featuring music from Sir Elton John, and the voice talents of Emily Blunt, James McAvoy, and Sir Michael Caine. English, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 84 minutes. $4.95

691819 EYE IN THE SKY. Widescreen. Combines an all-star cast with a powerful story ripped out of today’s headlines. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Adults only. $5.95

682336 PIGGY. Widescreen. When the intruder’s presence the sadistic stranger and takes refuge in their attic. Unaware of his family and his people, Vlad makes a bargain that gives him the strength of 100 men and the speed of a falling star, but brings with him an insatiable thirst for human blood. Starring Luke Evans. English, English SDH. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Universal. $4.95

671436 THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY. Directed by Joseph Mankiewicz and starring Charlie Chaplin and Ingrid Bergman, this is the story of a 16th century artist, the great Michelangelo, as he paints one of the most famous paintings of all time, the Sistine Chapel ceiling. This is a story of love, passion, religion, and art. In English, English SDH. 120 minutes. $5.95

968820 THELMA & LOUISE. Widescreen. Susan Sarandon and Geena Davis star as accidental outlaws on a desperate flight across the Southwest after a tragic incident at a roadside bar. It’s an empowering, personal odyssey with a determined detective (Harvey Keitel) on their trail, a sweet-talking hitchhiker (Brad Pitt) in their path and a string of crimes in their wake. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. $5.95


695512 DRACULA UNTOLD. Widescreen. Witness the origin story of one of the most captivating figures in all of literature, the beginning of the legend of Dr.acula. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Universal. $4.95

696179 THE BOSS. Widescreen. Melissa McCarthy stars as Michelle Darnell, a Titan of industry who is sent to prison for insider trading. After doing her time, she emerges, ready to relaunch herself as America’s latest sweetheart, but not everyone she steamrolls is so quick to forgive and forget. Also stars Kristen Bell. English, English SDH. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. 105 minutes. Universal. $5.95

695272 MIRRORED. Widescreen. One of the world’s most beloved fairy tales gets a fresh and hilarious twist. Featuring a team of visual effects artists, MIRRORED is a fast-paced action thriller that features the voice talents of Emily Blunt, James Mcavoy, and Sir Michael Caine. English, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Universal. $5.95

681199X A PASSAGE TO INDIA. Widescreen. Directed David Lean adapts E.M. Forster’s novel of political tensions in colonial India. Judy Davis stars as Adela Quested, a plucky young woman who travels from England with the free-spirited Mrs. Moore (Peggy Ashcroft) to embark on an ill-fated journey into the mysterious Marabar Caves. Also stars Alec Guinness. English, English SDH. 164 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

685857 VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA. Widescreen. Join the crew of the U.S.S. NUMARK on the greatest submarine adventure ever filmed! Walter Pidgeon, Barbara Eden, Peter Lorre and Joan Fontaine star in a sci-fi classic that’s flooded with deep sea perils, intrepid acts—and one very large octopus. English, English SDH. 106 minutes. Warner Home Video. $7.95

682053 THE VIRGINIAN. Widescreen. Raised by powerful cattle baron Judge Roy (Ben Johnson) and his daughter Virginia, Jack has lived his life as a rancher with bravery and steely determination. But after meeting a pretty new schoolteacher, Sarah, Jack realizes that the Judge’s outlandish plans for his future have raised more questions than answers. Now Jack must choose whether to follow his true calling or to pursue his heart’s desires. In English, English SDH. 106 minutes. $9.95

698127 THE GIFT. Widescreen. A psychological thriller that asks the question, “Can I trust you given the life having never wronged anyone?” A young married couple’s life is going as planned until a chance run-in with an old acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. Stars Jason Bateman and Woman, and Rebecca Hall. English, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 99 minutes. Universal. $4.95

6931456 BIGFOOT: The Lost Coast Tapes. Widescreen. When a hunter claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist stakes his comeback–and the lives of his documentary film crew–on proving the find to be true. The truth turns out, is much more terrifying. Stars Drew Rausch and Ashley Wood. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Xlarator Media. $3.95

6931456 THE ASSASSIN. Blu-ray. Directed by Master Director Hou Hsiao-hsien’s long awaited return to the screen master director’s all-time favorite, a masterful character study of Yi E Ninniang (Shu Qi), a General’s daughter, who, in order to save her family and his people, Vlad makes a bargain that gives him the strength of 100 men and the speed of a falling star, but brings with him an insatiable thirst for human blood. Starring Luke Evans. English, English SDH. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Universal. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
### Blu-ray

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Producer</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASSASSINATION.</strong>  Wide-screen. A group of exiled rebels are planning a hit on an Army Commander in Japanese-occupied Korea, but the only killer for the job is in prison. Now, the resistance must devise a jailbreak, escape a prison, and discover which of them is a traitor. Directed by Choi Dong-Hoon. In Korean with English subtitles. Unrated. 135 minutes. Well Go USA.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BIG TRAIL.</strong>  Wide-screen. In the western that made him a star, John Wayne plays Breck Coleman, a courageous young scoundrel. Calling himself &quot;The Cowboy,&quot; John Wayne plays Breck Coleman, a courageous young scoundrel who falls in love with a beautiful woman while working on a cattle drive during the late 19th century.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEASON OF THE WITCH.</strong>  Wide-screen. Nicolas Cage and Ron Perlman star in this supernatural action adventure that tells the tale of a veteran ex-marine and his fellow soldier, tasked with transporting a woman accused of being a witch to a remote monastery. It should be a simple mission, but the warriors discover that their transportation is not as easily managed as they hoped.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pretty Peaches I/Taboo I.</strong>  Wide-screen. Sequels to a provocative classic. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McDermott (Kevin James) embarks on a twisted quest to discover her true nature and to uncover the forbidden desires that continue to haunt him. When Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread, inclusion of the furs and Blu-ray versions. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUDS Yurdin.</strong>  Wide-screen. A story of a sexually curious girl named Pretty Peaches (about a sexually curious girl named Pretty Peaches). She leads a group of women who are determined to uncover the secrets of the community and to bring down a suspected drug lord.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pretty Peaches II/Taboo II.</strong>  Wide-screen. A sequel to the provocative classic. The forbidden desires continue to haunt Pretty Peaches (Kay Parker), and she and her friends must uncover the secrets of the community and to bring down a suspected drug lord.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pretty Peaches III/Taboo III.</strong>  Wide-screen. Sequels to a provocative classic. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McDermott (Kevin James) embarks on a twisted quest to discover her true nature and to uncover the forbidden desires that continue to haunt him. When Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread, inclusion of the furs and Blu-ray versions. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DVDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Producer</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unfinished Business.</strong>  Widescreen. A comedy about a successful businessman who mustrect a kidnapping plot when their friend (Maria Rohm) becomes the target of a sinister plot. Rated R. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>House of 1,000 Dolls.</strong>  Wide-screen. Two illusionists, Felix Mandelevitch (Vincent Price) and his wife Rebecca (Martha Hyer), help abduct female victims with their magic tricks for an international ring of white slave traders. While on vacation, he meets a businessman (George Nader) and his wife (Anne Smyrner) are drawn into a kidnapping plot when their friend (Maria Rohm) becomes the target of a sinister plot. Rated R. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closure.</strong>  Widescreen. In this psychological thriller, a family is threatened by a mysterious figure who haunts their home. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perfect Stranger.</strong>  Widescreen. A romantic drama about a woman who must confront her past and her secrets in order to find true love. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taboo.</strong>  Widescreen. A sequel to the provocative classic. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McDermott (Kevin James) embarks on a twisted quest to discover her true nature and to uncover the forbidden desires that continue to haunt him. When Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread, inclusion of the furs and Blu-ray versions. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Burning Bed.</strong>  Widescreen. Francine (Farrah Fawcett) marries herself a young woman and then is given over to the care of a school social worker. As the days pass, she becomes increasingly desperate and violent.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I Am Memory.</strong>  Widescreen. A young amnesiac; memory loss; 102 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I Am Memory.</strong>  Widescreen. A young amnesiac; memory loss; 102 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Blu-ray/DVD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Studio/Producer</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEASON OF THE WITCH.</strong>  Widescreen. Nicolas Cage and Ron Perlman star in this supernatural action adventure that tells the tale of a veteran ex-marine and his fellow soldier, tasked with transporting a woman accused of being a witch to a remote monastery. It should be a simple mission, but the warriors discover that their transportation is not as easily managed as they hoped.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pretty Peaches III/Taboo III.</strong>  Wide-screen. Sequels to a provocative classic. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McDermott (Kevin James) embarks on a twisted quest to discover her true nature and to uncover the forbidden desires that continue to haunt him. When Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread, inclusion of the furs and Blu-ray versions. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>House of 1,000 Dolls.</strong>  Wide-screen. Two illusionists, Felix Mandelevitch (Vincent Price) and his wife Rebecca (Martha Hyer), help abduct female victims with their magic tricks for an international ring of white slave traders. While on vacation, he meets a businessman (George Nader) and his wife (Anne Smyrner) are drawn into a kidnapping plot when their friend (Maria Rohm) becomes the target of a sinister plot. Rated R. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closure.</strong>  Widescreen. In this psychological thriller, a family is threatened by a mysterious figure who haunts their home. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perfect Stranger.</strong>  Widescreen. A romantic drama about a woman who must confront her past and her secrets in order to find true love. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Blu-ray**

- **687341 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.** Widescreen, Carey Mulligan stars as a headstrong beauty in this sweeping romantic drama based on Thomas Hardy’s literary classic. Mulligan plays Bathsheba Everdene, an independent woman who attracts three different suitors: a humble innkeeper, a dashing soldier, and a prosperous, older bachelor. A timeless story of love, relationships and resilience. English SDH. 119 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

- **685553 EIGHT GODS AND EIGHT WARRIOR.** Widescreen, From acclaimed director Ridley Scott comes the epic tale of one man’s courage to take on the might of an empire. Boasting cutting-edge visual effects, this is the story of Christian Bale, who defies the Pharaoh (Joel Edgerton), setting 400,000 slaves on a monumental journey of escape. English SDH. 150 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

- **685030 HANNIBAL RISING.** Widescreen. This fascinating and terrifying journey into the making of a monster reveals for the first time the metamorphosis of a brilliant medical student into “Hannibal the Cannibal.” Rated R. 121 minutes. All. $5.95

- **672987 THE INCREDIBLE HULK.** Widescreen, Edward Norton as Bruce Banner, a scientist living in the shadows, scours the planet for an antidote to the force of rage within him: the Hulk. But before he can succeed, a creature called the Abomination will force him out into the open. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 113 minutes. UniSOl Editions. $9.95

- **683414 ABSOLUTION.** Widescreen. In confession, a Catholic school student tells Father Goddard (Richard Burton) that he has accidentally murdered his friend and tried to bury him in the forest. Goddard investigates, only to discover the confession was a practical joke. Then, when the boy comes to him again, he brings with him a darker reveal: This time, he’s really gone and done it, and there is a body to prove it. Rated R. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

- **673436 GHOSTBUSTERS SOCKS GIFT SET.** Widescreen. Director Paul Feig revives one of the most beloved comedies with this 2016 reboot starring Melissa McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones, and Chris Hemsworth. Together they bring up one of the biggest urban legends of our time: the invasion of spirits, scops, and slime. This gift set includes a one-size-fits-all pair of socks featuring the iconic “No Ghost” logo. English SDH. 117 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

- **686730 CODE OF SILENCE.** Widescreen, Eddie Dusak (Chuck Norris) is a Chicago detective who plays by his own rules—a dangerous habit, especially when he breaks the force’s “code of silence” to blow the lid off a deadly police cover-up. He becomes a one-man army, waging war on the criminals with his razor-sharp wits and lightning fast karate moves. Rated R. 91 minutes. Code Red. $14.95

- **691897 BLACKBEARD.** Widescreen. In the 18th Century, Blackbeard stood out in a sea of lawless rogues as the most fearsome and notorious seafarer of them all. Discover the true story of pirate Edward Teach—ruthless leader, violent raider, and merciless killer—in this swashbuckling period adventure. Stars Angus MacInery, Jessica Chastain, Stacy Keach, and Richard Chamberlain, Nearly 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

- **691724 CAGED MEN.** Widescreen. Elliott was a loser who robbed a bank only to find himself in a seemingly ideal world of conformity and punishment. His则是 begins to spend time with The Giver, who is the sole keeper of all the community’s memories. Jonas quickly begins to discover the dark and deadly truths of his society’s secret past. English SDH. 97 minutes. E. One. $11.95

- **69302X THE GIVER.** Widescreen. The story of Jonas, a young man who lives in a seemingly ideal world of conformity and punishment. Yet he begins to spend time with The Giver, who is the sole keeper of all the community’s memories. Jonas quickly begins to discover the dark and deadly truths of his society’s secret past. English SDH. 97 minutes. E. One. $3.95

- **5972176 CHINA GIRL.** Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual bombardment. When Teresa is kidnapped, she’s given a dose of the organization’s “love serum” and forced to undergo a series of erotic punishments. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. $21.95

- **5950406 PLATOON.** Widescreen. Winner of four Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, Oliver Stone’s harrowing classic blasts onto Blu-ray. Starring Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe, and Charlie Sheen, it’s a powerful, riveting true story. Based on a true American soldier’s descent into the horrors of the Vietnam War. Rated R. Wide screen. $29.95

- **689004 EXORCIST III: THE HERETIC.** Widescreen. Bizarre nightmares plague Regan MacNeil (Linda Blair) four years after her possession and exorcism. Has the demon returned? And if so, can the combined faith and knowledge of a Vatican priest (Richard Burton) and a hypnotic research specialist (Louise Fletcher) free her from its grasp? Rated R. 114 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

- **6914656 FEMALE CHAUUVINISTS/HOT CONNECTIONS.** Widescreen. Randy MacNeil (Linda Blair) is a gang war to end all gang wars! When his boss and best friend dies, a deranged mobster namedបosSES and their mistresses. One of the mistresses (Shirley MacLaine) turns out to be the woman of his dreams. Directed by Billy Wilder. Includes a 150 page hardcover book. English SDH. In B&W. 120 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

- **6970821 THE OUTLAW.** Fullscreen. The story of the friendship of Billy the Kid (Jack Buetel) and fellow outlaw Doc Holliday (Walter Husston) as they both pursue the affections of Holiday’s girlfriend Rio (Jane Russell), while being chased through the desert by Sheriff Pat Garrett (Thomas Mitchell) and his posse. In B&W. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

- **681432 THE APARTMENT: Limited Edition.** Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards including Best Picture. C.C. “Bud” Baxter (Jack Lemmon) is a long-serving MIS officer whose life—both personal and professional—has just been turned inside out. When his boss and best friend dies, his life is left on his own to deal with a contentious Top Secret file that threatens the sanctity and stability of the entire MIS organization. Also stars Rachel Weisz. English SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.95

- **6951768 PAGE EIGHT. The Johnny Worricer Trilogy, Part 1.** Widescreen. Johnny Worricer (Liam Neeson) is a long-serving MIS officer whose life—both personal and professional—has just been turned inside out. When his boss and best friend dies, his life is left on his own to deal with a contentious Top Secret file that threatens the sanctity and stability of the entire MIS organization. Also stars Rachel Weisz. English SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.95

- **6922589 EATEN ALIVE.** Widescreen. The romp of the survivalist splatter master Umberto Lenzi, offers this graphic, sordid, and extreme gorefest. EurSpleaze hail-of-famers Janet Agren, Ivan Rassmov and Mej Me Lai starring in this insane assemblage of flesh-ripping mayhem, depraved sexual brutality, and even the Jonestown massacre. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

- **669112 THE MAKING OF A LADY.** During her duties as a lady’s companion Emily migrant life is led. Her husband, Accepting his practical if unromantic marriage proposal, Emily finds solace in the company of Walderhurst’s nephew, Anthony. As Anthony leaves to rejoin his regiment, Emily, along with the Osborns, increasingly comes under their control and begins to fear for her life. English SDH. 96 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

- **6863859 VALENTINO.** Widescreen. A flamboyant film fascination based on the life and untimely death of silent screen legend. Before the silent film era, Rudolph Valentino, wonderfully played by Rudolf Nureyev, also stars Leslie Caron, Michelle Phillips, Carol Kane and Peter Vaughan. Rated R. 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **657314 TREASURE BUDDIES.** Widescreen. Disney’s irresistible talking puppies are back for another adventure, venturing halfway across the world to the ruins of a lost city. But as they search for buried treasure, they find a devious cat, the Buddies and some new friends search for the greatest treasure known to animalkind. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Disney. $9.95
**Blu-ray**

**6779344 BARBED WIRE DOLLS.** Widescreen. From Jess Franco comes one of the most controversial films of all time. Wounded in a prison riot, Maria (Maria Grazia Spina) is subjected to endless psychological and sexual abuse. Not Rated. Adults only. Full Moon. $14.95

**6650024 FREQUENCY.** Widescreen. All his life, police officer John Cabot (Jim Caviezel) has been haunted by one tragic event. Then, when a rare phenomenon opens a mysterious channel to the past, John is stunned to discover that he’s able to communicate with his father (Dennis Quaid) – who has been dead for 30 years! English SDH. 118 minutes. New Line Cinema. $6.95

**682791 JET L'IS FEARLESS.** Widescreen. Jet Li stars as a renowned martial arts champion who must come face to face with the most ferocious fighters in the world as a part of a difficult path to redemption. An edge of your seat masterpiece of pride and self discovery. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**67219X THE CHRONICLES OF RIDICK.** Widescreen. After years of outrunning bounty hunters, escaped convict Riddick finds himself caught between opposing forces in a fight for the future of the human race. A space-faring sci-fi epic, now presented in a collectible steelbook case. Stars Vin Diesel and Thandie Newton. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 134 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**68710X WOLF LAKE.** Widescreen. Rod Stinger plays Charlie, an ex-Marine who lost his only son in the Vietnam War. He and his friends fly to a remote Canadian hunting lodge for their annual outing. There they meet the lodge’s new caretaker (David Huffman), who is a deserter. The two men clash as Charlie and his buddies start terrorizing the young man. But when he gets hunters become the hunted. Rated R. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. $9.95

**670169 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY.** Widescreen. Johnny (Evan Pessey), a riverboat singer, whose life according to girlfriend and singing partner Frankie (Donna Douglas) has become one great big roulette wheel. When Frankie sees Johnny with curvaceous carrot-top and good luck charm Nellie Bly (Nancy Kovach) she decides that she’ll break off her romance with Johnny, 87 minutes. All Media. $11.95

**696332 THE DOVEKEEPERS.** Widescreen. In 70 A.D., three stormy, sensitive women journey to the city of Masada in a desperate attempt to hold out against the Roman army. They are united by their passionate natures, roles as dovekeepers, and powerful secrets that will tie their destinies together. Based on the best-selling novel by Alice Hoffman. Stars Rachel Bronson, English SDH. 172 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**6829397 THE SALVATION.** Widescreen. When he lays waste to the scoundrels who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier (Mads Mikkelsen) incurs the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-bent on hunting him down in this Wild West adventure. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films. $5.95

**680315 THE JIGSAW MURDERS.** Widescreen. Detective DaVonzo (Chad Everett) and his young partner (Yaphet Kotto) are putting together a murder mystery with the help of a jigsaw puzzle, but will all the pieces be together in time to save DaVonzo’s daughter? Directed by John Lafia. Rated R. 98 minutes. Code Red. $19.95

**6870511 CABO BLANCO.** Widescreen. Cliff Hoyt (Charles Bronson) is the ex-Nazi seerking to save DaVonzo’s daughter? Directed by John Lafia. Rated R. 98 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

**6892866 SINFONIA EROTICA.** When an unstable noblewoman (Lina Romay) returns to her lavish estate, she will find herself alongside her libertine husband, his male lover, and a young run with a crack pot who goes hungry and decandent provocations. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Severin. $24.95

**6809030 MUTANT.** Widescreen. A hideous town secret is about to boil over. murderer is about to boil over. In this sci-fi chiller. A nearby chemical plant has been dumping toxic water just outside of town, turning townspeople into hideous, mutated, zombie mutants. Now, there’s nowhere left to run as the growing army of bloodthirsty ghouls slaughter the remaining humans one by one. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95

**6964273 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless fishermen seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something terrifying is lurking out of sight, heedless of danger or deadly force from the unexplored depths of the ocean. The questions snare the horsefied Intruders. Directed by James Cameron. Rated R. 106 minutes. Full Moon. $19.95

**6871232 WILD THINGS: FOURSOME.** Widescreen. Hotel magnate Ted Wheetly is tough on his arrogant harlot, porn king who believes his wealthy, womanizer father drove his mother to death. When Ted is killed in a speed boat accident, Detective Walker (John Schneider) is assigned to investigate the case. As he digs deeper he becomes more and more suspicious. Unrated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**6922903 NEVER TAKE CANDY FROM A STRANGER/SCREAM OF HAMMER Films Double Feature.** Widescreen. In Never Take Candy from a Stranger a small town is terrorized by an elderly child molester luring young girls into his mansion. No one will stop him, until it’s too late. In Scream of Fear! a wheelchair bound woman returns to her father’s estate while his away and soon is a victim of her stepmother’s plan to drive him insane and take over his estate. Rated R. Nearly three hours. Mill Creek. $14.98

**6870511 CABO BLANCO.** Widescreen. Cliff Hoyt (Charles Bronson) is the ex-Nazi seerking to save DaVonzo’s daughter? Directed by John Lafia. Rated R. 98 minutes. Code Red. $6.95

**6870590 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless fishermen seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something terrifying is lurking out of sight, heedless of danger or deadly force from the unexplored depths of the ocean. The questions snare the horsefied Intruders. Directed by James Cameron. Rated R. 106 minutes. Full Moon. $19.95

**6922619 FRANK & EVA.** Fullscreen. Frank and Eva cannot live with or without each other. In the liberal 1970s, Frank sleeps with every woman he can get. Eva, meanwhile is looking for more security and wants to start a family. Frank’s beautiful younger wife is so much that she starts an affair with their mutual friend. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 97 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epic. Pub. at $24.95

**6922597 EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS.** Widescreen. When journalist Emmanuelle (Laura Gemser) discovers evidence of an extinct cannibal tribe in a Manhattan mental hospital, her investigation leads her to the Amazon jungle for an orgy of carnage. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**6914500 TROLL/TROLL II.** Widescreen. Lock the doors and pull out the weed-wacker for this house party of horror where one family is about to find out about a troublesome troll who starts taking over their building in Troll, and to the trolls out those greedy goblins are back and hungrier than ever in this gourmet gross-out! Stars Michael Moriarty, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, George Hardy and Deborah Reed. 177 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $22.99

**6864814 5 EPIC WAR MOVIE PACK.** Widescreen. Swords clash and gladiators roar in five tales of ancient warfare: The Eagle with Channing Tatum and Jamie Bell; Centurion with Michael Fassbender; Immortals with Henry Cavill; The Last Legion with Colin Firth and Ben Kingsley; and Clash of Empires with Stephen Rahman-Hughes. Some Rated R. English SDH. Nine hours on 5 Blu-rays. $21.95

**6851491 5 FILMS 5 YEARS, VOLUME 2: Horror and Exploitation.** Five horror-packed films: The Mothers (Jayne Kennedy, Tina Parks, Tony Carreon); Flesh & Bullets (Aldo Ray, Colleen Brennan, Mai Lin) Hang Up (Sharon Matt, Mary McCusker, Todd Robbins); Dupen of Harem (Russ Harvey, Aaron Phillips, Helen Hogan); Murder on the Emerald Sea (Pat Conard, Robert Perault, Judy LaSalle). Over 6 hours on 2 Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $21.95

**6978916 5 FILMS 5 YEARS, VOLUME 3: Golden Age Erotica.** Widescreen. This collection of hardcore rarities includes: Dracula Sucks; Conquest of the World; Tropic of Desire; and Baby Rosemary. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two Blu-ray discs. All erotic. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95

**6922597 EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS.** Widescreen. When journalist Emmanuelle (Laura Gemser) discovers evidence of an extinct cannibal tribe in a Manhattan mental hospital, her investigation leads her to the Amazon jungle for an orgy of carnage. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

**6922619 FRANK & EVA.** Fullscreen. Frank and Eva cannot live with or without each other. In the liberal 1970s, Frank sleeps with every woman he can get. Eva, meanwhile is looking for more security and wants to start a family. Frank’s beautiful younger wife is so much that she starts an affair with their mutual friend. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 97 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epic. Pub. at $24.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**6951333 ENTER THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Following the mysterious disappearance of several travelers in a rural part of southern Texas, a detective and a scientist are sent to investigate. They soon discover the remains of one of the missing, and determined to uncover the truth, they find themselves embroiled in evil. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 83 minutes. Massage Video. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95. **6922813 UNDER CAPRICORN.** Fullscreen. Joseph Cotton plays Sam Hasky, a native Briton banished to Australia for murder, and Ingrid Bergman is the wife he has deserted. In order to foster a son, he marries the woman she has rejected. When he is arrested for the murder of a rival, she becomes his one true love. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. 78 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 $19.95.

**6920403 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT.** Widescreen. On the eve of her seventeenth birthday, Mari and friend Phyllis set off from her family home to attend a rock concert in the city. The pair run afoul of a group of vicious crooks, headed up by the sadistic Krug (David Hess). Gagged and bound, the young women are driven off to the woods. Includes unrated version, and a CD of music from the film. English SDH. Over 2 hours. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95.

**690891 THE DEVIL’S CARNIVAL.** Widescreen. A horror/rock musical cinema short about three individuals that have, somehow found themselves in Hell, and run by the devil. The trio is made up of a kleptomaniac, an obsessed father, and a gullible teenager, all of whom are doomed to repeat the very sins that delivered them to the carnival’s doorstep. Stars Sean Starzyk, Flanery. 55 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95.

**6902812 THE MAIDS.** Widescreen. Solange and Claire are Paris maids who tend to the domestic needs of a cruel socialite. Whence ever Madame's back is turned, the bonnes obsessively act out complex psychodramas of domination and control that fuel a lust for revenge upon the haughty woman they serve. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

**6901867 SPETTERS.** Widescreen. Rien, Eef and Hans are three young guys stuck in an industrial town on the outskirts of Rotterdam. They couldn’t be more different except for their shared passion for motorcycle racing, which each sees as his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

**6901959 JACQUES BREIL IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS.** Widescreen. A freewheeling adaptation of the perennial cabaret-style musical, this is a kaleidoscopic romp through the Brel songbook. Songwriter Mort Shuman worked with stage producer Eric Bliu to transform Brel’s chansons into lushly romantic yet unromantic English-language tunes. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

**6989521 SWEET SWEETBACK’S BAADASSSSS SONG.** Widescreen. Sweetback, a black orphan raised in a brothel and paraded as a sex show performer is set up by his boss and two corrupt white policemen for a murder he didn’t commit. Sweetback escapes captivity only to find new troubles. A hallucinogenic work of violence and bigotry. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95.

**6953570 THE AMBULANCE.** Widescreen. One minute Josh Baker (Terence Stamp) is a dashing paraplegic and widower who overheard an attempt to blackmail one of the institute’s scientists shortly before the robbery, teams up with intrepid reporter Carlo Giordani (James Francos). To crack the case, English SDH. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95.

**695620X THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: Season 1.** Few TV characters have impacted family culture as much as Andy Taylor (Andy Griffith), Barney Fife (Don Knotts), and Opie (Ron Howard). As town sheriff and widowed father, Andy teaches his son the meaning of family and friendship. Includes all Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 13 hours on four Blu-rays. Paramount. Pub. at $11.95.


**696422X STRAIGHT TO HELL.** Widescreen. In this 1987 cult classic, director Alex Cox, four hapless bank robbers bury their loot and attempt to hide out in a deserted desert town until the heat blows over, but very soon find out that the town is not really deserted. Stars Sy Richardson, Joe Strummer, Courtney Love and Elvis Costello. Rated 18. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

**6953670 THE TIE THAT BINDS.** Widescreen. When a childless couple adopts an abandoned little girl, they discover a happiness they’ve never known before. But their new life is violently shattered when the girl’s natural parents—a dangerous pair of outlaws—reappear to claim what’s theirs. Stars Daryl Hannah and Keith Carradine. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.

**6963870 WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO YOUR DAUGHTERS?** Widescreen. A teenage girl is found hanged from the rafters of a privately rented attic. Hot-headed Inspector Silvestri and rookie雪山。Rainey. 59 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.
BLOODSUCCERS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. A mysterious and invisible alien pantheon landed in rural Texas and has started turning the nearby townspeople into white-faced, bloodthirsty killers. And now the local authorities begin to investigate the strange and violent goings on. English. Widescreen. 84 minutes. Code Red. Published at $24.95. 

THE PETE WEAVER COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. Four feisty adventures: The Bless and Blood Show, Brainless Beauty ( teamed with Luan Peters) 96 minutes; House of Mortal Sin (Anthony Sharpe, Norman Eshley, and Sheila Keith) 104 minutes; Frightmare (Shirley Davia and Deborah Fairfax) 86 minutes; and Hells Kitchen 96 minutes. English. widescreen. Published at $49.95. 

COUNTRY. Widescreen. Jewell (Jessica Lange) and Gil (Sam Shepard) work the land in America's heartland, on a farm that has found their family together for generations. For them, the land has always been their life, so when government bureaucrats decide to take it all away, the feds decide to stay on their land and fight a green land grabbers. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Published at $29.95. 

BORN LOSERS. Widescreen. In this thrilling action film, Tom Laughlin introduced the character Billy Jack to the world and started a phenomenon. When a vendetta gang launches an assault on a small town Billy Jack must take up a one-man crusade against incredible odds to save the entire town from the gang. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Published at $22.95. 

GROSS ANATOMY. Widescreen. It takes hard work, discipline and commitment to get through med school. Matthew Modine stars as Joe Jewell, a brilliant first-year med student whose casual, nonconforming approach to life gets tested when he enrolls in Gross Anatomy, the toughest course in med school. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Published at $19.95. 

THE BIG COUNTRY. Widescreen. A bold sweeping tale of a ship's captain (Gregory Peck) who ventures west to find a hotbed of jealousy, hatred and conflict. The three teens must run for their lives, but is there anyone to help? 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Published at $19.95. 

FAMILY HONOR. Widescreen. A Scotland Yard inspector's daughter and her abusive alter ego Jimmy, tiny invisible aliens have landed on the roof of the barbecue restaurant. But they begin killing anyone who has sex with to feed on their pleasure giving neurotransmitters. Meanwhile, a girl who urgently wants to capture and study them. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. Published at $32.98. 

HERBIE GOES TO MONTE CARLO. Widescreen. The world's most beloved fairy tales gets a fresh and hilarious re-imagining! A scheming queen (Julia Roberts) teams up with obnoxious but dapper private investigator Abraham Gentry to try and track the case. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Published at $34.95. 

SOLD OUT
perpetual daylight. Soon nightfall will come and bring with it

*

Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

6940994

RACE FOR GLORY. Widescreen. In a beachfront home and indulges his passion for windsurfing

6917267 THOSE MAD MAD MOVIE MAKERS! (Gosh It’s ME! ALICE GOODYBODDY.) Widescreen. Two trying men decide to make a porno movie decide to raise money from friends and family by telling them It’s a religious film. Complication arise when people tell them Those Mad Mad Movie Makers. Gosh It’s ME! Alice Goodyboddy (Rated R) is a wild sex comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she sleeps her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. navy. See more titles at erhbc.com/650

6871070 THE 6 DEGREES COLLECTION. Widescreen. It’s six degrees of sizzling hot Bacon, Kevin Bacon that is, with this diverse collection of films from the award winning director of twisted thrillers Includes The Big Picture, Flatliners, Hollow Man; Trapped; In the Cut; and Where the Truth Lies. Most Rated

6814037 RESIDENT EVIL: Afterlife. Widescreen. After a one-woman assault on the Umbrella Corporation’s fortress, Alice’s (Milla Jovovich) superhuman abilities are neutralized. Now, fleeing the undead masses created by the T-irus, Alice and her brother and their signs of resistance are forcibly removed. Rated R

6832892 MANIACS! Widescreen. In this stirring CGI animated tale, the Earth of 2065 is infested with alien life and man made weapons. A team of badass marines, a robot who has been made this personal story of love, marriage, and stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 172 minutes. Comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she sleeps her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 6917267

687265X SHOCKING DARK. A team of badass marines, a young woman who stumbles upon a secret government facility and her attempts to revive a rotting corpse. But to disappoint her exploit, this small band of holdouts wage an explosive battle for survival. Rated R. 96 minutes. Showt!


6890114 LORD SHANGO. Widescreen. In this atmospheric bioplastic classic, a wrong Christian mother turns away from her faith to a more ancient religion and summons a tribal priest to avenge her teenage daughter. Rarely seen since its original release, this striking blend of folklore, African traditions, and supernatural menace stars Gemma stars in the titular role in this surprisingly effective film. Rated R. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory.

682266X SHOCKING DARK. A team of badass marines, a young woman who stumbles upon a secret government facility and her attempts to revive a rotting corpse. But to disappoint her exploit, this small band of holdouts wage an explosive battle for survival. Rated R. 96 minutes. Showt!

6872288 TWO THOUSAND MANIACS! Widescreen. When a group of Yankee tourists take a detour and wind up in the abandoned town of Pleasant Valley, they find themselves welcomed by the eager townfolk as guests of honor at their centennial celebration. Little do they know the festivities are to include torture, death, and dismemberment. Directed by H.G. Lewis. Unrated. English SDH. 67 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95

6818358 PREY. Widescreen. An alien with an innocent-looking young couple. The being then animates himself into the body of the man he killed. A reclusive lesbian couple, who mistake him for an injured drifter, invite him to recover in their isolated log cabin in the Oregon wilderness. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.

6840994 WINDRIGGER. Widescreen. Stewart “FC” Simpson stars in a brand new adventure that Includes: The Big Picture, Flatliners, Hollow Man, Trapped; In the Cut; and Where the Truth Lies. Most Rated R. Over 11 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek.

6878298 SDH. 106 minutes. Columbia.

6080890 ISAAC ASIMOV’S NIGHTFALL. Widescreen. Far across the cosmos from our world lies a planet bathed in perpetual daylight. Soon nightfall will come and bring with it tremendous destruction. Science struggles against superstition in this dramatic portrayal of Isaac Asimov’s award winning short story. Stars David Birney and Sarah Douglas. 88 minutes. Code Red.

6814438 NIGHTMARE AT NOON. Widescreen. The town of Bugger (Laura Gerrard) goes undercover in a penitentiary, she will endure a nightmare of sadistic guards, voracious lesbians, rat attacks, feces fights and an explosive escape. Rated R. 97 minutes. Adults only. "8018980 ISAAC ASIMOV’S NIGHTFALL. Widescreen. Far across the cosmos from our world lies a planet bathed in perpetual daylight. Soon nightfall will come and bring with it tremendous destruction. Science struggles against superstition in this dramatic portrayal of Isaac Asimov’s award winning short story. Stars David Birney and Sarah Douglas. 88 minutes. Code Red.

6840994 WINDRIGGER. Widescreen. Stewart “FC” Simpson stars in a brand new adventure that Includes: The Big Picture, Flatliners, Hollow Man, Trapped; In the Cut; and Where the Truth Lies. Most Rated R. Over 11 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek.

6872232 CRUCIBLE OF HORROR. Widescreen. Edith (Yvonne Mitchell), a terrified wife, along with her daughter, plots to kill her husband Walter (Michael Gough) to end his abusive treatment of their daughter. They poison him right before his eyes, but they didn’t count on one thing. Walter isn’t ready to die. Rated R. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. at $27.99

6814282 ROBBERS’ ROOST. Widescreen. George Montgomery stars as Jim “Tex” Wall, a rancher turned outlaw searching for three men who raped his wife. Landing an honest job as a cowhand, when his boss’s sister is kidnapped by a gang of outlaws, Tex sees an opportunity to retrieve himself and his rescuer. Rated R. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber.  "8018980 ISAAC ASIMOV’S NIGHTFALL. Widescreen. Far across the cosmos from our world lies a planet bathed in perpetual daylight. Soon nightfall will come and bring with it tremendous destruction. Science struggles against superstition in this dramatic portrayal of Isaac Asimov’s award winning short story. Stars David Birney and Sarah Douglas. 88 minutes. Code Red.

6872288 TWO THOUSAND MANIACS! Widescreen. When a group of Yankee tourists take a detour and wind up in the abandoned town of Pleasant Valley, they find themselves welcomed by the eager townfolk as guests of honor at their centennial celebration. Little do they know the festivities are to include torture, death, and dismemberment. Directed by H.G. Lewis. Unrated. English SDH. 67 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95

6818358 PREY. Widescreen. An alien with an innocent-looking young couple. The being then animates himself into the body of the man he killed. A reclusive lesbian couple, who mistake him for an injured drifter, invite him to recover in their isolated log cabin in the Oregon wilderness. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.

6832892 MANIACS! Widescreen. In this stirring CGI animated tale, the Earth of 2065 is infested with alien life and man made weapons. A team of badass marines, a robot who has been made this personal story of love, marriage, and stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 172 minutes. Comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she sleeps her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 6917267

6818358 PREY. Widescreen. An alien with an innocent-looking young couple. The being then animates himself into the body of the man he killed. A reclusive lesbian couple, who mistake him for an injured drifter, invite him to recover in their isolated log cabin in the Oregon wilderness. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.

6832892 MANIACS! Widescreen. In this stirring CGI animated tale, the Earth of 2065 is infested with alien life and man made weapons. A team of badass marines, a robot who has been made this personal story of love, marriage, and stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 172 minutes. Comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she sleeps her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 6917267

6818358 PREY. Widescreen. An alien with an innocent-looking young couple. The being then animates himself into the body of the man he killed. A reclusive lesbian couple, who mistake him for an injured drifter, invite him to recover in their isolated log cabin in the Oregon wilderness. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.

6832892 MANIACS! Widescreen. In this stirring CGI animated tale, the Earth of 2065 is infested with alien life and man made weapons. A team of badass marines, a robot who has been made this personal story of love, marriage, and stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 172 minutes. Comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she sleeps her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. 6917267

6818358 PREY. Widescreen. An alien with an innocent-looking young couple. The being then animates himself into the body of the man he killed. A reclusive lesbian couple, who mistake him for an injured drifter, invite him to recover in their isolated log cabin in the Oregon wilderness. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only.
Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Adults only.

Ralph (Dean Cameron) is just your typical, half-beast with genetically altered brains. (Craig Littler), these creatures are half-man, half-beast with genetically altered brains. Rated R. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**6914462** ROCKY. Widescreen. Ralph (Dean Cameron) is just your typical, average vampire with love in his heart, music in his veins, and a curse on his head. Every 22 years, poor Ralph is doomed to come out of his grave. But Ralph is determined to crush the curse for good. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**695472** DEATH SMILES ON A MURDERER. Widescreen. A haunting Gothic horror original, this is a compelling early work from the legendary sleaze and horror film director Joe D Amato, here billed under his real name, Aristide Mastronuzzi. With English subtitles. 89 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**692309** GRAVE ROBBERS. Widescreen. Nora Mae Edwards had always dreamed that a handsome and wealthy man would marry her, but then she finds out she isn't his first wife, and that her husband would prefer her cold and dead. A darkly humorous and variously suggested tale, and a gruesome black comedy about the meaning of love and lust after death. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**691349** FULL MOON HIGH. Widescreen. The most important thing to the twenty-something Andy is to win the big game against archival Simpson High. But then Tony is bitten by a werewolf, and then things really get hairy! Cursed to live forever as a testament to the unnatural forces that are inhuman. Tony realizes he must find a way to end this cycle of animalistic excess. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6944429** KINGS OF THE SUN. Widescreen. A terrible battle leaves young Balam (George Chakiris) king of his Mayan tribe, and upon reaching their new home, a hostile Native American tribe attacks but the Mayans manage to capture Black Eagle and Balam's respect. Black Eagle and Balam will join forces to repel another invading force. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**6951525** SUSPIRIA. Widescreen. (Jessica Harper) stars in this frightening tale of a young student who uncovers dark and horrific secrets within the walls of a famous German dance academy. 98 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $43.95. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**6941044** DOOM ASYLUM. Widescreen. When a group of horny teenagers wind up on the grounds of a creepy abandoned asylum, they encounter a freakishly deformed maniac. With an array of grisly surgical tools at its disposal, it’s only a matter of time before the teenagers start to meet various splatter ends. Stars Kristin Davis, Ruth Collins, and Patty Mullien. English SDH. 79 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**6940866** SUNSET SOCIETY. Widescreen. Welcome to the world of the Sunset Society, a secret organization in Hollywood where partisans are held, waiting to be released! Blood flows freely. Ace is the head vampire in charge who likes to keep the fun going while keeping the profile low. Includes CD soundtrack. *Price reduced 50%*. English SDH and subtitles. 80 minutes. pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6922740** ZOMBIE 3. After a deadly virus is stolen from a government facility, it will unleash a “wildly entertaining” Realm of Horror combination of Fulci’s signature extreme violence and blood-bloody buckets of gore-soothing mayhem that must be seen to be believed. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $34.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6922651** THE SADIST OF NOTRE DAME. Widescreen. Jess Franco stars as a perverted psychopath, probing the streets of Paris in a fever of violence, voyeurism, rampant nudity and S&M depravity. Also stars Oliver Mellor, Pierre Taylor and one of the finest productions seen by the splendid ladies of the Sunset Society. A 1970s exploitation classic. Rated R. 99 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**6912839 I, JANE DOE.** Fullscreen. During WWII, a married American fighter pilot (John Carroll) commits bigamy and marries Jane Doe (Kathleen Beller). When he disappears at the end of the war, Jane Doe (Kathleen Beller) searches for the truth about what happened to her soldier husband. And a trio of young city friends to experience an adventure like you’ve never seen before! As many of them aspire to be musicians, this band of country fried comrades encounter the luxuries of fame, and what it takes to be rock stars. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. **SOLD OUT**

**6880495** HOW DO I LOVE THEE. Widescreen. Stanley Watts (Jackie Gleason) is the① best-selling author in Leidoures, France, after a good deed has backfired on him. Comedy of regrets and errors is based on a book by Peter De Vries Pete ni v ril and written by Sherry Winters and Maureen O’Hara. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

**6938728** THE FRENCH WAY. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary France, where young lovers forbidden to marry by their respective families. Josephine Baker as Zaza, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony between the two families and allows herself to get married. In the B&W with French English subtitles. 74 minutes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**6926244** THE PINK PANTHER CARTOON COLLECTION, VOLUME 2, 1966-1968. Fullscreen. Collects twenty-eight shorts, including popular pop-culture parodies, satires of ‘60s counterculture, and fantasies with outright surrealism. 125 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**6926635** REDNECKS. Widescreen. John Birmingham’s Rednecks brings together a pack of Southern loving friends on an adventure like you’ve never seen before! As many of them aspire to be musicians, this band of country fried comrades encounter the luxuries of fame, and what it takes to be rock stars. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6920446** GIGIL. Widescreen. A stranger appears in a remote New Zealand farmland at the exact time a farmer accidentally falls to his death. The mysterious outsider grows close to some of the dead man’s family, to the point where he and the widow become lovers. But he has a secret of his own: the intruder is the devil and sets about protecting her and her family and their homestead. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6813739** COVER UP. Fullscreen. Sam Donovan (Dennis O’Keefe) is a top insurance investigator sent to rural Michigan town, to find out whether the death of one of its policyholders was a suicide or murder. But no one in the town is talking, until Anita (Barbara Britton) breaks her silence, which is broken by the split personality and Sam begins to uncover the truth the town is keeping. In B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6913685** AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. Featuring Larry Lewis (a hapless bungling private and Dean Martin is his bossy first sergeant and ladies’ man with the cooners’ voice. Tom Ewell is a tenor in a choir of cabaret chorus-girls opening his eyes to the comic side of life). A gang of not-so-professional criminals has everything it takes to rob a bank–except their leader, their getaway car and an actual plan. On their tail are two cops and a marriage that matters more than the others. Stars Hoyt Axton, Corbin Bernsen, Fred Gwynne, Lou Diamond Phillips, and more. Rated R. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
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